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CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. The highest bidder shall be the Buyer. If any dispute arises, the Auctioneers
shall have absolute discretion to settle it and put up any disputed Lot again. The
Auctioneers reserve the right to refuse any bidding.
2. All lots are put up for sale subject to any agreed reserve price imposed by the
seller. The Auctioneers and Vendors reserve the right to bid for each Lot and to
alter the Lotting as may be considered necessary, and to withdraw any Lot or
Lots from the Sale.
3. The full purchase money for each Lot is to be paid at the fall of the hammer.
The declaration of the name of the buyer shall be deemed a full and sufficient
acceptance of the Lot, which shall then be and remain in every respect at the
absolute risk of the respective buyer or buyers thereof, and shall be removed
from the place of sale at the buyer’s expense, and taken with all faults and
errors of description, the Auctioneers not holding themselves responsible for the
correctness of the description, the genuineness or authenticity of, or any fault
or defect in any Lot. The Contract of Sale is to be deemed in all cases as made
exclusively with the Auctioneers, and the payment is to be made to them alone.
4. No lot or lots shall be removed from the premises on which the sale is held
until paid for, nor shall any person be allowed to retract his or her bidding,
but must give his or her name and residence on demand. No lot under any
circumstances to be removed during the hours of the sale but all Lots must be
removed within five working days of the sale. No relaxation whatever can be
made to this condition. Should any damage be occasioned by any buyer to any
property of any Vendor which is either reserved or unsold, the buyer shall make
good the same or pay a sum in damages which may be agreed between the
Auctioneers, as representing the vendor, and such buyer, or failing agreement as
to said damages, the amount shall be settled by the Auctioneers whose decision
shall be final.
5. Methods of Payment
Cheques – All cheques must be made payable to Lindsay Burns and Company.
It is necessary to allow at least six working days for the cheque to clear before
collecting the lots (unless agreed with the auctioneers prior to sale).
Cash - Lindsay Burns & Company accepts cash payments up to £5,000.00
Bank transfer - All bank transfers must state the relevant paddle number (found
on the top right of your invoice, if you are unsure of this number please contact
the office) If transferring from a foreign currency, the total Lindsay Burns &
Company receive must be the amount due in pounds sterling after a currency
conversion. All transfers must include anticipated bank charges. Our bank
details are available on request. We do not accept cash deposits into our account.
Credit card and debit card payments -There are no charges for using debit
or credit cards. Lindsay Burns & Company does not accept card payments over
the telephone or internet, only in person on the premises (unless agreed with the
auctioneers prior to sale).
6. It is hereby expressly stipulated that all sales be cash transactions at the fall of
the hammer. Notwithstanding this a bill statement may be delivered to the buyer
at the end of the sale, for the convenience of such buyer, no stamped receipt
shall be required by such a buyer. Except at his or her own expense.
7. If any buyer shall fail to comply with the above conditions or any of them, the
Auctioneers shall be at liberty to recover in full the amount outstanding for the
Lot or Lots bought by such buyer, together with a 5% administrative charge, and
all costs, charges and expenses incurred; or to re-sell any Lot or Lots bought by
such buyer, either by public or private sale, and the full amount of the purchase
money at the present sale, or the deficiency (if any) arising from the second sale
together with all interest, cost, charges and expenses, shall be made good by the
defaulter.

Hammer price 		
From €0-€50,000 		
From €50,000.01 to €200,000
From €200,000.01 to €350,000
From €350,000.01 to 500,000
Exceeding €500,000		

Percentage
4%
3%
1%
0.5%
0.25

12. Registering To Bid
To register as a private individual we will require full contact details along with
government issued photo identification (passport, driving licence) and a proof
or address (utility bill, council tax bill, bank statement) To register as a corporate
client we will require a copy of the certificate of incorporation or equivalent
documentation and proof of identification of directors and owners. If you are
a partnership, trust or other legal structure please contact us to discuss the
registration requirements.
Buyer’s premium is charged at 20% plus VAT at the prevailing rate on the
hammer price of all lots sold.
13. Lindsay Burns & Company offers an online bidding service via thesaleroom.com. This service is provided for bidders who cannot attend the sale.
Online auctions allow you to listen, bid and watch the sale in real time. To view
the catalogue and register for the sale please go to www.the-saleroom.com/
lindsayburns . Please note that successful bids made via the-saleroom.com live
auction service will be subject to an additional 4.95% charge plus VAT at the
prevailing rate over and above Lindsay Burns & Company’s buyer’s premium.
14. Lindsay Burns & Company prepare Condition Reports and state the
physical condition of the lots offered for sale. Lindsay Burns & Company do
this free of charge and on behalf of our vendors. Should any potential buyer
request a Condition report then Lindsay Burns & Company will provide this.
Lindsay Burns & Company are not entering into a contract with the potential
buyer. Whilst every effort is taken to ensure the accuracy of the Sale Catalogue
and such Condition Reports, they and all descriptions given are prepared by us
to the best of our knowledge and any dates and descriptions relating to lots are
the Opinion of Lindsay Burns and Company. They do not assume responsibility
for them in any way. All lots are available for inspection to potential buyers
during the viewing period prior to the Auction.
15. Definitions
Auctioneer the representative of Lindsay Burns & Company conducting the
sale.
Buyer the person to whom a lot is knocked down to by the Auctioneer and will
include any bidder or potential buyer.
Buyer’s Premium is the sum calculated on the Hammer Price currently
20% +VAT.
Condition Report is a report on the physical condition of a lot prepared by
Lindsay Burns & Company for potential buyers, (see 15).
Hammer Price is the price for which the lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer
on the day of sale, (not subject to Buyers Premium or VAT).
Lindsay Burns & Company The Auctioneers as referred to as Lindsay Burns
& Company.
Lot any item consigned to Lindsay Burns & Company with a view to being
sold at auction.
Sale the auction sale at for which a lot is to be offered for sale by Lindsay Burns
& Company.
VAT Value Added Tax at the prevailing rate at the day of sale.
Vendor the seller of lots consigned to Lindsay Burns & Company.

9. All Lots marked with the prefix * indicates VAT is payable in addition to the
Selling Price.

Customer Due Diligence
Art Market Participants are obliged to undertake measures to ensure that
transactions are not part of money laundering. The threshold for these checks
is 10,000 EUROS or the equivalent in British pounds. We will be required to
undertake the necessary identification checks prior to the conclusion of any
transaction exceeding this threshold. Please refer to our Anti-Money Laundering
Policy or contact the office for further information.

10. All Lots prefixed with @ indicates that VAT is included in the Selling Price.

Published by Lindsay Burns & Company 28th June 2021

11. All lots prefixed with AR indicate that they are subject to Artists Resale
Right. This will only apply to items selling for a hammer price of €1000 or
greater, converted into the currency of the sale using the European Central Bank
reference rate prevailing on the date of sale. The additional premium will be
payable to Lindsay Burns & Company

Lindsay Burns & Company is the trading name of N Burns & C Burns
Ltd., a limited company registered in Scotland.
Registration number SC412672. Registered office is at 6 King Street, Perth,
PH2 8JA VAT Reg. 177947251

8. Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneers shall be responsible for any loss,
damages or injury occasioned to or sustained by any person on the premises,
before, during or after the sale howsoever the same may arise.

by the buyer to cover our expenses relating to the payment of royalties under
the Artists Resale Right Regulations 2006 and The Artists Resale Right
(Amendment) Regulations 2011. The Royalty is calculated as a percentage of
the Hammer Price and is set out on a sliding scale from 4% to 0.25%, see table
below. The maximum Royalty is capped at €12,500 which applies to works sold
for €2 million or more.
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TUESDAY 7TH DECEMBER
LONGCASE CLOCKS

Lot 1

Lot 2

1. A 19th century English oak
longcase clock William Burch,
Glastonbury, the hood with
broken swan neck pediment caddy
top with brass mounts and central
pointed finial, the front flanked
with full columns with brass Doric
capitals, the trunk with rectangular
door with mosaic cross banding
and central oval shell marquetry
roundel, over a square plinth base
with matching inlay and bracket
feet, the break arch painted cream
enamel dial with black Roman
numerals, subsidiary second
dial and date aperture below,
the break arch with moonphase,
the spandrels with four scenes
of ladies in garden landscapes,
the weight driven movement
with anchor escapement striking
the full hour on a bell, with two
weights, pendulum and a key,
224cm high x 48cm wide x 25cm
deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

2. A 19th century Scottish
mahogany longcase clock
J. Brown, Kilmarnock, the
caddy top hood with carved
scrolling pediment, the trunk
with rectangular concave door
over a plinth base, the break arch
painted dial with black Roman
numerals, subsidiary second dial
and date dial below, the break arch
painted with a scene of a Scottish
couple ploughing the land next
to a church, the spandrels painted
with the figures of the Britannia,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland, the
weight driven movement with
anchor escapement striking the
full hour on a bell (movement
corroded), with two weights,
pendulum and a winder, 236cm
high x 58cm wide x 24cm deep.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 3
3. A 19th century Scottish
mahogany longcase clock
J. Copland, Girvan, the caddy
top hood with carved c- scroll
pediment with a single brass
ball finial topped with an eagle,
the trunk with rectangular
concave door over a plinth
base, the break arch painted dial
with black Roman numerals,
subsidiary second dial and
date dial below, the break arch
painted with a scene of children
around a candlelight table,
the spandrels painted with the
figures of the Muses, the weight
driven movement with anchor
escapement striking the full hour
on a bell, two weights, pendulum
(bob loose) and a winder, 241cm
high x 58cm wide x 24cm deep.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 4

Lot 6

4. An 18th century Scottish oak longcase clock Robert Miller Alloa,
circa 1750-60, the hood with domed caddy top with two brass ball finials
topped with eagles over pierced fret work frieze and corner spandrels, the
sides glazed, the front with three quarter columns with brass Corinthian
capitals, the trunk with break arched door over a plinth base, the break
arch brass dial with gilt pierced spandrels, silvered Roman chapter ring
with Arabic five minute markers, the centre with subsidiary second dial
and date aperture below, the arch with a silvered plaque signed ‘Ro.t
Miller, Alloa’ and with silent/strike level and repeat/strike level below, the
weight driven movement with anchor escapement striking the full hour on
a bell, with two weights, a pendulum and a key, 233cm high x 48cm wide
x 27cm deep. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

6. A 19th century Scottish
mahogany longcase clock
David Peatt, Crieff, the hood
with broken swan neck pediment,
the front with three quarter
columns with Corinthian capitals,
the trunk with arched glazed door
over a plinth base, the break arch
painted dial with black Roman
numerals, subsidiary second dial
and date dial below, the break
arch painted with a cuckoo,
painted scrolling spandrels, the
weight driven movement with
anchor escapement striking the
full hour on a bell, with two
weights and pendulum, 214cm
high x 47cm wide x 26cm deep.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

5. A 19th century mahogany wall mounted dial clock J. Firderer,
Birmingham, the hood of drum form with carved scrolling supports, the
trunk with a well figured arched door, the cream enamel dial with black
Roman numerals, the weight driven movement with anchor escapement
striking the full hour on a bell, with two weights, a key and a winder,
153cm high x 50cm wide x 24cm deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 7

Lot 8

Lot 9

7. A late 17th century and
later longcase clock, the flat
topped case with Doric columns,
the convex throat moulding over
the moulded trunk door with
lenticle, on a plinth base and
squat bun feet, the case appears
to be a very high quality faithful
20th century reproduction of a
period case, the brass dial with
gilt winged putto mask spandrels
flanked by engraving, the silvered
Roman chapter ring, with gilt
matted centre with central
engraved rose, subsidiary dial
and chamfered date aperture,
the weight driven movement
with anchor escapement striking
on a bell, with two weights,
pendulum and a key, 193cm
high x 38cm wide x 23cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

8. An 18th century English
oak longcase clock, the caddy top
hood with moulded pediment, the
plain trunk with rectangular door
and plinth base, elements of the
case possibly later, the silvered
dial with gilt pierced spandrels,
a Roman numeral chapter ring
with Arabic five minute markers,
the centre with an engraved scene
of St. Michael’s Mount signed
‘James Sellick, Marazion’, the
weight driven movement with
anchor escapement striking on
a bell striking the full hour on a
bell, two weights, pendulum and a
winder, 201cm high x 47cm wide
x 27cm deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

9. An early 20th century
Chippendale style mahogany
longcase clock by Maple & Co
London, the hood with a swan
neck pediment over an arched
case with column supports, the
trunk with Gothic arched door and
columns, the base with rusticated
details on bracket feet, the dial
with black Roman numerals,
subsidiary chime dial to the arch
and pierced spandrels, signed
‘Maple & Co, London’, the brass
triple train mechanism designed
to strike on a bell and chime
on 10 bells (damages), 213cm
high x 37cm wide x 29cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 10

Lot 11

10. A late 18th century
mahogany longcase clock, the
arched hood flanked by quarter
columns, the trunk with arched
door with ebony stringing flanked
by two carved quarter columns
with spiralling acanthus detail
over a plinth base, the circular
brass dial with silvered Roman
chapter ring with Arabic five
minute markers, the centre with
engraved scrolling foliate design,
subsidiary second dial and date
aperture below, the weight
driven movement with anchor
escapement striking the full hour
on a bell, with two weights,
pendulum and a winder, 211cm
high x 50cm wide x 26cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

11. A 19th century English
mahogany longcase clock
J. Ramsey, Devonport, the hood
with broken swan neck pediment
pagoda top with three brass ball
finials, the centre topped with an
eagle, the front with three quarter
columns with brass Doric capitals,
the trunk with break arched door
over a plinth base, the break arch
silvered dial with black Roman
numerals, subsidiary second dial
and date aperture below, the break
arch with eagle figure over moto
‘Tempus Fugit’, the spandrels
with roundels and foliate swags,
the weight driven movement
with anchor escapement striking
the full hour on a bell, with two
weights, pendulum and a winder,
229cm high x 46cm wide x 23cm
deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 12
12. A 19th century Scottish
mahogany longcase clock
Crole, Perth, the arched hood
with boxwood stringing around
the dial, two strung lower
spandrels and two ball finials
flanking a centre c-scroll ball
finial topped with an eagle, the
trunk with rectangular door
with boxwood stringing over a
plinth base, the circular cream
enamel dial with black Roman
numerals, subsidiary second dial
and date dial below, the weight
driven movement with anchor
escapement striking the full hour
on a bell, with two weights,
pendulum and a winder, 214cm
high x 50cm wide x 24cm deep.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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FURNITURE
13. A Victorian walnut, yew and parquetry
centre table, the oval shaped top with broad
inlaid outer border of crossed banded edge,
stringing and diamonds with quatrefoil design in
mosaic parquetry, raised on four tapered turned
cylindrical supports resting on a quadripartite base
with a central turned finial and four down swept
supports with carved in high relief with acanthus
detail and scroll carved toes raised on ceramic
castors, 134cm long x 103cm wide x 72cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
Lot 16
16. A pair of French Louis XV style walnut
and marquetry jardinieres / planter tables, late
19th century, each with pierced brass gallery
above friezes of floral marquetry and bow swags,
the covers with roundels of birds revealing later
removable tin liners, each on slender cabriole legs
with gilt metal foliate cartouche mounts and sabots,
each 78cm high x 69.5cm wide x 43cm deep.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 14
14. A 19th century rosewood tilt top breakfast
table in the manner of William Trotter, the round
tilt top with egg and dart border, on four scrolling
supports over a concave quadripartite base with
four sweeping legs with brass mounted acanthus
feet with casters, 122cm diameter x 74cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
15. A 19th century ebonised and gilt metal
mounted boulle centre table. The shaped oval
top with gilt tooled red leather insert above
a single frieze drawer raised on four cabriole
supports with mask and foliate cast mounts.
152cm wide x 77.5cm high x 92cm deep.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)

17. A 19th century mahogany demi lune folding
card table, the hinged fold over top with a green
felt interior supported by two hinged gate back
legs, the top with satinwood/boxwood banded edge
over marquetry shell cartouches with satinwood/
boxwood strung edge, on square tapered legs with
spade feet, 99cm wide x 73cm high x 44.5cm deep.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
18. A Chinese carved darkwood low display
stand / table, Republic period, an asymmetric
arrangement of one high shelf supported by
a carved and pierced frieze of a dragon in
clouds, above a split level top with a carved and
pierced apron with geometric symbol design
with bats, on four curving square legs with a
H-stretcher, 73cm high x 77cm wide x 30cm wide.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
19. A Chinese carved darkwood armchair,
Qing Dynasty, the back rail richly carved in
relief with two dragons around a flaming pearl,
the centre with a panel of figures of elders in a
landscape, the arms in the form of dragons with
a human figure below, the wooden seat above
a foliate frieze supported by four legs with
mythological beast masks with ball and claw feet
to the front, 115cm high x 61cm wide x 55cm deep.
£1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
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20. A pair of Chinese blond wood
yokeback armchairs, Qing Dynasty, each
with a curved crest rail supported on curved
rear posts and s-shaped splats, the woven
soft mat seat above a plain apron of square
section, all raised on square legs joined
by straight stretchers and a plain footrest,
each 98cm high x 49cm wide x 40cm deep.
£1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
21. A Chinese carved darkwood
bench, Qing Dynasty, the back richly
carved in relief with two dragons around
a flaming pearl, the centre with a roundel
of figures of elders in a landscape flanked
by two roundels of qilin under a tree with
a bird in the branches, the arms in the
form of dragons with a qilin figure below,
the wooden seat above a foliate frieze
supported by four legs with mythological
beast masks on ball and claw feet,
109cm high x 160cm wide x 60cm deep.
£3000-5000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 20

Lot 22
22. A pair of French Regency style button backed giltwood
armchairs, early 20th century, each with a scrolling rococo frame
with acanthus detailing, the backs and padded seats in a cream
brocade style fabric, raised on toupie supports with casters, each
76cm high x 80cm wide x 73cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
23. An early 19th century mahogany and marble
mirror backed hall cabinet, possibly Irish, formed of a
serpentine arched pediment over a rectangular mirror with
carved serpentine border flanked by turned supports, atop a
marble topped platform with single frieze drawer over three
graduated long drawers of serpentine form flanked by turned
supports, the drawers with gilt metal lion and ring handles,
the mirror with two gilt metal lighting applique mounts,
224cm high x 107cm wide x 61cm deep. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
24. A 19th century mahogany tilt top breakfast table, the top
of plain rectangular form on a turned support with four sweeping
legs terminating in scrolling acanthus feet, with brass casters,
136cm long x 112cm wide x 71cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
8
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Lot 25

Lot 27

25. An early 20th century mahogany cabinet on
stand, the cabinet of square form with two rows of
short drawers over a single long drawer, on a stand
with brush side above four long tapering square legs
with back stretcher, 133.5cm high x 66.5cm wide x
35.5cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
26. A late 19th / early 20th century mahogany
campaign style desk, with rectangular top with
three galleried sides, mounted on four brass supports
with turned detail united by a lower mahogany
shelf with concave cut out to the front, on four
brass casters, 87cm high x 73cm wide x 52cm deep.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
27. A 19th century mahogany armorial hall chair,
the shaped back with gadrooned swag mouldings, the
wood seat on turned gadrooned tapering front legs, the
central oval roundel on the back with painted armorial
with rampant lion crest, a motto and initial, 88cm high
x 38cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
28. A 19th century mahogany bookcase of slender
proportion, the large glazed doors flanked by two
reeded columns, containing two sets of mahogany
shelves, above a pair of cupboards with shelves and
crossbanded doors flanked by reeded columns, 246cm
high x 136cm wide x 34cm deep. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
Lot 28
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Lot 31
29. A Chinese darkwood
altar / rectangular table,
Republic period, the rectangular
top with curved ends, the apron
carved with central ring and
scrolling design, the straight legs
joined by stretchers, 87cm high
x 121cm wide x 41cm deep.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
30. An early 20th century
George III style mahogany
window seat, with high arms and
seat upholstered in moire silk style
cream fabric, the body carved
in Hepplewhite style decoration
with cabriole legs, 94cm wide
x 66cm high x 38cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
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31. A pair of matched AngloIndian ebony armchairs, mid
19th century, possibly Ceylonese,
the frames carved with a scrolling
flower motif above seven turned
back rails, all above padded
seats on gadrooned tapering
front legs and square curving
legs to the back, each 90cm
high x 59cm wide x 52cm deep.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
32. A Chinese carved
darkwood stand, Qing Dynasty,
the round top carved with a frieze
of auspicious symbols inset with
lobbed marble, over carved and
pierced friezes of dragons, raised
on four carved supports, the
tops carved with mythical beast
masks, joined by a carved and
pierced tray, terminating in claw
feet, 53cm high x 51cm wide.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

33. A Chinese carved
darkwood and inlaid armchair,
Qing Dynasty, the shaped back
rail with two carved and pierced
back supports with ruyi spectres
surrounded by trellised floral
design around a circular mottled
white marble roundel, the arms
with similar marble roundels,
above a rectangular solid seat
with a pierced ruyi frieze below,
all inlaid with mother of pearl
detailing, on four square legs
with scroll feet, 101cm high
x 68cm wide x 54cm deep.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
34. A pair of George II style
walnut stools, the square cabriole
legs carved with scalloped detail
and the stretchers with gadrooned
rim, the seats upholstered in
needlepoint and another fabric,
each 63cm long x 49cm wide x
48cm high. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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Lot 35
35. A 19th century Chinese red japanned leather
chest on stand, the brass mounted and studded leather
chest with camphor wood carcass, the leather panels
with scenes of figures playing in landscapes or vases
and flowers, in borders of floral and auspicious motifs,
with a pair of black japanned handles, the chest on
an ebonised stand with four curved supports held by
stretchers, 108cm wide x 75cm high x 56cm deep
(including stand). £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 37
37. A Victorian walnut and marquetry bowfront
credenza / sideboard, the richly figured walnut
breakfront top above a scrolling boxwood marquetry
frieze and a central two door cupboard flanked by a
pair of bowfront cupboards with shelf interiors, all
panelled with strung border and central marquetry
detail, on a plinth base, 137cm wide x 87cm high x
43cm deep. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
38. A late 19th century mahogany triple section
wardrobe, with a rectangular cavetto pediment
atop three well figured mahogany panelled doors
with carved scrolling acanthus detailing flanked by
acanthus mounted supports, the outer doors each
opening to reveal a single hanging space with a single
drawer below, the centre door revealing a section
of shelves (lacking) with three drawers below, on a
rectangular plinth base, 224cm high x 207cm wide x
68cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
39. A Victorian burr walnut, satinwood and
marquetry centre table, the oval shaped top with
broad inlaid border of scrolling floral designs and
cartouches interspersed with banners, raised on four
tapered turned cylindrical supports with inlaid ebony
and boxwood reeded detail, resting on a quadripartite
base with a central turned finial and four down swept
supports with carved rosettes to the knees and square
toes raised on white ceramic castors, 137cm long x
104cm wide x 73cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 36
36. A 19th century mahogany drop leaf sewing /
work table, the square top formed of two well figured
mahogany leaves folding out to a rectangular felt
top supported by two pull out slides, above a single
panelled frieze drawer with a fitted interior and a
pull out upholstered demi lune sewing box below, on
a single carved support with a concave four section
base with scroll feet, 89cm wide (open) x 79cm high x
46cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

40. A Chinese carved darkwood stand, Qing
Dynasty, the round top inset with marble, over carved
and pierced scrolling foliate friezes, raised on four
carved supports, the tops carved with mythical beast
masks terminating in ball and claw feet, 48cm high x
54cm wide. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
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41. A French Regence style
tapestry upholstered giltwood
window seat, early 20th
century, with a scrolling rococo
frame with shell and c-scroll
detailing, the seat upholstered
in a tapestry panel of a central
winged cartouche with a noble
coronet and two interlaced ‘L’
monogram, in a blue field of
repeating gold fleur-de-lys, raised
on six cabriole supports, 48cm
high, 168cm long, 63cm wide.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 42
42. A large oak and ebony inlaid octagonal
hall / dining table in the manner of George
Bullock, the octagonal top inlaid with scrolling
foliate border and gadroon-moulded rim, on a
square plinth base inlaid with scrolling palmette
design and gadroon-moulded rims on with a
concave-sided base with four and paw feet, top
158cm wide, base 70cm high x 100cm wide.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

43. A pair of Victorian Gothic Revival oak
footstools, the square padded tops upholstered in red
velvet with a row of fringing below brass studs, on a
pair of X-shaped supports with three turned and reeded
stretchers, the centre carved with a rosette paired red
and gold and the chamfered outer edged of the supports
painted red, each 44cm high x 39cm wide x 36cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
44. A pair of late 19th century Italian Venetian
giltwood and polychrome decorated blackamoor
torchères, the scrolling stem topped with figures
holding trays and grapes issuing faux tablecloth tops
painted to resemble green marble, on three carved
scrolling legs with vinous detailing, each 98cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
45. A French Empire style gilt metal mounted
mahogany pedestal / pot cupboard, early 20th
century, a circular variegated green marble top above
a single drawer with swan mounts and a cupboard door
with a putto mount, opening to a single marble shelved
interior, on a plinth base, 76cm high x 39cm in diameter.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
46. A Chinese carved darkwood stand, Qing
Dynasty, the round top inset with marble, over carved
and pierced floral friezes, raised on four carved supports,
the tops carved with mythical beast masks terminating in
claw feet, 39cm high x 34cm wide. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 44
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47. A Chinese carved darkwood stand, Qing
Dynasty, the shaped round top carved with a frieze of
auspicious symbols inset with lobbed marble, over carved
and pierced friezes of dragons, raised on four carved
supports, the tops carved with mythical beast masks,
joined by a carved and pierced tray, terminating in claw
feet, 53cm high x 51cm wide. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
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48. A Chinese carved darkwood jardiniere stand,
Qing Dynasty, the octagonal top inset with marble,
over carved and pierced friezes of dragons in clouds,
raised on four carved sweeping legs, the tops carved
with dragon masks, joined by a carved stretcher,
terminating in claw feet, 90cm high x 38cm wide.
£250-350 (+24%BP*)

Lot 51

Lot 49
49. A Scottish Glasgow School Arts & Crafts
painted wood, leaded glass and metal mounted
fire surround in the manner of Wylie & Lochhead,
formed of a large cream painted overmantel with a
pair of leaded glass cupboards with three shelves on
either side of a panelled centre section, over a break
arch fire surround two Cymric style metal mounted
ceramic panels in the forms of thistles, a three piece
marble and brass grate inset within, 229cm high x
190cm wide x 35cm deep. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
50. A fine pair of French giltwood torchères of
Louis XIV style, late 19th / early 20th century,
richly adorned with acanthus detailing on three
acanthus bracket feet, each 138.5cm high (excluding
later electrical fitting). £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

51. An early 20th century French oak and gilt
bronze mounted marble topped bedside table in
the manner of Francois Linke, the variegated marble
quatrefoil table top enclosed by a pierced gallery,
the bombe body with central cupboard with drop fall
door and marble interior, the long cabriole legs with
full mounts terminating in scrolling feet, 78cm high x
40cm wide. £1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
52. A late 19th/ early 20th century French
mahogany and gilt metal mounted guéridon.
The circular marble top above a shallow frieze drawer
raised on four tapered square supports with rams mask
terminals, united by an under-tier. 43cm diameter x
78cm high. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
53. A 19th century mahogany tripod table, the
round top supported by a single column with three
sweeping legs, 76cm in diameter x 72cm high.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
54. A pair of French mahogany and gilt metal
mounted occasional tables, the quarter feather
banded tops with a metal rim above single drawers,
of slender form with long cabriole legs joined by a
lower shelf, the legs with mounts joined by metal
banding, terminating in scroll feet, each 78cm high x
40cm wide. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
55. A late 17th century and later oak table, the
plank top above two heavily moulded geometric pattern
short drawers, on turned legs with bobbin stretchers
on square feet, 71cm high x 84cm wide x 62cm deep.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
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56. A late 18th century mahogany chest of
drawers, with flat rectangular top with chamfered
front corners over a full length slide above two short
and two long drawers, the sides with reeded detailing
running down the body, the swan neck brass swing
handles with pierced backs in elaborate design with
figures of horses, on two front bombe bracket feet,
possibly originally the base section of a chest on
chest, 90.5cm high x 116cm wide x 60cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
57. A George II mahogany dining table, circa
1740-60, the oval drop leaf top on four cabriole legs
with pad feet, two legs hinged, 135cm wide x 73.5cm
high x 132cm wide (open). £250-500 (+24%BP*)
58. A pair of 20th century gilt gesso oval mirrors,
the frames with inner gilt beaded rim and white gesso
border with gold ribbon decoration, the top and bases
with gilt bow appliques, 62cm high x 39cm wide.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

60. A 19th century Chinese carved darkwood
bookcase, the pointed pediment carved in relief with
scrolling floral design over two astragal quatrefoil
glazed doors, above three short drawers over a pair
of double cupboard doors, the drawer handles in the
late 18th century taste, on a plinth base with four
bun feet, 212cm high x 107cm wide x 41cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
61. A pair of early 20th century Sheraton
Revival satinwood and marquetry serpentine side
cabinets, each slightly overhanging top above a pair
of doors centred by flame mahogany veneered ovals
and inlaid with fruiting laurel surrounds, the sides
with glazed vitrine sections, divided and flanked
by fluted pillars with carved capitols, outlined
throughout with boxwood and ebony stringing, turned
tapering feet, 99cm high x 114cm wide x 46cm deep.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 62
Lot 59
59. A pair of Chinese carved darkwood
display cabinets, early 20th century, a staggered
arrangement of various galleried shelves with plank
back over two short drawers with two cupboard
doors below on square feet, the galleries carved with
scrolling designs, the drawers, cupboard and apron
carved with geometric lattice pattern, the sides carved
with scenes of bats and auspicious symbols, the
cupboard door panels with two scenes of a vase and
an elephant mirrored on the opposite cabinet, 182cm
high x 90cm wide x 40cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
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62. A 19th century satinwood and rosewood
folding card table, of breakfront form, the hinged
fold over top with a green felt interior (later)
supported by two hinged gate back legs, the
satinwood top with mahogany crossed banded border
and marquetry roundel to the centre with satinwood/
boxwood strung edge, the body with strung diamonds
and breakfront forms on square tapered legs with
rosewood spade feet, 91cm wide x 71cm high x 44cm
deep. £1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
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63. A Chinese carved darkwood altar /
rectangular table, Qing Dynasty, the rectangular
top over carved and pierced apron with scrolling
clouds, fruit and mythological beast masks, raised
on four craved shaped square legs terminating in
bracket feet, 80cm high x 81cm wide x 46cm deep.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
64. A 19th century mahogany, satinwood and
marquetry Sheraton Revival demi lune folding
card table, the hinged fold over top with a green
felt interior supported by two hinged gate back legs,
the top with satinwood design of a central sunburst
radiating palmettes, bows and swags on a ground
of feather banded flame mahogany with satinwood/
boxwood banded edge, the body and legs inlaid with
repeating design of oval cartouches, on four square
tapered legs with spade feet, 91cm wide x 75cm high
x 45cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 67
67. A Victorian mahogany centre table, the oval
shaped top raised on a turned cylindrical support
on three down swept supports carved in high relief
with scrolling detail and acanthus toes, 151cm long x
131cm wide x 73cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 65
65. A George III Chinoiserie style green and
gilt lacquer side cabinet, 20th century, decorated
throughout in rich green lacquer with gilt and red
panels in the Chinoiserie style of figures and pavilions
in garden landscapes, of rectangular form with quarter
corner sides with glass top, the centre with long
drawer and double doored cupboard below, on four
toupie feet, 87cm high, 154cm wide, 46cm deep.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
66. A late 19th/ early 20th century French
mahogany, marble and gilt bronze mounted
gueridon table, the round violet breche marble top
with pierced gallery over a central door with gilt
escutcheon and key, the straight supports united by
a shaped oval shelf with inlaid brass banding on
short cabriole legs with gilt mounts, terminating
in claw feet, 78cm high x 55cm in diameter.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 68
68. A set of nine late 19th / early 20th century
mahogany dining chairs in the manner of
Chippendale, eight chairs and one carver, with carved
undulating top rail, pierced vase-shaped splats on
square cabriole legs with acanthus details on ball
and claw front feet, chairs 103cm high x 55cm wide.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
69. A pair of Victorian gilt gesso wall mirrors,
of rectangular form with moulding scrolling crests
with floral details and a repeating vinous border with
corner mounts with floral scene, each 126cm high x
82cm wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
70. A 20th century Venetian glass mirror, of
octagonal form with a border of floral engraved panels
framed in twisted glass rods and gilt flowers and
petals, 60cm high x 49cm wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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71. An early 20th
century mahogany
wingback armchair, in the
early 18th century style,
with front cabriole legs
and turned H-stretcher,
upholstered in two tone
woven green/blue fabric
with vinous design, 120cm
high x 76cm wide x 58cm
deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 71
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72. A 20th century
French kingwood three
tier stand, the top with
pierced brass gallery
and finials, the tiers
quarter feather banded
with serpentine border,
supported by four straight
supports with cabriole legs
with brass mounts, 84cm
high x 44cm wide x 32cm
deep. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

73. A 19th century mahogany
cellarette, of very large sarcophagus
form, the domed hinged top with
carved fruit finial enclosing a fitted
lead/tin lined interior with divisions,
the waisted case with angled corners
headed with c-scroll details, on a
plinth case, 58cm high x 98cm long
x 65cm wide. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
74. A Japanese lacquer
Kazaridana / display cabinet,
Meiji period, the top above a
staggered arrangement of various
galleried shelves, drawers and
cupboards, lacquered throughout
with scenes of pines in mountain
landscapes in gold and silver
lacquer on a brown ground, with
engraved bronze mounts and curved
pediments, on a rectangular plinth
base, 94cm high x 100cm wide x
34cm deep. £4000-6000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 74
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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75. A Chinese carved darkwood display
cabinet, Qing Dynasty, the arched top above a
staggered arrangement of various galleried shelves
with a mirrored back panel, carved throughout
with scrolling foliate design with floral details, on
square feet, 151cm high x 77cm wide x 37cm deep.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

81. A late 17th century oak plank coffer, of plain
rectangular form, the top with piecrust outer edges
to both sides, the two sides with chevron cut-out to
the base, 110cm wide x 60cm high x 39cm deep.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)

76. A Chinese darkwood Kang / low table,
Qing Dynasty, the rectangular top with plain apron
supported by curved legs with scroll detail terminating
in stylised claw feet, 43cm high x 127cm long x
61cm wide. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
77. A pair of Chinese carved darkwood stands,
Qing Dynasty, the rectangular tops over carved
and pierced friezes scrolling clouds, raised on four
long square legs joined by lower shelf, terminating
in scrolled feet, each 81cm high x 45cm wide x
32cm deep. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
78. A George II and later walnut stool, the square
cabriole legs carved with scalloped detail and the
stretchers with reeded rim, the seat upholstered in pale
green brocade style fabric, 64cm long x 36cm wide x
44cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 79
79. A French Louis XV style giltwood and caned
window seat, early 20th century, of rectangular
form, the caned seat raised on cabriole legs with
c-scroll detail, with a padded pale green brocade style
fabric cushion, 90cm long x 45cm wide x 46cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
80. An early 20th century mahogany and
satinwood fold out card table, the folding
rectangular top with chamfered corners, with green
felt insert to the interior, resting on hinged back legs,
on four tapering square legs with square mounted
feet, the top and legs crossbanded with satinwood
with ebony stringing, 79cm high x 93cm wide x
45cm deep. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 82
82. A Chinese carved darkwood display cabinet,
Qing Dynasty, the arched top above a staggered
arrangement of various galleried shelves with pierced
back panels with a base cupboard to one side and
single drawer below, profusely carved throughout
with meandering branches, foliage, bamboo and
flowers, the open carved pediment entwined with
celestial dragons flanking a central roundel with
qilins either side of birds in a tree, the cupboard door
carved with a roundel interlaced with tendrils of
fruiting vines, on a rectangular base with carved scroll
bracket feet, 206cm x 108cm wide x 42cm deep.
£1500-3000 (+24%BP*)
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85. A Chinese marble topped mother-of-pearl
inlaid carved darkwood barrel stool, Qing Dynasty,
the marble top surrounded an inlaid border of mother
of pearl in a scrolling flower, fruit and leaf design, the
apron inlaid with similar design, the sides with joined
quatrefoil links, all raised on four short ruyi head feet,
52cm high x 46cm diameter. £1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
86. An early 20th century French Louis XVI style
marquetry side table, of oval form with a pierced
brass gallery over a top with a floral marquetry panel
in satinwood with kingwood cross banded border, the
sides with matching floral panels in feather banded
kingwood, on four cabriole legs with brass Neptune
masks joined by a brass bound kidney shaped stretcher
tray, with four brass mounted scrolling feet, 73cm
high x 58cm wide x 40cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 83
83. A George III mahogany cutlery stand in the
manner of Gillows, the two compartments with tin
liners, on four turned legs with brass casters, 68cm
high x 56cm long x 33cm deep. £700-900 (+24%BP*)

87. A 20th century French kingwood and
mahogany marquetry etagere, in feather banded
kingwood with serpentine mahogany border, the
recessed top with floral marquetry and gallery, the
bombe shaped body with lower tier and single drawer,
the cabriole legs with brass mounted scroll feet, 72cm
high x 49cm wide x 32cm deep. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
88. A Chinese carved darkwood altar /
rectangular table, Qing Dynasty, the rectangular top
inset with marble, the carved and pierced apron with
scrolling foliate design, the shaped legs with stylised
claw feet, 81cm high x 89cm wide x 48cm deep.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 84
84. A Chinese marble topped mother-of-pearl
inlaid carved darkwood barrel stool, Qing
Dynasty, the marble top surrounded an inlaid border
of mother of pearl in a scrolling flowers, fruit and leaf
design, the apron inlaid with similar design, the sides
with joined quatrefoil links and also inlaid, all raised
on four short ruyi head feet, 50cm high x 42cm in
diameter. £1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 89
89. A George II mahogany dining table, circa
1740-60, the oval drop-leaf top on four cabriole
legs with claw and ball feet, two legs hinged,
122cm wide x 71.5cm high, 131cm wide (open).
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 92

Lot 90
90. A late 18th century walnut and oak chest on
chest, the front with crossbanded and figured walnut
veneer on an oak carcass, the upper section with three
short top drawers over three graduating drawers, on a
base with three long drawers, each with ornate brass
escutcheons and drop handles, on four bracket feet,
176cm x 104cm x 55cm. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

92. A George IV brass inlaid rosewood teapoy, of
sarcophagus shape, all profusely decorated with inlaid
brass scroll work, flowers and stylised dolphins, edged
with gadrooned beading, the hinged lid opening to
reveal four lidded tea compartments and two mixing
bowl compartments, with crushed red velvet interior,
raised on a slender tapering triangular pillar and a
concave three-legged platform base, 80cm high x
40cm wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 91
91. An early 19th century Scottish mahogany
pedestal sideboard, of breakfront form with two
central long frieze drawers, flanked by a pair of
cupboards with door carved in high relief in the form
of pillars with palmette/anthemion capitals, a central
staff with entwined vines on two paw feet, one with a
graduated set of five pull out shelves, one other with a
cellarette drawer and lower short drawer, 92cm high x
188cm wide x 70cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 93
93. A late 19th / early 20th century beech dresser,
with a rectangular cavetto pediment atop a three-tiered
plate rack with a panelled backboard, on a single
cupboard base with a pair of panelled double doors,
the door with a Aesthetic style brass handle, 218cm
high x 128cm wide x 48cm deep. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
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96. A Chinese carved darkwood stand, Qing
Dynasty, the rectangular top inset with marble over
carved and pierced friezes of scrolling clouds, raised
on four long square legs joined by a spilt level shelf,
terminating in scrolled feet, each 77cm high x 41cm
wide x 41cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
97. A Chinese darkwood quartetto of tables, 20th
century, the bamboo carved tops each with a carved
and pierced frieze of branches, birds and auspicious
symbols, the bamboo carved legs joined by stretchers,
the largest 74cm high x 51cm wide x 37cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
98. A George III mahogany octagonal brass
bound wine cooler/ cellarette, twin brass carrying
handles, on a stand with four straight legs with
scrolling frets, on four brass casters, 70cm high x
54cm diameter. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
99. A Chinese carved darkwood occasional
table, Qing Dynasty, the lobbed round top inset
with marble, over a carved and pierced scrolling
foliate frieze, above a single column richly carved in
relief with a spiralling dragon with stylised clouds,
supported by three legs issuing from dragon masks
with three clawed ball and claw feet, 80cm high x
55cm in diameter. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 94
94. A Victorian mahogany Wellington chest, the
square caddy top hinged to reveal a top cabinet, with
seven graduated drawers with a pair of hinged side
locking bars to one side, on a plinth base, 138cm high
x 67cm wide x 39cm high. £700-900 (+24%BP*)

95. A Chinese
carved darkwood
cabinet, Qing
Dynasty, the double
cupboard doors
carved with two
panels of peony
flowers within
scrolling tendrils,
opening to a fitted
interior with one
shelf and two
small drawers, on
a rectangular base
with carved scrolling
apron on square feet,
88cm high x 124cm
wide x 42.5cm
deep. £3000-5000
(+24%BP*)
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Lot 100
100. A late Victorian oak, walnut, and burr walnut
triple section wardrobe, with a gadrooned pediment
over a centre mirrored door flanked by panelled doors,
the doors with crossbanding, ebony stinging and
central gadrooned relief roundels with inlaid ebony
monogram ‘LA’, opening to reveal a large single
hanging space with two oak drawers below, the right
hand door as a hanging space with shelf fittings, on a
plinth base, 227cm wide x 214cm high x 66cm deep
Provenance: Removed from the contents of a Scottish
stately home. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
101. A 19th century mahogany tilt top breakfast
table, the round flame mahogany fan veneered tilt
top with crossbanded rim, on a triangular plinth
with scrolling details over gadroon-moulded rims
on a concave-sided base with three carved scrolling
acanthus feet with casters, 141cm diameter, the base
71cm high x 90cm wide. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 103
103. A Chinese lacquer and hardstone inlaid fourfold screen, late 19th/ early 20th century, each with
an upper panel of vases and fans, a central panel of
a battle scene with figures, cavalry and banner and
a lower panel of birds and flowers, all panels inlaid
with hardstone, bone and ivory on a dark lacquer
ground, the reverse painted with scenes of flowers,
birds and vases, raised on short square legs, each fold
186cm high x 44cm wide, approximately 180cm wide
overall.. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
104. An early 20th century mahogany triple pillar
D-end dining table, the top with figured mahogany
and crossbanded edge, with two ends and a central
section all on baluster turned pillars with four fluted
splayed legs with acanthus feet, 275cm long x 107cm
wide x 75cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
105. A pair of Chinese darkwood low tables,
Qing Dynasty, the rectangular tops with recessed
panels, supported on straight legs with plain stretcher,
each 48.5cm high x 40.5cm wide x 40.5cm deep.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 102
102. Chinese dark wood table with removable legs,
Qing Dynasty, the lift-off rectangular top with carved
and pierced scroll work frieze on folding x-frame base
with a smaller rectangular lift-off tray, 80cm wide x
74cm high x 45cm deep. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

106. A 20th century Chinese carved wood coffee
table, the plank top with frieze carved and pieced
with geometric design below, on four straight
legs, 98cm long x 98.5cm wide x 51cm wide.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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107. A pair of Chinese carved
darkwood and burr elm stands,
Qing Dynasty, the round burr elm
tops over a relief carved scrolling
frieze supported on five curving
legs with ruyi shaped details and
scrolling elements, terminating
in pentagonal lobbed stretchers
with five bracket feet, each
75cm high x 36cm in diameter.
£2500-4000 (+24%BP*)
108. A late 19th/ early 20th
century mahogany bookcase, with
an inverted swan neck pediment
over two large glazed doors
flanked by two reeded supports,
the door with Art Nouveau style
brass escutcheon, above a pair of
panelled cupboards with a single
shelf flanked by reeded supports,
243cm high x 107cm wide x 50cm
deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 107
109. A 19th century mahogany bookcase /
estate cabinet, topped by a pediment with carved
roundels over a large astragal glazed single door, the
interior with three shelves and sides mounted with
coat hooks, above a single panelled cupboard with
plinth base, 238cm high x 75cm wide x 46cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

111. A 19th century mahogany library table by
Holland & Sons, of rectangular form with two front
long drawers with turner handles, the top with red
leather skiver, on four turned baluster legs with fluting
and brass caster, the left drawer stamped ‘Holland &
Sons’ to the interior next to the lock, 107cm long x
83cm wide x 75cm high. £700-900 (+24%BP*)

110. A 20th century mahogany extending dining
table, of rectangular form with chamfered corners,
with two leaves, on square legs carved in relief with
rosettes on fluted tapering legs with spade feet and
brass casters, 201cm long (fully extended) x 122cm
wide x 75cm high. £70-150 (+24%BP*)

112. A late 19th / early 20th century Jacobean
Revival carved oak table, the rectangular top with
chamfered corner and relief carved border over a
scrolling foliate frieze carved in high relief, a single
long drawer to the front, the corners with lion and ring
masks, on two bulbous turned and carved supports
on a beam stretcher with a pair of feet in form of
dolphins, 100cm wide x 75cm high x 63cm deep.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
113. An unusual 19th century giltwood wall
mounted plate rack, formed of two serpentine
supports carved with rosettes and dragon head finials,
the two shelves with four laurel carved rails, the top
with a frieze carved with swags, 84cm high x 102cm
wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 111
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Lot 116
116. A late 17th century carved oak coffer, the
front board carved with a pair of dragons issuing leafy
barbed tongues and tails with a coronet and shield
above surrounded with leaves, the lid with a winged
mask issuing leaves, the supporting end boards carved
with rosettes, all panels appear original, 73cm wide x
35cm high x 34cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
Lot 114
114. An 18th century oak hanging spoon rack,
the scrolling pediment top with apertures for twelve
spoons, above a box base with hinged lid and a lower
drawer with two brass handles, the base panel possibly
a replacement, 76cm high x 35cm wide x 16.5cm
deep. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 117
Lot 115
115. A late 17th century oak joynt stool, with plank
top and plain reeded frieze over simple slender turned
baluster supports with peripheral stretcher, 53cm high
x 45cm wide x 28cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

117. An 18th century provincial elm and oak
armchair, the high panelled back with winged side
panels to each side with two thin curving arms on
dowel supports, the wide single plank shaped seat
on four tapering legs with H-stretcher, 118cm high x
58cm wide x 36cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
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118. A group of seven late 17th century and later
joined oak chairs, all with two domed back bars,
several with drops, finials or carved s-scroll detailing,
the plank seats on turned legs with several styles of
turned or bobbin friezes and stretchers, the largest
105cm x 45cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
119. A late 17th century and later joined oak
refectory table, the four-plank top above a carved
egg and dart frieze to the front and a reeded frieze to
the back, on turned thick legs with chamfered square
block feet joined by a peripheral stretcher, the top
213cm x 88cm, the base 156cm long x 77cm wide x
76cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
120. An unusual miniature mahogany four poster
apprentice/ doll’s bed, probably late 19th century,
with a shaped detachable rectangular pediment,
on four turned baluster supports joined by a plain
headboard and footboard, the slatted base raised on
four squat turned feet with concealed casters, covered
with a mattress and pediment fringing, 94cm high x
80cm wide x 57cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

121. A late 19th/ early 20th century mahogany,
oak and marquetry four poster bed, with two fluted
front column uprights with carved Corinthian capitals
and marquetry detailing the leg, the two back uprights
of plain tapering square form, all four with casters,
three of the stretcher sides also with marquetry
panelling to the front with quatrefoils in spiralling
stringing with a rosette to the centre, the canopy with
three pierced pediments with scrolling design, with a
three-part sprung base and some drapery elements, the
front column supports, 271cm high x 218cm deep x
190cm wide. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
122. An early 18th century oak dresser, with an
associated period three-tiered plate rack with cavetto
pediment and pierced frieze below, the top with a
gallery of five small drawers and two serpentine sides,
on a base with three drawers with ebonised stringing
and brass swing handles, comprising two long drawers
with a central short drawer, over two single panelled
cupboard doors with brass drop pulls separated by
a central panel, opening to a single large cupboard
with plank boards, on four square feet, 205cm high x
158cm x 52cm. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 123

Lot 121
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123. A George III inlaid mahogany serpentine
chest of drawers, three short drawers over three long
graduated drawers with octagonal brass handles, the
top and drawers with mahogany crossbanding and
boxwood stringing, the top and bottom rims with
hatched boxwood and ebony stringing and walnut
crossbanding, the two front supports inlaid with
parquetry panels of walnut, satinwood and ebony
diamond design with quatrefoils, on four bracket feet,
with a later fitted glass top, 120cm wide x 97cm high
x 53cm deep. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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CARPETS & RUGS
124. An Afshar rug, North East Persia, with
a rust red field with repeating pattern of indigo
diamonds surrounded by stylised trees and birds,
within a cream, indigo and red border of three floral
stripes, approximately 208cm long x 168cm wide.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
125. Two Isfahan rugs, Central Persia, one with
rust red field, the other with indigo field, each with
angular floral vines around an arabesque medallion
with double pendants, each with ivory arabesque
and palmette spandrels, each in an indigo border
of polychrome palmettes and arabesques between
flowering vines, approximately 215cm long x 134cm
wide and 230cm long x 134cm wide respectively.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
126. ANTA, SCOTLAND, a purple and green
tartan rug, 234cm x 171cm. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 128

Lot 127
127. A Chinese carpet, first half of 20th century,
the blue field with central floral roundel and vases of
flowers in the field with floral spandrels to the corners,
in a sand coloured border of scrolling polychrome
flowerheads, symbols and plain stripes, approximately
410cm long x 335cm wide. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
128. An early 20th century Persian Caucasian
rug, indigo field of geometrical motifs with a single
column of five red diamond medallions, by a three
stiped red and indigo border, 228cm long x 133cm
wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
129. A Persian Tabriz rug, the deep red field with
polychrome floral medallions and scrolling vine, in an
indigo border of stylised polychrome floral palmettes
with scrolling leaves and floral sprays between
floral ivory stripes, 333cm long x 260cm wide.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

130. A Persian Kashan rug, the deep red field
with floral and leafy vine around a double indigo
and ivory floral medallion with pendants, with two
tone spandrels in similar design, in an indigo border
of bold polychrome floral medallions with flowing
vine and arabesques set between ivory and pale
blue floral triple stripes, 413cm long x 290cm wide.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
131. A Persian Heriz rug, the red field with angular
vine together with various hooked floral motifs
around large indigo hooked medallion with pendants
containing smaller ivory floral medallion and radiating
floral centrepiece, wide ivory spandrels in an indigo
border of stylised turtle-palmettes between angular
floral meander and plain stripes, 326cm x 250cm.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
132. A Persian Heriz rug, the red field with floral
motifs around four lobbed cream and indigo floral
medallions, with ivory spandrels in an indigo
border of rosettes between two orange angular
leafy vine stripes, 275cm long x 116cm wide.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
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133. A Persian Kashan rug, the eau-de-nile field
with design of scrolling indigo and cream floral
motifs around a central medallion with arabesques,
with similar design spandrels, with a scrolling floral
arabesque border between plain stripes, 245cm long x
152cm wide. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
134. Two late 19th century Persian Rugs, one with
a rectangular blue ground centred with two lozengeshaped medallions within a border of stylised flowers,
190cm x 108cm, together with another blue ground
rug centred with four lozenge-shaped medallions
within a madder ground border of serrated leaves,
160cm x 113cm. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

136. A Middle Eastern prayer mat, the black
field with three red medallions to the centre, the top
border with stylised mosques with three ponds below,
the bottom border also with a repeating design of
mosques with minarets, the sides with orange and
indigo border of geometric design and stars, 145cm
long x 87cm wide. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
137. A Persian Heriz rug, the red field with
interwoven medallions and floral motifs around a
indigo medallion with ivory floral centre, with ivory
spandrels with scrolling floral motifs and three indigo
and ivory stripe borders with repeating medallions
within a geometric design, 209cm long x 142cm wide.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
138. A Persian Heriz rug, the red field with floral
motifs around large indigo medallion, with indigo
spandrels with similar floral motifs and three stripe
borders with repeating flower heads, 193cm long x
109cm wide. £60-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 135
135. Late 19th/ early 20th century Persian rug,
the abrashed madder ground decorated with multiple
rows of hooked boteh within multiple borders
of stylised flowers and foliage, 232cm x 140cm.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 139
139. An early 20th century Heriz carpet, NorthWest Persia, the deep red field around hooked
and stepped floral medallion with indigo palmette
pendants, cornered by ivory spandrels, surrounded by
an indigo border of stylised turtle palmettes and bold
rosettes between angular floral meander stripes, label
to reverse ‘Whytock & Reid, Edinburgh’, 350cm long
x 245cm wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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WORKS OF ART & CLOCKS
140. Two 20th century oak Mouseman serving
boards, of oval form with a handle featuring
characteristic mouse carving, each 38cm long.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 141

Lot 143

141. A late 19th / early 20th century plaster bust
in the manner of Francesco Laurana (Italian 14301502), modelled as a young woman with her hair in
a chignon, whitewashed, 47cm high x 44cm wide.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)

143. A large provincial oak pestle / baton, probably
19th century, of tapering cylindrical form with turned
handle to the top, 66cm high. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
144. A late 17th century English oak bible box,
the hinged lid opening to reveal a large interior, the
front carved with repeating arched design with iron
escutcheon, pie crust edging to the lid and base, 27cm
high x 69cm wide x 46cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
145. A 19th century English School portrait
miniature of a Georgian gentleman, of oval convex
form, 5cm x 3.8cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
146. Ferdinand Preiss (1882-1943), a cold painted
bronze and ivory figure of a boy, modelled standing
holding a casket on octagonal polished marble column
and square plinth, signed in the bronze, 18cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 142
142. A group of twenty-four 19th century Scottish
pottery carpet bowls, with sponge-printed, striped
and glazed decoration, all inside a twin handled
copper pan, the largest 8.5cm diameter; smallest
7cm diameter. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

147. Pair of Indo-Persian enamel bottle vases,
decorated with circular and oval shaped panels
enclosing figures on a gilded ground decorated
with lions, flowers and foliage, 33cm high.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
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151. An early 20th century Geographia 12 inch
Terrestrial Globe, 55 Fleet Street, London, on
turned column and concave platform base with bun
feet, 56cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
152. A 19th century mahogany and ebony lined
stick barometer, MCGREGOR, GREENOCK &
GLASGOW, with ivorine dials and two adjustable
verniers, 98cm high. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 148
148. Late 19th century Boulle desk stand, set with
two green tinted glass inkwells with gilt metal collars
inscribed ‘T.R. Mellish & Co. London’, either side
of a green tinted circular glass bowl, the desk stand
raised on four bun feet, 36.5cm wide x 25.5cm deep.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

153. An Arts & Crafts brass inlaid mahogany
casket, of sarcophagus form with two curving handles
to each side, the top and side panels with designs of
circular stylised trees inside a triangular framework,
the front panel with two peacocks, on four square feet,
the interior lined in magenta velvet, 10.5cm high x
24.5cm wide. £70-150 (+24%BP*)

149. Late 19th/ early 20th century bronzed figure
of a knight, 50cm high. £500-700 (+24%BP*)
150. A pair of 19th century Anglo-Indian ebonised
wall brackets, each carved with mythical winged
figures supporting rectangular plinths, 28.5cm high x
25cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 154
154. Two 19th century Anglo-Indian souvenir
miniatures on ivory, one depicting a Temple, the
other a Temple interior, both set in carved wood
frames with strut supports, 11.5cm x 9.5cm and 14cm
x 11.5cm (2). £70-150 (+24%BP*)
155. Pair of 19th century Continental Rococo style
ormolu three-light candelabra, each with scrolling
branches supporting foliate cast urn-shaped nozzles
with detachable drip pans, each set with a putti on
scroll column and pierced foliate cast base, 39cm high
x 29cm wide. £500-700 (+24%BP*)
156. Sir George Frampton RA (1860-1928)
St. Christina
Bronze relief panel mounted in gilt wood frame,
inscribed and signed in the bronze with date ‘89,
bronze relief 42.5cm x 24cm, overall size in frame
62.5cm x 38.5cm. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 162

Lot 157
157. Late 19th century gilt metal four-light table
centrepiece candelabra in the Middle-Eastern
taste, the central nozzle and three angular branches
supported by three camels on a circular plinth base,
37cm high x 22.5cm diameter. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
158. Pair of early 20th century bronzed
figure groups of Art Nouveau style nymph
and companion male figure on black marble
circular plinths, approximately 60cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
159. Late 19th / early 20th century Russian bronze
figure group of Cossack soldier on horseback
bidding farewell to his bride, signed in the bronze,
40.5cm high x 33cm wide. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
160. An African tribal ivory figure of a standing
female, 19cm high. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
161. A Victorian coromandel and brass-bound
writing slope, the top with brass plate engraved
with initials ‘J.H.P.B’, opening to reveal a black gilt
tooled leather inset writing slope, fitted inkwells
and letter rack, the upper slope with lock opening to
compartment with secret drawers below, fitted with
a Bramah lock, 35cm long x 25cm wide x 16.5 high.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)

162. Three illuminated manuscript leaves,
probably late 15th/ early 16th century, possibly
French or English, each a single column on vellum,
the text in black with gold, red and blue illuminated
initials, two devotions in Latin and one from a book
of hours in medieval French, the two devotions with
translations enclosed to the rear of the mounts, each
mounted behind plastic film, each 35cm high x 28cm
wide (including mount). £300-500 (+24%BP*)
163. An early 20th century cased taxidermy
Guianan cock-of-the-rock (Rupicola rupicola),
circa 1920-35, by Rowland Ward Ltd, 187 Piccadilly,
London, a full mount adult male set above painted
rock work with sprigs of leaves to one side, white
round maker’s plaque to right front corner, enclosed
within a typical five-glass table display case (one side
lacking) with black painted base, 40cm high x 40cm
wide x 26cm deep. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
164. Two cases of early 20th century taxidermy
birds, including a full mount of an male albino
pheasant on a naturalistic base with springs of
grass, inside a glazed mahogany case; together with
teak glazed case containing four bird taxidermy
full mounts, including a male golden pheasant, a
blackcock, a kestrel and sparrow hawk with a prey
songbird in its claws, the case with painted white
interior, also with a loose taxidermy white (winter
coat) stoat / ermine, modelled on a naturalistic rock
base, the larger case 96cm wide x 57cm high x 27cm
deep. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
165. Framed group of three 19th century
Indian ivory miniatures depicting Maharaja,
Prince Salim, Akbar, and Ahmet Shah, mounted in
verre eglomise frame, the miniatures 9cm x 7cm.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 168

169. George III mahogany converted knife box,
of serpentine outline, the lid and front with strung
with boxwood and walnut crossbanding, the interior
converted to a stationary box with letter dividers,
the lid with inlaid banded diamond, 37cm high x
31cm wide. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
170. 18th century British School
Portrait miniature of a Gentleman
oval, in yellow metal case, the reverse with plait of
hair within cobalt blue guilloche enamel border
miniature size 6.8cm x 5.4cm
overall size in case 7.5cm x 6.2cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 166
166. A late 19th/ early 20th century Continental
enamelled vase, decorated with a girl picking flowers
by the water’s edge, signed ‘A. Wrijck’, 15cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
167. Late 19th/ early 20th century bronze inkwell
in the form of a bear, modelled standing leaning
on a curved railing, with hinged head, 13cm high x
11cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
168. Late 19th/ early 20th century cold painted
bronze desk stand in the form of a parliament of
owls, each with inlaid glass eyes, the largest with
hinged head, each model standing on a webbed claw
foot, 13cm high x 18cm wide. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 171
171. A pair of early 20th century English Morocco
leather wastepaper baskets, made by ‘The General
Trading Co (Mayfair) Ltd, Grantham Place, Park
Lane W1’, each of octagonal form with lion mask
handles, the bodies with gilt tooled Morocco leather,
one in red, the other in green, the interiors lined in
marbles paper, makers stamp to the bases, each 30cm
high x 31cm wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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172. An early 20th century Louis Vuitton monogramed
canvas, leather and brass bound travel trunk, of square form
with plain interior and grosgrain ribbon studded lid, with dark
yellow label to the interior numbered ‘759749’, the body with
painted initials ‘B.C’ in red and yellow, also with Cunard labels
and other ocean liners, 56cm high x 61cm wide x 48cm deep
Provenance: Owned by a Scottish family and taken by the
vendor on several Trans-Atlantic ocean liner voyages to
New York in the mid-20th century. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
173. A 19th century carved walnut relief of the Adoration of
the Magi, probably Southern German, depicting the three Magi
around the Infant Christ’s manger with Mary & Joseph and two
angels above, on a ebonised plinth and backplate, 74cm high x
86cm wide
Provenance: Sold at Phillips, Sale 248, as Lot 191, July 1988,
by repute from the contents of Wellwick House, Wendover.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 172

174. A talismanic shirt, possibly Iran or Turkey, 20th
century, the unbleached cotton kaftan profusely and intricately
filled in geometric grids with prayers and sacred invocations,
111cm across, 91cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
175. A 19th century mahogany stick barometer, J.B.
DANCER OPTICIAN MANCHESTER, with ivorine dials
and adjustable vernier, 91cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
176. A 20th century Negretti and Zambra barograph, in a
bevelled glass glazed oak case with a lower drawer with loose
graphs, etched mark to plate for ‘Negretti and Zambra London’
and numbered ‘R22968’, 47cm wide x 30cm deep x 27cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
177. A late 19th century walnut decanter box, containing two
oval cut glass decanters and stoppers, two glasses, EP waiter
and EP mounted cut glass ice pail and cover, 36cm wide x 29cm
high x 21cm deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 173

178. Joyce Kilburn Nee Collier RMS (British 1884-1972)
Portrait Miniature of Lady Atkinson
watercolour and gouache on ivory, monogram ‘JK’ to lower left
8cm x 6cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Note: Lady Atkinson and her husband spent many years in
British India under the Raj, including owning several tea
plantations. This may account for the lace shawl/sari and the
way it is worn by the sitter in this portrait. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
179. An early 20th century American Marx-Balloon tinplate
clockwork Police motorcycle, with transfer printed detail,
21cm wide x 15cm high. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
180. An early 20th century rosewood and nickel plated
48 key concertina, Charles Wheatstone & Co., Charing X
Rd., London, number 25550, hexagonal shaped with original
leather straps, in original fitted case bearing ‘Wheatstone & Co.’
label. £700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 181

181. A 20th century gilt copper weathervane, cut and pierced
in the form of a cockerel with square gilding and verdigris,
60cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 182
182. A rare 19th century carved and painted
wood tobacco advertising figure in the form of a
Highlander taking snuff, in the form of a bearded
man with his jacket unbuttoned taking snuff from his
mull, 134cm high x 30cm wide.
Provenance: The Rattray Collection sold in these
rooms 2017. £4000-6000 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 183
183. A late 18th/ 19th century carved and painted
wood tobacco advertising figure in the form of a
Highlander taking snuff, 63cm high.
Provenance: The Rattray Collection sold in these
rooms 2017. £5000-7000 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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Lot 185
185. A 19th century Continental ebonised
and brass inlaid cuckoo clock, the enamelled
dial with Roman numerals and twin train fusee
movement operating a cuckoo strike, in dome top
case, raised on bracket feet, 41cm high x 31.5cm.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 184
184. A late 17th century style English oak and
brass water clock / clepsydra, formed of a brass dial
with Arabic numerals held above a brass cylindrical
tank with miniature tap to base, the hand of the dial
with weighted chain to the water cap, a brass plaque to
the front of the rectangular oak frame inscribed with
a winged mask above ‘F. Barlow. fecit, Canterbury,
Anno Dom 1694’, the base with two pins to each
side to hold a drip pan (now lacking) 65cm high x
22cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 186
186. A late 19th century French gilt metal and
marble clock garniture, the clock with circular
enamel dial bearing Arabic numerals and floral
garland detail, the twin train movement striking on a
bell, within an architectural case with urn surmount,
on four tapered cylindrical feet, 42.5cm high x 28cm
wide, together with a pair of corresponding twin
handled urns, 28.5cm high (3). £400-600 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 187
187. A late 19th century French gilt bronze and
marble figural mantel clock, the figures of a young
woman pulling on a piece of drapery to reveal a
putto below, raised on a stylised rock and drapery
base, the base inscribed ‘La Curiosité’, over a round
marble white marble and ormolu mounted oval plinth
with beading, floral swags and scrolling friezes over
four toupie feet, the clock fitted into the centre of
rock, the white enamelled dial with arabic numerals
signed ‘A Paris’, a single train timepiece movement,
39cm high x 27cm in diameter.
The movement is winding and ticking but not fully
tested or guaranteed. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 188
188. A 19th century French gilt metal and
porcelain mounted mantle clock, the bleu celeste
ground porcelain dial with Roman numerals and
jewelled details, the twin train movement striking on a
bell, the case with urn surmount and painted porcelain
panel depicting boy and girl on seesawing on a log,
with twin oval drop handles, raised on a giltwood
plinth with four bun feet, overall 52.5cm high x
27cm wide. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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Lot 189

Lot 192

189. A late 19th century French gilt bronze four
glass mantel clock, the case with fluted corners and
front Corinthian capitals, bevelled glass panels to the
sides and doors, the white enamelled dial with Roman
numerals and exposed escapement, the twin barrel
movement with Brocot escapement, striking the full
and half hours on a bell, signed ‘J Marti & Cie’ and
numbered 10244, with twin tube mercury pendulum,
33cm high x 19.5cm wide.
The movement is winding and ticking and striking
when the hands are turned but not fully tested or
guaranteed. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

191. A 19th century Continental gilt metal and
porcelain mounted mantel clock, the circular dial
with Roman numerals and twin train movement
striking on a bell, the case surmounted with two
musical cherubs and centred with urn issuing flowers,
the base set with blue ground porcelain panels
decorated with colourful flowers and foliage, raised
on four adjustable feet, 32cm high x 39cm wide.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

190. A 19th century Continental ormolu and
marble mantel clock, the circular convex enamel
dial with Arabic numerals, with twin train movement,
the case surmounted with classical maiden and
putti on a bow fronted base raised on five tapered
cylindrical supports, 34cm high x 27cm wide.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

192. Late 19th century Aesthetic Movement mantel
clock in the form of a pagoda, the circular dial with
Arabic numerals and twin train movement striking
on a gong, within architectural case surmounted with
a Shishi and ball finial with pierced dragon detail,
the sides with ivory inlaid panels depicting birds,
insects, flowers and foliage, 46cm high x 25cm wide.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
193. An Art Deco green lacquered and shagreen
mantle clock, the square framed case with Chinoiserie
style gilt decoration to the green lacquer with a brass
beaded border around the bevelled glass plate over
the shagreen square dial with a brass chapter ring
with black Roman numerals, the brass back with cut
brass fold out easel support, the French twin train
brass movement with platform level escapement
striking on a gong, numbered ‘4963’, 20.5cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
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PRINTS
194. Ernest Stephen Lumsden (British 1883-1948)
Jodphur & The Ganges
each etching on paper
23cm x 16cm & 24cm x 38cm respectively
each mounted, framed and under glass (2).
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
195. A large 19th century lithograph of New York
after John William Hill (British / American 18121879), a hand coloured view of boats on the Hudson
river around Manhattan island, the margins with
inscriptions ‘Painted by J W Hill, Entered according to
Act of Congress, in the year 1855 by F & G W Smith, in
the Clerk’s office of the Southern District of New York,
Published by F and G W Smith, 59 Beekman Street,
New York, Engraved by C Mottram’, framed and under
glass, the image 96.5cm high x 147cm wide, overall
112cm high x 163cm wide including frame.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)

WATERCOLOURS
196. AR A. P. Thomson RSW (Scottish 1887-1962)
Baynard Castle, Yorkshire
watercolour on paper, signed ‘A P Thomson’ lower left
45.5cm x 50cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
197. William Stewart Orr RSW (1872-1944)
Cottages, Iona
watercolour, signed lower left
24cm x 34.5cm.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 199
199. Late 19th / early 20th century British School
A pair of six studies of songbirds
watercolour on paper, unsigned
the largest 19cm x 14cm, twelve in total
each set of six mounted together, framed and under
glass.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
200. 19th Century British School
A flock of sheep under a tree
watercolour and pencil on paper, unsigned
31.5cm in diameter
gilt-mounted, framed and under glass.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
201. A. Paterson (19th century)
The Wallace Tower and Nethergate, Aberdeen,
in Winter
watercolour, signed and dated 1884 lower left
55cm x 39.5cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 198
198. AR Joyce W Cairns RSA RSW (Scottish b.1947)
Painting Robert (Father)
pencil gouache and chalk on paper, signed ‘Cairns’
lower right
20cm x 28cm
framed and under glass
Provenance: Gifted by the artist to the vendor.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 202
202. Sir David Young Cameron RA RSA RSW
RWS (Scottish 1865-1945)
Perthshire Hills
watercolour, pencil and crayon on paper, signed lower
right ‘D Y Cameron’
25.5cm x 36.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Label verso: Aitken Dott & Son, 26 Castle Street,
Edinburgh.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
Lot 204
204. R. S. Main (Early 20th century Scottish School)
Sketches of the military dress of the Seaforth
Highlanders from 1793-1914
watercolour on paper, signed ‘RSMain’ to the centre
53.5cm x 38cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
Lot 203
203. Tom Scott RSA (Scottish 1859-1927)
Snow capped hills with shepherd
watercolour on paper, signed ‘Tom Scott’ and dated
1922 lower left
17.5cm x 34.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
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208. AR Ian R Oates (Scottish 1950-2010)
Stags resting on the peat, Glen Rochay
watercolour on paper, signed lower right
33cm x 48cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Provenance: From the Oates Family Private
Collection.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 205
205. AR Ian R Oates (Scottish 1950-2010)
A covet of grouse, Glen Rochay
watercolour on paper, signed lower right
41cm x 60.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Provenance: From the Oates Family Private
Collection.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

209. 19th century British school
A ruined bridge over a gorge
watercolour on paper, unsigned
75cm x 53cm
framed and under glass.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
210. James Michael Brown (Scottish 1853-1947)
Cottage interior scene with Grandfather reading
watercolour on paper, signed ‘Michael Brown’ lower
right
26cm x 36cm
framed and under glass.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 206
206. AR Ian R Oates (Scottish 1950-2010)
A covet of grouse with stags in the distance,
Glen Rochay
watercolour on paper, signed lower right
36cm x 50.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Provenance: From the Oates Family Private
Collection.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
207. AR Ian R Oates (Scottish 1950-2010)
Stags on a hillside, Glen Rochay
watercolour on paper, signed lower right
30.5cm x 46.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Provenance: From the Oates Family
Private Collection.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 211
211. Late 19th century British School
A pair of sketches of 19th century British military
dress, mainly the Cavalry and the Hussars officers dress
each watercolour on paper, signed and dated
‘RW 1893’ to the lower left
each 37cm x 54cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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OIL PAINTINGS
212. AR Gordon Stewart Cameron RSA
(1916-1994)
Portrait head of Alistair J. T. Patterson, in back
Wynd Studio, Aberdeen, c.1943
oil on canvas, inscribed verso
29.5cm x 22.5cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
213. William P. Baxter (b.1931)
Mediterranean night, Cassis
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1959 lower right
75.5cm x 100cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

217. Manner of Sir Edwin Henry Landseer RA
(British 1802-1873)
Head study of a greyhound
oil on canvas, signed ‘Landseer’ to the collar
51cm x 60.5cm
framed.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
218. AR Duncan MacGregor Whyte
(Scottish 1866-1953)
The Morning Light
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1945 lower right
44.5cm x 60cm
framed.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

214. AR Robert Sivell RSA (1888-1958)
Head study for mural in Aberdeen University
Students Union
oil on board, inscribed on label verso
27cm x 20cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 215
215. George Houston RSA RSW RI (1869-1947)
Summer landscape on the West Coast
oil on canvas, signed lower left
44cm x 59cm.
£600-900 (+24%BP*)
216. John C. Edwards (20th century)
Cam, 7 1/2 yrs, Portrait of a Spaniel
oil on board, signed, inscribed and dated 1967
lowewleft
24.5cm x 34.5cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 219
219. 19th century English School
Portrait of a woman and child, originally thought to be
Elizabeth Fry
oil on canvas
74cm x 62cm.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 220
220. AR Sam Rae (Scottish fl.1970)
Abstract still life with female figure, plant and jugs
oil and gold leaf on canvas, signed and dated
‘Sam Rae 71’ to lower right
90cm x 90cm
framed, together with another by the same hand
Girls head
oil on canvas
61cm x 75cm (2).
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 221
221. Late 18th / early 19th century British School
A galleon making port
oil on panel, unsigned
74cm x 111cm
framed
Illustrated on inside front cover.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 222
222. Daniel Sherrin (British 1868-1940)
A pair of country views of figures walking near trees
oil on canvas, each signed ‘D Sherrin’
49.5cm x 39cm
each framed.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%

Lindsay Burns & Company

Lot 223
223. Bernard De Hoog (Dutch, 1867-1943)
Feeding time
oil on canvas, signed lower right
93.5cm x 123.5cm.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 224
224. Lewis Taylor Gibb (fl.1922-1945)
Scottish Memories
oil on canvas, inscribed on label verso
49.5cm x 59cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 225
225. Lewis Taylor Gibb (fl.1922-1945)
Highland landscape
oil on canvas, signed lower right
62.5cm x 74.5cm.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 226
226. AR Alberto Morrocco OBE RSA RSW RP RGI LLD (1917-1998)
Mending nets - Nerja
oil on board, signed and dated ‘78 lower right inscribed on label verso
43cm x 55.5cm
Detail on front cover.
£10000-15000 (+24%BP*)
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228. Modern British School
Portrait of a Noble Lady, seated in black dress
with pearls
oil on canvas, signed indistinctly to lower right and
dated 1971
114cm x 88cm
framed.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 227
227. AR David McClure RSA RSW RGI (19261998)
Still life of mixed blooms in a blue and white jug
oil on canvas, incised signature and date ‘74
upper right
75cm x 62.5cm.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 229
229. William Pratt (Scottish 1855-1936)
Cooking on the range, Cottage interior scene
oil on canvas, signed ‘W Pratt’ and dated 1924 top left
45cm x 60cm
framed.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 230

Lot 228

230. 19th century French School
Bust length portrait of a lady
oil on canvas, oval
59cm x 47.5cm.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
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231. 19th century British School
Portrait of a woman en grisaille
oil on canvas, unsigned
44.5cm x 34.5cm
framed and under glass.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

233. Late 19th century Dutch school
A boat sailing in a high breeze
oil on canvas, signed with initials ‘AS?’ to the
lower right
75cm x 44.5cm
framed.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
234. William Calcott Knell (1830-1880)
Hauling in the Nets off Folkestone
Oil on canvas, signed lower left, 29cm x 59cm.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
235. Late 20th century school after George Braque
Abstract with guitars
oil on canvas, the inner frame painted as part of the
composition, signed and dated ‘Beverley ‘92’
89.5cm x 89.5cm
framed.
£700-1000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 232
232. AR Constant David Ludovic Atrz (1870-1951)
Duck and ducklings by the waters edge
oil on canvas, signed lower right
27.5cm x 37.5cm.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 236
236. 19th century Scottish School
Portrait of a Norfolk Terrier
oil on canvas
68.5cm x 51cm
Bearing label verso inscribed ‘by Coutts Michie faint
signature on reverse’.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
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BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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Lot 237
237. Tom Campbell (Scottish 1865-1943)
Feeding the hens
oil on panel, signed ‘Tom Campbell’ lower right
34.5cm x 45cm
framed and under glass.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
Lot 239
239. Circle of Samuel John Peploe
(Scottish 1871-1935)
Riverside with boats viewed through trees
oil on board, monogrammed ‘EKT?’ and
dated 1911 verso
41cm x 33.5cm
framed.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 238
238. James Clark (British 1858-1943)
Seated female nude
oil on board, signed ‘CLARK’ lower left
28cm x 37.5cm
framed.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
Lot 240
240. F. E. Jamieson (fl. 1920-1950)
Sunset over a Highland loch
oil on canvas, signed lower right
40cm x 60cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 243
243. Late 19th century Scottish School
A view of a loch landscape with deer by the shore
oil on canvas, unsigned
101.5cm x 150cm
framed
Overall size 121cm high x 169cm wide including
frame.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
Lot 241
241. Late 19th / early 20th century Continental
school
A female nude seated with flowing drapery
oil on canvas, signed ‘Alheim?’ to lower left
98cm x 73cm
framed.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

244. R Wilkie (20th Century Scottish School)
Evening clouds over the loch
oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘R. Wilkie ‘54’
lower right
71cm x 92cm
unframed.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
245. Early 20th Century British School
Two spaniels flighting a pheasant
oil on board, unsigned
25cm x 39cm
framed.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
246. Douglas Cameron (Late 19th / early 20th
century Scottish School)
Highland cattle at the shore of a loch
oil on canvas, signed lower right
50cm x 75cm
framed.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 242
242. Attributed to Horatio McCulloch RSA
(Scottish 1805-1867)
View of a loch landscape with pines
oil on canvas, signed indistinctly lower right
81cm x 132cm
framed
Overall size 114cm high x 165cm wide
including frame.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
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247. 19th century British School
Cattle drinking by a mill
oil on canvas, signed ‘Crangtoun?’ lower right
39cm x 59cm
framed.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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DANIEL STEPHEN (1921-2014)
STUDIO SALE
Born in Aberdeen he was a painter of portraits, landscape, still life and large scale murals. He trained at Gray’s
School of Art, Aberdeen, 1940-1945. An important travelling scholarship enabled him to visit France & Italy. He
worked in London 1949-1952 before returning to Aberdeen. He began exhibiting RGI, RSA 1946 and RA 1957.
In 1974 he developed ‘Optiken’, a new form of kinetic painting. He moved to Perth in 1981.

248. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Picasso at 90
oil on canvas, signed lower left and dated
1971 lower left
49.5cm x 39cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
249. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
G. S. Cameron in Back Wynd Studio,
Aberdeen, 1944
oil on panel, signed and dated 1944 upper
right
19.5cm x 17cm.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

254. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Head of a man
pencil, signed and dated 1967 lower left
40.5cm x 30cm
and
Portrait of a lady
coloured chalks and charcoal
signed and dated 1970 lower right
40.5cm x 30.5cm (2).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

250. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Playmates
oil on canvas, signed with initials and
dated ‘41 lower right
46cm x 68cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
251. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Demolition of Back Wynd Art Studio
(Aberdeen)
oil on canvas, signed lower left, inscribed
and dated verso 1974
39.5cm x 49.5cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
252. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Rooftops, Provence
oil on canvas, signed lower left, inscribed
and dated 1971 verso
39.5cm x 49.5cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 250

253. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Woodland path
oil on canvas, signed lower right and dated
1992 verso
39.5cm x 49.5cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 251
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Lot 257
257. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Village woman
oil on canvas, signed lower right
49.5cm x 67.5cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 255
255. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Construction (For Optik Mural) By Shadow
Projection
mixed media, signed and dated 1967 lower right and
inscribed verso
overall size including frame 51cm x 41.5cm.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
256. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Homage to Van Gogh No.1
oil on canvas, signed upper left
75cm x 60cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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258. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Old man and boy (The Blacksmith and his grandson)
oil on canvas, signed lower left, inscribed and dated
1964 verso
121cm x 71cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
259. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Homage to Van Gogh No.2
oil on canvas, signed lower left
55.5cm x 75.5cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
260. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Cats and birds
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1968 lower right,
inscribed verso
49.5cm x 75cm
and
Cock and hens
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1963 lower right
49.5cm x 100.5cm (2).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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Lot 263

Lot 261
261. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Still life with lemons
oil on board, signed and dated 1958 lower left,
inscribed verso
34.5cm x 27.5cm.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
262. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Chiaroscuro still life
oil on canvas, signed upper left, inscribed and dated
1992 verso
49.5cm square.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

263. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Margaret
oil on canvas, inscribed verso
26cm x 24.5cm
and
Rozelle Auld
charcoal and chalk
signed lower right and dated 1942 lower left
34cm x 26.5cm (2).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
264. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Quartet on pink
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1972 lower right
54.5cm x 74.5cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
265. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Lights in a grey city
oil on canvas, signed lower right and inscribed verso
with date 1972
49.5cm x 67cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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270. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Highland burn
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1970 lower right
39.5cm x 50cm
and
Breakers
oil on canvas signed and dated 1971 lower left
49.5cm x 59.5cm (2).
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
271. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
A folio of assorted art works to include
Art School Comps. 1904-45
Early drawings & sketches 1940-44
Portrait heads from 1940
and others (qty).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 266
266. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Young refuge mother
oil on canvas, signed upper left
90.5cm x 60cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
267. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
The green coat, portrait of a lady
oil on canvas
101.5cm x 76cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
268. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
Table top with fruit
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1971 lower right
55cm x 65cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
269. AR Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
A collection of thirteen art works to include
No.1 original sketch for Millennium Mural,
20.5cm x 50.5cm
together with other sketches, watercolours etc. (13).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 272
272. Daniel Stephen (1921-2014)
The artists’ easel, palette and two yellow ground
Adelphi Art Centre signs (4).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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WEDNESDAY 8TH DECEMBER
SILVER & ELECTROPLATE
273. A George V silver salver, Sheffield, 1910,
makers mark of Mappin & Webb, with scalloped
rim, raised on three claw and ball feet, bearing
presentation inscription, 36.5cm diameter, 39 troy ozs.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

276. A George V silver sugar bowl and cream jug,
Sheffield, 1925, makers mark of W. Hutton & Sons,
oval shaped on four bun feet, gross weight 13.6 troy
ozs. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
277. A late 19th century Chinese silver table cruet
in the form of rickshaw and porter, with three
detachable cruets, stamped marks, 20cm long, gross
weight 6.6 troy ozs. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 274
274. A late 19th century silver plated six branch
candelabra, in the Rococo taste, with a single central
stick and five radiating scrolling acanthus branches,
c-scroll, acanthus leaf and scaled decoration to the
stems and foot, on a moulded base with three shell
feet, the base engraved with a heraldic crest of a
heron’s head holding a snake in its bill, 68cm high x
45cm wide. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
275. An American silver salver by S. Kirk & Son
Co., the sole centred with initials in a foliate border
on a ground engraved with star motifs, within an
embossed border of flowers and foliage, raised on four
claw and ball feet, impressed marks, 23cm diameter,
12.6 troy ozs. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 278
278. A late 19th / early 20th century Indian white
metal spice box, of round form with domed lid with
peacock finial, the body embossed and chased in
relief with scenes of paradise with scrolling foliage,
buildings and animals in a garden, the interior
with a mixing tray above five separate lidded spice
circular spice boxes, 18cm high x 12cm diameter,
approximately 949g, 30.4 oz t. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 279
279. A 19th century Sheffield plate twin handled
tureen and cover, engraved with Armorial crest,
inscribed on banner ‘NIL SINE LABORE’, cast
with mask and foliate scroll detail, 41cm wide x
29cm high. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 281
281. An early 20th century white metal mounted
horse hoof, the horn hoof mounted with a steel
horse shoe to base and a naturalistically moulded
dark gun metal top mount, the central circular plaque
with inscription ‘Boy II, who fell & broke his neck
in nomination steeplechase, Herfordshire Pt to Pt,
March 27th 1924, to his rider Colin Buist, from his
owner, Albert (signature)’, 14.5cm wide x 8cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 282
282. A pair of George III silver bowls, London,
1795, makers mark of IW over RG for J. Wakelin
& Robert Garrard, lozenge shaped with embossed
decoration of c-scrolls, flowers and foliage, the
interiors gilded, raised domed feet, 28.5cm wide x
9.5cm high x 20cm deep, gross weight 31.5 troy ozs.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
Lot 280
280. An Edwardian silver Art Nouveau
photograph frame, Birmingham, 1901, makers
mark of H&A, with embossed decoration of stylised
Glasgow roses, with strut support, 25.5cm high x
16.5cm wide. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
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283. Two pairs of mid 18th century English silver
table salts, all with fluted rims on three scalloped
legs, all marks rubbed so most either partially or
totally obscured, the first pair engraved with initials
‘A.B.E’ to bases, possibly London 1762, with
scalloped feet; the second pair by maker D & R
Hennell, probably London 1767, with plain feet, all
8cm wide x 4.5cm high, approximately 279g / 9 oz t
in total. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%

Lindsay Burns & Company
284. A set of six George IV English fiddle pattern
table forks, four forks by maker William Chawner II,
London 1827, two fours by maker Richard Pearce,
London 1824, all handle backs engraved with
monogram ‘CLW’; together with a set of five
Victorian fiddle and thread pattern table forks, maker
Chawner & Co (George William Adams), London
1870, all 20.5cm long, approximately 938g / 30.1 oz t
in total (11). £400-600 (+24%BP*)
285. A Tibetan white metal mounted burrwood
bowl, late 19th / early 20th century, of circular form,
the base rim chased with bands of ropework, 14.5cm
diameter x 6cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
286. John Pinches, The Genius of Leonardo Da
Vinci, a cased set of fifty silver medallions, together
with booklet, 2500 grams. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
287. A cased Sterling Silver Proof Edition, 1000
years of British Monarchy, No.2195, containing
fifty silver bars, hallmarked for London, 1975, maker
JP, each 4.5cm x 2.2cm, gross weight 106 troy ozs.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 286

Lot 287
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288. John Pinches, The History of Man in Flight,
The Royal Air Force Museum, The Collectors
Edition, an album of fifty gilt metal medallions,
together with accompanying book and a single carded
medallion,. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
289. The Churchill Centenary Medals, Trustees
Presentation Edition, Collector number 3184,
an album of twenty four silver gilt medallions,
gross weight in plastic capsules, 25.44 troy ozs.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)
290. An early 20th century Danish Georg Jensen
silver letter opener, stamped Georg Jensen,
Copenhagen 1926, assay mark for Christian F Heise,
London import marks, the handle in elaborate pierced
design with tulip finial, the blade planished, with
original card box, 27cm long, approximately 105g /
3.39 oz t. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
291. A George V silver hip flask, Birmingham,
1932, makers mark A.W, of slender octagonal form
with engine turned details, the shoulder with engraved
inscription, 13cm high x 10.8cm wide, 7.2 troy ozs.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
292. A pair of 19th century Indian silver rosewater
sprinklers, modelled as cranes supporting detachable
flower heads with pierced details, 30cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
293. A pair of 19th century white metal bottle
stands/ coasters, the openwork sides with loop and
pierced stylised foliate detail, 12cm diameter x 4.5cm
high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
294. A George V silver bon bon dish, Birmingham,
1921, makers mark of B.G, oval shaped with
embossed decoration of foliage and scrolls, 4.2 troy
ozs, 16.5cm wide x 5.5cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
295. A late 19th century Russian silver sifting
spoon, fiddle pattern with engraved initials ‘G.B’, the
reverse decorated with knot-work flowers and foliage,
1.1 troy ozs, 16cm long. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 296
296. A late 19th century Chinese silver candlestick,
the narrow gauge sconce and pierced foliate drip pan
raised on a plain cylindrical column with simulated
bamboo handle set with two cicadas and a spider, on
integral carved wood stand with four ruyi-shaped feet,
15cm high. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 290
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297. An Edwardian silver mounted cut glass
claret jug, Sheffield, 1905, makers mark of Walker &
Hall, the silver mount with hinged cover and angular
handle, the cut glass body with four quatrefoil shaped
panels enclosing decoration of fruiting vine, 22cm
high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
298. A late 19th century Indian silver goblet,
P. ORR & SONS, MADRAS, the bowl with
embossed decoration of flowers and foliage raised
on a knopped stem and circular foot, stamped marks,
9.9 troy ozs, 19.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
299. A pair of Edwardian silver double lipped
sauce boats, maker C S Harris & Sons Ltd, London
1904, of heavy gauge with serpentine rim with
scrolling double handles on an oval plinth base,
after the early 18th century style, each 22.5cm
long x 17cm wide, approximately 836g, 26.9 oz t.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 302
302. A late 19th century Chinese silver salver,
marked WH probably for Wang Hing, with incised
decoration of dragon and cloud scrolls, within a
pierced border with two pairs of dragons contesting
flaming pearls, raised on three simulated bamboo
supports, stamped marks ‘90’ ‘WH’, 13.8 troy ozs.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

300. A Scottish George IV silver punch ladle,
maker John Newlands, Glasgow 1822, with
round bowl with rope twist rim on a twisted
whalebone (baleen) silver tipped handle, 45cm
long, approximately 70g (including handle).
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
301. An Edwardian silver basket, London, 1905,
makers mark of T.B, oval shaped with swing handle,
engraved with presentation inscription, 17cm wide x
14.5cm high, 6.4 troy ozs, together with a George V
silver salver/ card tray, London, 1920, with scalloped
edge, raised on three hoof feet, bearing presentation
inscription, 16cm diameter, 6.5 troy ozs, gross weight
12.9 troy ozs (2). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

303. A European Art Deco silver canteen, markers
mark ‘FB’, stamped with patriarchal cross in a triangle
with number five for 800 standard Czechoslovakia
1929-1941, also stamped 800, the handles of tapering
chamfered form, comprising six table forks, dessert
forks, table spoons, dessert spoons, tea spoons, gilt
coffee spoons, fish forks, fish knives, table knives
(steel blades), dessert knives (steel blades) and a ladle,
55 pieces in total, all mounted in a black leather case
with carry handles, table forks 21.5cm long, box 54cm
long x 41cm wide, approximately 1979g / 69.8 oz t
(excluding steel bladed knives). £700-1000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 299
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306. An Edwardian silver hipflask, maker
Haseler Brothers, Exeter 1909, of conventional
form with hinged locking cap and slide off cup
section, the cup engraved with monogram ‘AH’,
18.5cm long, approximately 459g, 14.7 troy oz.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
307. Two George V silver cigarette cases, the
larger by maker Joseph Gloster Ltd, Birmingham
1912, the front with yellow metal initial cartouche
engraved ‘HPA’, the smaller by Charles Edwin Turner,
Birmingham 1910, both cases engraved with scrolling
designs, the larger 10.5cm long, approximately 233g,
7.5 troy oz in total. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 304

Lot 306
304. Two early 19th century Scottish silver
mounted horn snuff mulls, one with a scalloped
mount with engraved thistle and thumbpiece to the
lid, the rim engraved ‘John Buchanan May 19th
1830’, the other with a ball action hinged cover
with monogramed plate engraved ‘AJ’, the larger
11.5cm long. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
305. An 18th century English silver brandy
warming pan, all marks rubbed, partial maker and
assay mark, likely London, partial date letter in Gothic
type, four ghost imprints of hallmarks can be seen in
a row to the inside of the bowl, the body engraved
with a heraldic antelope head, the base engraved
with initials ‘B I E, 05-12’ in the mid-18th century
style, with a turned fruitwood handle, 23.5cm long,
approximately 172g, 5.5 troy oz. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 308
308. An Edwardian silver wine jug and pair of
goblets, maker Dobson & Sons, London 1903/4,
elaborately engraved and chased in the Indian taste
with scrolling floral designs in high relief, the wine
jug of squat round form with long double lipped neck
and stopper, the goblets of cylindrical form with stems
and round foot with matching decoration to the body,
jug 22.5cm high, goblets 13cm high, approximately
1086g, 34.9 oz t. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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310. An Edwardian silver cigar case, Birmingham,
1900, makers mark of D&F, of convex form, with
engraved details of flowers and foliage on an engine
turned ground, engraved with initials and date, 13cm x
8.5cm, 7 troy ozs. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
311. A George V silver hip flask, Sheffield, 1919,
makers mark of D&S, engraved with initials ‘D.P.A’,
12cm high, 4.4 troy ozs. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
312. Two silver cigarette cases, one Birmingham,
1940, maker A.W, with engine turned covers, 12.5cm
x 8.5cm, the other Birmingham, 1957, maker W.H.M,
with engine turned covers, both engraved with
initials and dates, gross weight 11.3 troy ozs (2).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 309
309. A Victorian silver teapot, Sheffield, 1895,
makers mark of Mappin & Webb, oval shaped, raised
on four paw feet with foliate cast terminals, 16.5cm
high x 27cm wide, 21.1troy ozs. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

313. A pair of Chinese silver cruets, late 19th/
early 20th century, with embossed decoration of
prunus blossom, raised on three ball feet, together
with a pair of spoons with twisted terminals, 5.2cm
high. £30-70 (+24%BP*)

314. A matched late
Georgian / early
Victorian Irish silver
canteen, all forks
and spoons assayed
for Dublin 1829-43,
several makers, six
table forks in Queens
pattern, six table
spoons, dessert spoons
and dessert forks in
Kings pattern, together
with six 20th century
silver handled kings
pattern table knives,
six dessert knives
and four other pieces
of Georgian Kings
pattern flatware,
in an associated
wooden box, table
spoons 23cm long,
approximately 2099g,
67.5 oz t (excluding
silver handled knives).
£700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 314
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GOLD, WATCHES
& JEWELLERY

Lot 315
315. An early 20th century hunter cased yellow
metal pocket watch stamped 14K, MARKS &
Co. LTD, BOMBAY & POONA, with engine
turned covers, the enamel dial with Roman numerals
and subsidiary seconds dial, the dust cover with
presentation inscription dated 1912, 4.5cm diameter.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

318. A yellow metal necklace, gross weight 20.7
grams. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
319. A George V gold Sovereign dated 1912.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 320
320. A gentleman’s Breitling Avenger Blackbird 44
wrist watch, model A13370, black DLC-Coated
titanium case, automatic movement, signed round
black dial with baton lume marker numerals, red
date aperture at 3, outer seconds track in white,
raised outer tachymeter scale to the stepped dial
edge, titanium pencil hands with lume inserts, centre
seconds hand with lume insert red pointer terminal,
black DLC-coated titanium bezel with count-up scale
with lume plot at 12 and Arabic numeral markers,
screw-down crown, with A13352 and 2350107
to the case back, on a ‘Driver Pro’ rubber strap
with additional canvas strap, box and papers, case
48mm excluding crown. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
321. Vintage ladies 18ct gold Rolex wristwatch,
with circular Arabic numeral dial and black leather
strap, together with a yellow metal hunter cased fob
watch, gross weight 31.2 grams. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 316
316. A cased London Mint Edward VIII 1936 new
strike gold “Pattern” Sovereign, with certificate of
Authenticity. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
317. A yellow metal open faced pocket watch
RUSSELLS’, 18 CHURCH ST., LIVERPOOL,
the enamel dial with Roman numerals, the back cover
engraved with initials, stamped 18K, gross weight
39.1 grams, 3.7cm diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 322
322. A set of four 20th century yellow metal
bangles, each stamped ‘750’, 35.4 grams (4).
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
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323. A 20th century yellow metal bangle, stamped
‘750’, 16.9 grams, together with a 9ct carat gold
simulated bamboo style bangle, 13.6 grams, gross
weight 30.5 grams (2). £400-600 (+24%BP*)
324. A South Africa 1oz Fine Gold Krugerrand,
1981. £1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 323

325. A George V gold Sovereign dated 1912,
with later applied yellow metal suspension loop.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 326
326. An 18ct gold open faced pocket
watch J. WILSON, EDINBURGH,
No. 3492, the engine turned dial with
Roman numerals and subsidiary seconds
dial, with key wind movement, gross
weight 106.8 grams, 5.2cm diameter.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 324
327. A yellow metal hunter cased
pocket watch ‘THE ANGUS’, the
enamel dial with Roman numerals
and subsidiary seconds dial, the cover
engraved with initials, 5.2cm diameter.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
328. A 15ct gold Albert chain,
with T-bar suspension, overall
36.5cm long, gross weight 46.2 grams.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 328
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Lot 329
329. A 9ct gold Albert chain, with T-bar
suspension, overall 38.5cm long, 44.2 grams.
£600-1000 (+24%BP*)
330. A yellow metal Albert chain, with T-bar,
stamped 9C, suspending a 9ct gold medallion,
overall 38cm long, gross weight 18 grams.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 333
333. A 9ct gold hunter cased pocket watch,
Birmingham, 1924, makers mark of ALD, the enamel
dial with Arabic numerals and subsidiary seconds
dial, the cover engraved with initials, gross weight
90.8 grams, 5cm diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

331. A long yellow metal guard chain, stamped 9ct,
gross weight 20.2 grams. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 332
332. A George V 9ct gold cigarette case, maker
Davies Brothers or Dingley Brothers, Birmingham
1926, the engine turned case with a blank initial
plate to the front, the interior engraved ‘D.H to
H.P.A, 26-10-1927’, 8cm long, approximately
71.5g. £500-800 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 334
334. A Victorian gold Sovereign dated 1887, with
later yellow metal scroll form mount, suspended from
a yellow metal guard chain, chain length 30cm, gross
weight 28.6 grams. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 337

Lot 335
335. Two George V gold half Sovereigns both
dated 1913 (2). £200-300 (+24%BP*)

337. Three assorted early 20th century yellow
metal and ruby set Kukri brooches, each stamped
18C, gross weight 9.5 grams, 4.6cm long, 4.5cm long
and 2.7cm long (3). £150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 338
338. An early 20th century yellow metal,
aquamarine, ruby and split pearl brooch, centred
with a round faceted aquamarine estimated to
weigh 1.43ct, surrounded by four round faceted
rubies estimated to weigh 0.11ct each, gross weight
9.3 grams, 7.2cm long. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 336
336. A 20th century 9ct gold gate link bracelet,
with heart shaped locket, gross weight 34.6 grams.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

339. A 20th century 9ct gold and jade necklace,
the fine chain set with twelve evenly spaced
jade balls, 51.5cm long, gross weight 5.4 grams.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
340. A yellow metal, three
stone diamond cross-over
bangle, set with three old
cut diamonds estimated to
weight 0.26ct each, inner
dimensions 5.8cm x 4.8cm.
£600-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 340
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Lot 342
342. A white metal diamond cluster ring, centred
with a round brilliant cut diamond calculated to
weigh 0.48ct, within a border of six round brilliant
cut diamonds with an average individual weight
calculated at 0.47ct, surrounded by six small round
brilliant cut diamonds estimated to weigh 0.03ct each,
ring size Q. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 341
341. A yellow and white metal diamond set
crescent brooch, set with two rows of graduated
old cut and rose cut diamonds, total estimated
diamond weight of 4.17ct, 2.9cm diameter.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 343
343. A white metal three stone diamond ring,
centred with an old cushion cut diamond calculated
to weigh 1.06ct, flanked by two old cushion cut
diamonds estimated to weight .055ct each, ring size O.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
344. A white metal diamond solitaire ring, set with
an old cut diamond calculated to weigh 3.64ct, ring
size J. £6000-8000 (+24%BP*)
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345. A pair of 18ct gold, emerald and diamond
cluster earrings, each set with an oval faceted
emerald estimated to weigh 0.33ct, within a border of
six round brilliant cut diamonds. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
346. A 9ct gold and opal circular brooch, set
with six opal cabochons divided by shamrocks,
gross weight 6.6 grams, 3.7cm diameter.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 344

347. A long yellow metal necklace, stamped 9ct,
approximately 156cm long, gross weight 42.7 grams.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
348. A 9ct gold necklace, gross weight 14.8 grams,
74.5cm long. £180-250 (+24%BP*)
349. A single strand pearl necklace, set with a
graduated row of pearls, with white metal clasp,
52cm long. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
350. A 9ct gold, pearl and diamond chip circular
brooch, 2.4cm diameter. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
351. A 9ct gold and pearl ring together with
a 9ct gold necklace, gross weight 2.8 grams (2).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
352. Three late 19th/ early 20th century yellow
metal brooches, to include a yellow metal sweetheart
brooch stamped 9ct, 3.8cm long, a yellow metal and
pearl set bar brooch stamped 9ct, 6.3cm long and an
unmarked yellow lozenge shaped brooch, 4.4cm long,
gross weight 9.3 grams (3). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
353. A pair of yellow metal knot earrings, marks
rubbed, gross weight 2.7 grams, approximately
1.4cm diameter. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

353B. Three pairs of assorted yellow and white
metal mounted pearl earrings, comprising; a pair
of yellow metal and pearl drop earrings, a pair
of yellow metal and pearl cluster earrings, and a
pair of white metal mounted pearl drop earrings.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
353C. A collection of assorted costume jewellery,
to include; a pair of white metal a paste stud earrings,
a white metal Glasgow School style circular brooch,
a marcasite brooch and matching earrings, three
ladies wrist watches and remaining items (qty).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
353D. A long yellow metal necklace, stamped 9C,
gross weight 24.1 grams. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
353E. A yellow metal necklace, gross weight
11.8 grams. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
353F. A pair of yellow and white metal
diamond cluster earrings, 0.6cm diameter.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
353G. A late 19th/ early 20th century white
metal, enamel and paste set pendant and chain,
the pendant 3.4cm x 2.4cm, together with a coin set
bracelet formed in parts. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

353A. A pair of yellow metal drop earrings, formed
as a single row of four graduated balls, 3.2cm, gross
weight 1.4 grams. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
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WHISKY, WINE & PORT
354. One bottle of
Glenmorangie, Single
Highland Malt Whisky, The
Immortal Sir Walter Scott,
Year cask filled 1990, Date
bottled 18/10/04, Bottled by
M. Wilson, Cask No: 9601,
strength 60.0., 70cl, Bottle
No:159. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
355. One bottle of Inde
pendence, De Luxe Scotch
Whisky, The Making of
History MSP 6th May 1999,
signed ‘Best Wishes Sean
Connery’, 70cl., 40% Vol.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
356. One bottle of vintage
Black & White Buchanan’s
Choice Old Scotch Whisky,
1172, Product of Scotland,
Distilled and Bottled in
Scotland under British
Government Supervision, 70cl.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
Lot 354

Lot 356
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Lot 355

Lot 360

Lot 362
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Lot 363

Lot 368

357. One bottle of vintage Black & White
Buchanan’s Choice Old Scotch Whisky, 1172,
Product of Scotland, Distilled and Bottled in Scotland
under British Government Supervision, 70cl.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)

363. Four bottles of vintage wine, comprising, one
Faiveley, Gevrey -Chamertin, 1er Cru, 13% vol.,
750ml., one La Ferme D’ Angludet, Margaux,
11.5% vol., 75cl., one Chateau Du Trignon, 1994,
Gigondas, 750ml., 13% vol., and one Joseph Drouhin
Gevrey-Chambertin, 1997, 13% vol., 75cl. (4).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

358. One bottle of vintage Black & White
Buchanan’s Choice Old Scotch Whisky, 1172,
Product of Scotland, Distilled and Bottled in Scotland
under British Government Supervision, 70cl.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
359. One Wade ceramic decanter of Royal Salute,
Blended Scotch Whisky, Chivas Brothers LTD.,
75cl., 40% Vol. £30-70 (+24%BP*)

364. Four bottles of vintage wine, comprising; two
bottles of Chateau Lalande De Gravet, Saint-Emilion
Grand Cru, 1995, 12% vol., 75cl., one Chateau
Majureau-Sercillan, Bordeaux Superieur, 1998,
12.5% vol., 750ml, and one Beaune Premier
Cru, Albert Bichot, 2002, 13% vol., 750ml. (4).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

360. One bottle of Chateau Mouton Baron
Philippe 1964, Grand Cru Classé, Pauillac, 75cl,.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)

365. One bottle of Vino Fino, Vega-Sicilia, Cosecha
1941, No. 04626, together with a half bottle of
Bordeaux Le Chaillou (2). £20-50 (+24%BP*)

361. Two bottles of vintage wine, comprising one
bottle of Chateau Montrose, Grand Cru, Medoc,
1979, 750 ml., together with one bottle of Vieux
Chateau Certan, Grand Cru, Pomerol, 1953, 75cl. (2).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

366. Two bottles of vintage Port, comprising; Boxed
Crusted Port Wine, bottled 1986, Yates Brothers,
20.0% vol., 75cl., and Boxed Taylor’s 20 year old
Tawny Port, bottled in 2002, 20% vol. 75cl. (2).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

362. Two bottle of vintage wine, comprising; one
bottle of Chateau Les Ormes De Pez, Saint-Estephe,
1982, 75cl., and one bottle of Chateau Pichon
Longueville Comtesse De Lalande, 1985, Grand Cru,
Pauillac, 12.5% vol., 75cl. (2). £50-100 (+24%BP*)

367. Three bottles of vintage port, comprising; two
Quinta Do Noval, late bottled vintage 1976, 0.75L,
19.5% vol., and one Taylor’s Tawny Port, bottled in
2008, 20% vol., 75cl. (3). £30-70 (+24%BP*)
368. Four bottles of Quinta Do Noval, Veloso
Tawny Port, 0.75L 19% (4). £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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MONART

Lot 373
373. A Monart bowl, shape X, mottled yellow
and clear glass, 19cm diameter x 12.5cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 369
369. A Monart vase, shape EA, mottled black and
green with gold coloured inclusions, 19.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
370. A Monart vase, shaped A, mottled blues and
purple with three typical whorls and gold coloured
inclusions, 16cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
371. A Monart vase, shape RA, mottled purple and
blue with gold coloured inclusions, 17.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
372. A Monart bottle stand/ straight sided
bowl, shape ZK, mottled purple with decoration
of typical whorls, 15cm diameter x 5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 374
374. A rare Monart vase, shape EB, mottled yellow,
blue and clear glass with vertical blue line and bubble
inclusion decoration, with silver coloured inclusions,
15cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
375. A Monart vase, shape OE, mottled black and
green with gold coloured inclusions, 22cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
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381. Ysart Glass, With a forward by Salvador
Ysart, Ian Turner, Alison J. Clarke and
Frank Andrews, Volo Edition, London, 1990.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 376
376. A Monart vase/ footed deep bowl, shape
LG, mottled clear and pink glass with horizontal
and vertical line decoration, with applied foot,
16cm diameter x 12.5cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 382
382. A Monart Uranium glass dish, shape RI, pale
green glass with typical decoration of whorls, bearing
original paper label ‘V.RI. 248’, 27cm diameter.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 377
377. A group of three small Monart vases,
comprising; a shape N vase mottled purple and pink
with gold coloured inclusions, 14.5cm high, a shape
RA vase mottled purple and blue with typical whorl
decoration and gold coloured inclusions, 12.5cm high
and a miniature vase, shape A, mottled black and
green with gold coloured inclusions, 8.5cm high (3).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
378. Three Monart bowls, shape Y, comprising;
a mottled yellow example, 12.5cm diameter, a mottled
red example, 12.5cm diameter, and a mottled orange
example, 9.5cm diameter (3). £80-120 (+24%BP*)
379. A matched set of four Monart ashtrays,
shape ZH, mottled black and green with gold
coloured inclusions, one bearing remains of
original paper label, approximately 9.5cm diameter.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 383
383. A Monart bowl and cover, shape OB, mottled
blue with gold coloured inclusions, 13cm diameter at
the rim x 12cm high. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
384. A Monart vase, shape MF, mottled purple and
pink with typical whorls and gold coloured inclusions,
15cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
385. A Monart vase, shape N, mottled purple,
pink and opaque white, bearing original paper label
‘N. VII’, 19cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

380. A Monart vase, shape WK, mottled orange
and yellow,18.5cm high, together with a Monart
bowl, shape O, mottled puce and clear glass, with
clear applied foot, 13.5cm diameter x 4cm high (2).
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
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389. A Monart bottle stand/ straight sided bowl,
shape ZK, mottled purple, orange and yellow, cased
in clear glass, bearing original paper label ‘ZK.IX’,
12.5cm diameter x 5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 390
Lot 386
386. A Monart vase, shape N, mottled orange and
brown with five pulled up lines, with opaque white
interior, 19cm high. £250-400 (+24%BP*)
387. A Monart vase, shape A, mottled blue and
green, 16.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

390. A collection of nine Monart bowls,
shape Y, various colour combinations, all with
gold coloured inclusions, three bearing original
paper labels, approximately 10cm diameter (9).
£150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 391
391. A pair of Monart vases, shape RA, mottled
purple and pink with gold coloured inclusions,
17cm high. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
392. Two Monart bowls, comprising shape MA
mottled clear and pink with gold coloured inclusions,
21cm diameter x 9cm high, together with shape
UB mottled purple and pink with gold coloured
inclusions, 14.5cm diameter x 3.5cm high (2).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 388
388. An early Monart vase, shape C, surface
decorated in green and opaque white with typical
whorls, the interior cased in clear glass, 18.5cm high.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 396
Lot 393
393. A rare colour combination Monart vase,
shape PG, mottled burnt orange, clear and purple
with all over decoration of whorls, 22.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
394. A small Monart bowl, shape MB, mottled
green and blue with bubble inclusions, on applied
foot, 12cm diameter x 5cm high. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

396. An early Monart vase, shape A, mottled
clear, orange, yellow and green glass with three
typical whorls and gold coloured inclusions, bearing
original paper label ‘VI, A, 432D’, 19cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
397. A Monart vase, shape OE, mottled red and
peach coloured glass, 21cm high. £70-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 398

Lot 395
395. A rare Monart vase, probably shape U,
mottled orange with horizontal black bands and four
pulled up lines, 26.5cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

398. A Monart vase, shape
MF, mottled blue with gold
inclusions, bearing original
paper label ‘VII, MF, 185’, also
bearing remains of original paper
retailers for ‘Watson’s China
Hall, High Street, Perth’, 18.5cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 398 (label)
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Lot 400

Lot 401
401. An early and rare
Monart Ware vase,
shape FA, mottled black
and red glass with gold
coloured inclusions,
bearing original Monart
Ware paper label ‘IV,
FA, 156’, with rare
acid etched ‘Monart
Ware’ stencilled export
mark, 30cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 401 (mark)

402. A Monart vase, shape A, mottled purple and
blue with gold coloured inclusions, bearing remains of
original paper label, 16cm high. £70-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 402
399. A Monart vase, shape MF, possibly a
salesman’s travelling sample, mottled black and
green with gold coloured inclusions, 12.5cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
400. A large Monart vase, shape FB, mottled black
and green with gold coloured inclusions, bearing
original paper label ‘IV+, FB, 162’, 32.5cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)v
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403. A Monart vase, shape MF, mottled purple
and pink with gold coloured inclusions, 18cm high.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
404. A Monart vase, shape OE, mottled clear and
pink with gold coloured inclusions, 17.5cm high.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
405. A Monart bowl, shape XA, mottled purple
and opaque pink with silver coloured inclusions,
29cm diameter x 6.5cm high. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
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406. A collection of Monart and Vasart glass, all
mottled purple to pink glass; a UB bowl with gold
coloured inclusions, 18.5cm diameter, a smaller
UB bowl with gold coloured inclusions, a ZA bowl
with gold coloured inclusions, 11.5cm diameter,
a matching Vasart bowl and stand/ saucer dish
with silver coloured inclusions, both signed (5).
£150-300 (+24%BP*)
407. Three Monart vases, comprising; a shape
DD vase 16cm high, a shape SA vase, 12.5cm high,
and a Thistle shaped vase, 12cm high, all mottled
black and green with gold coloured inclusions (3).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
408. Three Monart bowls, comprising; a Monart
Ware shape ZA bowl with original paper label
‘W.ZA.162’, 13.5cm diameter, and a pair of shape
Y bowls both with remains of original paper labels,
12.5cm diameter (3). £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 409
409. Three Monart vases, comprising, a tall
shape GI vase, 22cm high, a smaller shape GI
vase, 16cm high and a shape S vase, 16.5cm high,
all mottled black and green with gold coloured
inclusions (3). £200-400 (+24%BP*)

A PRIVATE COLLECTION OF SCOTTISH PAPERWEIGHTS

Lot 412
410. A Caithness glass ‘Summer Bloom’ ink bottle
and stopper, centred with a pink and opaque white
glass flower, signed, 19.5cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
411. Four Caithness glass paperweights, to include;
blue ground ‘May’ weight, 6.5cm diameter, two
Peter McDougall millefiori weights, 6.2cm diameter,
and a ‘Moroccan Nights’ weight, 17cm high (4).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 413
412. A limited edition Perthshire paperweight,
centred with a deep blue six petal gentian flower
on a ground of horizontal latticino canes within a
border of blue florettes, signed one cane ‘P1981’,
with certificate, number 252 of 400, 7cm diameter.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
413. A limited edition set of Four Seasons
Caithness Glass paperweights designed by Colin
Terris and made by William Manson, each signed
on a single cane ‘WM’, number 344 of 500, with
certificate, 8cm diameter (4). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 414
414. A Paul Ysart paperweight, centred with a
five petal yellow flower on a radiating latticino
ground, signed on a single cane ‘H’, with original
blue and white PY paper label, 7cm diameter.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 416
416. A Paul Ysart 3D paperweight, centred with
a ten petal pink flower on a green ground within a
border of alternating pink and blue latticino canes,
signed on a single cane ‘H’, 7cm diameter, in original
blue box with ‘PY’ monogram. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 415

Lot 417

415. A William Manson hexagonal shaped
paperweight, centred with two violets on a green
ground within a border of white florettes, signed on a
single cane ‘WM’, 8cm diameter. £60-100 (+24%BP*)

417. A group of three small Paul Ysart
paperweights, each decorated with colourful
millefiori canes, one on a purple ground, retaining
original blue and white PY label, 5.2cm diameter, one
on a green ground, 5.2cm diameter, and one on pink
ground, 5.6cm diameter, each signed on a single cane
‘H’ (3). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 420

418. Two Paul Ysart “Fountain” upright
paperweights, one blue, green and white on a purple
ground, the other brown, yellow and white on an
orange ground, both signed on a single cane ‘H’, both
8cm high. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
419. Three Scottish paperweights, comprising;
a pink, yellow and white flower weight on a
black ground, signed on a single cane ‘J1983’,
7.5cm diameter, a pink, blue and white flower weight
on a puce ground, signed on a single cane ‘J1983’,
8cm diameter and a white flower weight on a blue
ground, signed on a single cane ‘J’, 7.7cm diameter
(3). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
420. Three Perthshire Paperweights scent bottles
and stoppers, each decorated with colourful millefiori
canes, all signed on a single cane ‘P’, each 14cm high
(3). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
421. A Perthshire Paperweight clear glass ink
bottle and stopper, decorated with colourful
millefiori canes on a cobalt blue ground, retaining
original paper label, 15cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
422. A limited edition Perthshire Paperweight,
centred with a blue twelve petal flower on a latticino
ground, singed on a single cane ‘P’, 6cm diameter,
in original bow with certificate, number 169 of 400.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
423. Two Perthshire Paperweights, comprising; a
millefiori and latticino star weight on a blue ground,
signed on a single cane ‘P1977’, 7.7cm diameter, and
a millefiori garland weight enclosing six pictorial end
canes on a puce ground, signed on a single end cane
‘P1979’, 8cm diameter (2). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 421
424. Three Perthshire Paperweights, comprising;
a pink and white five petal flower weight on a
green ground within a border of millefiori and
latticino canes, signed on a single cane ‘P1981’,
7.5cm diameter, a hexagonal shaped purple and
white flower weight on a green ground within
latticino and milliefiori borders, signed on a single
cane ‘P1986’, 8cm diameter, and a smaller green
ground weight enclosing millefiori club shaped motif,
singed on a single cane ‘P’, 6.5cm diameter (3).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
425. A group of five assorted Perthshire
Paperweights, various size and colour combinations,
all decorated with millefiori and latticino canes,
all signed on a single cane ‘P1989’, largest
6.7cm diameter, smallest 5.3cm diameter (5).
£150-300 (+24%BP*)
426. Two Scottish paperweights, comprising; a blue
ground millefiori and latticino weight, 8cm diameter,
and a black ground pedestal weight decorated with
concentric rings of millefiori canes on a clear glass
pedestal, 8.5cm high (2). £70-150 (+24%BP*)
427. A Perthshire Paperweight, decorated with a
pink and white five petal flower on a latticino ground,
signed on a single cane ‘P1984’, 7.7cm diameter.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 428
428. A Paul Ysart paperweight, decorated with
colourful millefiori canes on a green scrambled
latticino ground, signed on a single cane ‘H’,
7.2cm diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
429. A collection of seven assorted Caithness glass
paperweights, comprising; an upright ‘Cascade’
weight designed by Peter Holmes, signed on single
cane ‘CG’, 10.5cm high, with original certificate,
an upright ‘Fisherman’ weight, 9cm high, a ‘Bird
of Prey’ upright weight, 8.2cm high, a ‘Saffron’
weight, 8cm diameter, a boxed ‘Heron’ upright
weight, 8.3cm high, and two EIIR 1952-1977
Commemorative weights, both 8.2cm diameter (7).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 432
432. Two Paul Ysart paperweights, one centred
with a pink coloured fish above a sandy ground
with eight clear bubbles around the edge, signed
with H cane and bearing original PY paper label,
7cm diameter, together with an upright ‘Fountain’
weight in purple, blue and opaque white, signed
with H cane and bearing original PY paper label,
6cm diameter (2). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

GLASS

430. A collection of Paperweight related reference
material, comprising; Perthshire Paperweights
catalogues, 1984-1989, The Art of the Paperweight,
Perthshire by Lawrence H. Selman and Paperweights
of the 19th & 20th centuries. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
431. A Scottish black ground millefiori
and latticino paperweight, 8cm diameter.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 433
433. Two late 19th/ early 20th century glass mirror
witches balls, comprising; a large silvered ball
approximately 33cm diameter and a smaller green ball
approximately 25cm diameter (2). £70-150 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 434
434. A group of eleven green glass fishing
floats, comprising one approximately 20cm,
and ten approximately 12.5cm diameter (11).
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
435. An Art Deco frosted glass bowl in
the manner of Sabino, decorated in relief
with repeating design of cherries and leaves,
22.5cm diameter x 18.5cm high. £70-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 437
437. A Lalique clear and frosted glass twin
handled vase, signed ‘R. Lalique, France’,
14.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
438. A set of four Lalique clear and green
stained fruit bowls, the straight sided feet moulded
with birds and flowers, signed ‘R.LALIQUE’,
12cm diameter x 6cm high (4). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
439. A 19th century Bohemian yellow tinted
clear glass goblet, the bowl decorated with intaglio
wheel-cut classical figures raised on a double knopped
faceted stem and circular faceted foot, 22cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 436
436. An early 20th century Czechoslovakian
clear frosted glass vase, in the style of a Lalique
Formose vase, moulded marks, 18.5cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
Lot 440
440. A modern Lalique Bacchantes vase, in clear
and frosted glass with a frieze of female figures
around the body, with original label to inner rim,
24.5cm. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
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BRITISH & EUROPEAN
CERAMICS

Lot 445

Lot 441
441. A Royal Worcester vase, dated 1901,
decorated by JAS. STINTON, hand painted a cock
pheasant and another taking flight, with pierced rim
and four foliate scroll feet, signed, green printed
marks, 14.5cm high. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

445. A late 18th century Derby figural candlestick,
circa 1770, modelled as a figure of a dandy
wearing a pink hat, cape and patterned shirt with
a dog at his feet and holding a dove to his knee,
seated nonchalantly on a balustrade surrounded by
foliage and flowers, on a c-scroll moulded base, the
balustrade scrolling to form the two candelabrum
arms (sconce and drip pans lacking), restorations,
22cm high x 21cm wide. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

442. Pair of 19th century pearl ware blue printed
pottery serving dishes, printed with a Chinese
pattern, 27.5cm x 20.5cm. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
443. A 19th century patent ironstone China
lozenge-shaped serving dish, with blue printed Japan
pattern the details picked out in coloured enamels,
printed marks, 31cm wide. £30-70 (+24%BP*)

Lot 446

Lot 444
444. Royal Worcester twin-handled footed bowl
dated 1910 decorated by H. Austin, painted with
roses and foliage, the foliate moulded handles and
laurel decorated foot with gilded details, signed,
25cm diameter x 13.5cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
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446. A Wemyss Pottery tea set for one, decorated
with oranges, comprising; teapot and cover, milk
jug, sugar bowl, teacup and saucer and small plate,
impressed and yellow painted marks ‘WEMYSS’ (6).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 447
447. A small collection of Wemyss Pottery,
comprising; a beaker vase decorated with cherries,
yellow painted marks ‘WEMYSS T.GOODE &
Co.’, 11.5cm high, a Fife flower bowl decorated with
roses, impressed marks ‘WEMYSS WARE RH&S’,
16.5cm diameter, a small Lady Eva vase decorated
with roses, green painted marks ‘WEMYSS’,
15cm high, and a chamber pot decorated with roses,
green painted mark ‘WEMYSS’, 21.5cm diameter (4).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
448. A Dresden porcelain puce ground urn and
cover, decorated with panels of figures in gardens,
divided by panels of foliate sprays, 28cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 450
450. A 19th century KPM, Berlin porcelain
rectangular plaque, decorated with ‘Ruth in the
Cornfield’, signed and marks ‘KPM ‘ over ‘336-200’,
32.5cm x 20m. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
451. Royal Dux porcelain bust of a Belle Epoque
lady, applied and impressed triangular mark number
295, 49cm high. £600-900 (+24%BP*)
452. Pair of Goldscheider type cold painted
terracotta figures of water carriers, late 19th/ early
20th century, 71cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 449
449. A late 18th / early 19th century Dutch Delft
plate, decorated in blue with a Chinoiserie style,
the central scene of a garden with peonies and vase,
the border with repeating similar floral decoration,
a brown painted rim, wire mount for hanging to the
back, 30.5cm in diameter. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

453. A late 19th century Dresden porcelain
blanc-de-chine porcelain figure group, modelled
with three 18th century Courtiers, blue crossed
swords marks, 24cm high x 19.5cm wide.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
454. A pair of Dresden porcelain turquoise ground
urns and covers, decorated with panels of figures
divided by panels of foliate sprays, 34cm high.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
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WORKS OF ART

Lot 458
458. A Chinese porcelain famille rose millefleurs
dish, late Qing Dynasty, decorated with peony,
chrysanthemum and other flowers on a gilded
ground, bearing Qianlong seal mark, 33cm diameter.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
459. Chinese porcelain blue and white tureen and
cover, Qing Dynasty, decorated with pavilions and
sampans in a river landscape, the tureen base with
boar’s mask terminals. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
Lot 455
455. A Chinese porcelain blue and white jar
and wooden cover, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
phoenix, peony and foliage, overall 44cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
456. Chinese porcelain blue and white jar, late
Qing Dynasty, decorated with pairs of boys holding
urns, 17.5cm high. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
457. Chinese porcelain blue and white coffee pot
and cover, late Qing Dynasty, decorated with pairs of
boys holding lidded urns, 18.5cm high, together with a
Japanese Imari porcelain saucer dish, 13.5cm diameter
(2). £40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 460
460. Pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose Canton
vases, Qing Dynasty, decorated with panels of figures
divided by panels of peony, birds and butterflies
on a richly gilded foliate scroll ground, 38cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
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461. Chinese porcelain famille rose Canton
punch bowl, Qing Dynasty, the interior decorated
with central roundel of female figures in a fenced
garden within a panelled border of figures, the
exterior decorated with continuous scene of figures
in a fenced garden, 33.5cm diameter x 13cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
462. Chinese blue and white porcelain crackle
glazed vase, Qing Dynasty, decorated with pavilions
in a river landscape within burnished borders, the neck
with twig shaped terminals, incised square seal mark
to base, 36cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

466. Chinese porcelain blue and white jar with
matched cover, late 19th /early 20th century,
decorated with prunus blossom on a cracked ice
ground bearing six character Kangxi mark, 33cm high.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)
467. Chinese monochrome glazed black ground
bottle vase, late 19th/ early 20th century,
the neck with horizontal ribs, 31.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

463. Chinese porcelain blue and white octagonal
shaped serving dish, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
pavilions, trees and figure on a bridge within a diaper
panelled border, 28.5cm wide x 21cm, together with
another similar smaller octagonal shaped serving
plate, 26cm x 18.5cm (2). £80-120 (+24%BP*)
464. Chinese porcelain blue and white octagonal
shaped serving plate, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
pavilions, trees and sampans in a river landscape,
34cm x 27cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 468
468. Pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose Canton
jars and covers, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
panels of court figures on a richly gilded ground
divided by urn-shaped panels enclosing figures, the
shoulders with shishi mask and ring terminals, the
domed covers with shishi and ball finials, 40cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
469. Chinese porcelain celadon vase converted to
a table lamp, Qing Dynasty, with incised decoration
of lotus scroll within ruyi and stylised foliate borders,
mounted on a dark wood stand with inverted scroll
feet, overall size 43.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 465

470. Pair of Chinese porcelain blue and white
crackle glazed vases, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
foliate sprays, birds and butterflies within burnished
borders, the necks with twig shaped terminals, incised
seal marks to base, 45cm high. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

465. Chinese blue and white porcelain gilt metal
mounted tankard and cover, Qing Dynasty,
the tankard with moulded panels decorated with
figures and urns issuing peony, the gilt metal mount
with shell-shaped thumb piece, 16.5cm high.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
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477. Chinese ivory brush pot, Qing Dynasty,
9.5cm high, together with four other small pieces of
19th century ivory (5). £50-100 (+24%BP*)
478. A Chinese carved and pierced wood stand,
Qing Dynasty, with mask and bamboo detail raised on
five short feet, overall 18cm diameter x 7.5cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
Lot 471
471. A Chinese porcelain famille rose crescent
shaped dish, late Qing Dynasty, decorated with
two scholars divided by panels of verse, iron red
seal mark to base, 19.5cm wide x 5.5cm high.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)

479. A Chinese carved wood dragon
document box, Qing Dynasty, formed with five
relief carved panels depicting pairs of dragons
contesting flaming pearls amidst cloud scrolls, one
side panel hinged and opening to a fitted interior
with pull out half drawer, raised on four bracket
feet, 43.5cm wide x 23cm high x 38cm deep.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

472. A pair of 19th century Chinese famille rose
punch bowls, typically decorated with an floral
border with gilt bamboo amongst floral sprigs, each
20cm in diameter. £100-150 (+24%BP*)

Lot 473
473. A 19th century Chinese export porcelain
sauce tureen, cover and plate, the tureen and plate of
oval form, the central famille rose scenes of peacocks
and peonies, surrounded by blue, red and gilt
borders, the tureen with rabbit head handles the plate
19cm long x 15cm wide (3). £100-150 (+24%BP*)
474. A Chinese porcelain famille rose Canton
plate, Qing Dynasty, decorated with figures,
20cm diameter, together with a Chinese blue
and white porcelain footed bowl bearing four
character mark, 12cm diameter x 6cm high (2).
£20-50 (+24%BP*)
475. A pair of Chinese blue and white porcelain
vases, late 19th/ early 20th century, decorated with
prunus blossom design, the bases with four character
mark, 31cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
476. A Chinese porcelain black ground famille
rose millefleurs jar and cover, late 19th/ early
20th century, bearing six character Qianlong mark,
raised on carved wood stand, overall 28.5cm high.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 480
480. A Chinese bronze incense burner and cover,
Qing Dynasty, the flower shaped bowl raised on three
elephant mask supports, the pierced cover decorated
with precious objects, the final formed as a coiled
dragon, 31.5cm high. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
481. A Chinese Republic Government
reorganisation gold loan bond 1913, printed
in blue with red seal and two signatures, 100
Pounds Sterling & 5% with various other quoted
currencies, the title page with coupons mounted
behind, printed by Waterlow & Sons Limited,
London Wall, London, numbered ‘813308’ to
the top, framed in a double sided glazed frame,
46cm high x 34.5cm wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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482. A large Chinese Imperial yellow silk dragon panel,
Qing Dynasty, probably 19th century, two pairs of five clawed
dragons are arranged asymmetrically mirroring each other from
the centre of the panel, they are surrounded by many other
smaller dragons, pearls and ruyi-shaped clouds, all picked out in
bold shades of red, blue, green and white on a yellow ground, the
dragons in gold thread, mounted in a later ebonised frame, the
panel 150cm long x 37cm wide. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
483. An early 20th century Chinese pewter jug, KUTHING
PEWTER SWATOW, with hinged lid, the tapered cylindrical
body with incised decoration of dragons, flowers and foliage,
impressed marks, 20cm high. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
484. Chinese cinnabar lacquer rectangular tray, late
19th/ early 20th century, carved with figures in a fenced
garden of pine trees within a floral panelled border on a diaper
ground, raised on four bracket feet, 40.5cm x 28cm x 4cm.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
485. An early 20th century Siamese / Thai school Buddhist
painted panel, probably a Thotsachat scene, depicting a central
figure seated in a large temple within a walled garden, various
other figures surround the temple and heavens above and a
demon runs through the garden, painted onto canvas laid on
board, framed and under glass, image 114.5cm high x 75cm wide
Note: In Thai painting tradition, the Buddha was widely
represented by scenes of the events of his life, and of his 547
previous lives, which are described in the Jataka tales of the Pali
canon in a mixture of prose and verse. Scenes of the Buddha’s
previous lives are also prevalent in Thai illustrated manuscripts,
especially his last ten existences before he was born as Gautama
Buddha. The ten birth tales of the Buddha are known as
Thotsachat in Thailand. £250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 481

486. A Chinese carved ivory group of figures, pavilions and
pine trees, late Qing Dynasty, raised on carved and pierced
wood stand, the ivory 23cm wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
487. Chinese gilt metal koro and cover in the form a
shishi dog, late 19th/ early 20th century, 10.5cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 485

Lot 482
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488. A pair of Japanese Satsuma pottery blue
ground vases, Meiji Period, decorated with Bijan
and Lohan figures, 18cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
489. Japanese blue and white porcelain charger,
late 19th/ early 20th century, decorated with
prunus tree on a blue ground, 46cm diameter.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
490. Japanese Satsuma pottery bottle vase,
Meiji Period, decorated with shaped panels enclosing
figures on a richly gilded diaper ground, 31cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
491. Japanese Kutani dish, decorated with central
roundel enclosing a dragon within a panelled border
of phoenix on a diaper ground, 31.5cm diameter.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
492. A large Japanese Satsuma pottery vase,
Meiji Period, decorated with oval shaped panels
enclosing figures and Manchurian cranes within richly
gilded and enamelled borders, on a ground decorated
with birds of prey, quail and other birds, 60.5cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
493. A large Japanese Imari porcelain vase, late
19th/ early 20th century, decorated with panels of
peacocks in a fenced garden divided by shaped panels
of peony, on a ground of chrysanthemum and foliage,
61cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

494. Japanese Satsuma pottery chrysanthemum
shaped dish, Meiji Period, decorated with Bijan and
children, flowers and lantern, the details picked out in
coloured enamels and gilt within a richly gilded foliate
border, signed, 24.5cm diameter. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
495. Pair of miniature blue ground Satsuma
pottery vases, Meiji Period, possibly Kinkozan,
the cylindrical bodies decorated with rectangular
shaped panels enclosing court figures and precious
objects within richly gilded borders on a gilt foliate
scroll ground, 6cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
496. Japanese blue and white porcelain Fukagawa
vase, late 19th/ early 20th century, decorated with
mountainous river landscape, signed on pierced and
carved wood stand with five scroll feet, the vase
18cm high, overall height on stand 25.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
497. Japanese Satsuma pottery square shaped
koro, Meiji Period, decorated with procession of
figures within richly gilded borders raised on four
short bracket feet, signed, 14cm square x 6.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
498. Japanese Kutani porcelain figure of a
recumbent cat, late 19th/ early 20th century,
26cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
499. Japanese Imari porcelain bottle vase, late
19th/ early 20th century, decorated with inverted
heart-shaped panels of flowers and foliage in a fenced
garden, 20.5cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
500. Japanese Satsuma pottery blue ground vase,
Meiji Period, decorated with a rectangular shaped
panel enclosing Bijan and children to one side,
a rectangular panel of wisteria and chrysanthemum
on a richly gilded foliate scroll ground, signed,
25cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
501. Miniature white metal mounted Fukagawa
porcelain vase, late 19th/ early 20th century,
decorated with band of daisies on a red ground
decorated with stylised ball flowers, 9cm high.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
502. Japanese blue and white Arita vase, Edo
Period, decorated with panels of pine trees and
figures on a scroll work ground with stylised flowers,
30cm high. £700-1000 (+24%BP*)
503. Japanese Imari porcelain square shaped
dish, late 19th/ early 20th century, decorated with
urn and flaming pearl flanked by a pair of phoenix
within blue diaper borders, the rim with pierced detail,
28cm square. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 494
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Lot 500

504. Japanese Satsuma pottery miniature teapot
and cover, Meiji Period, melon-shaped decorated
with red, blue and green enamels the details picked
out in gilt, signed, 7.5cm high x 11cm wide.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 502

505. A Japanese wood netsuke of a bear
cub, Meiji Period, with finely carved details,
4cm wide x 2.2cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 506
506. A Japanese wood sashi netsuke of an octopus,
19th century, 21cm long. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
507. Japanese bronze dish, Meiji Period, decorated
in relief with bird perching on prunus blossom
branch, the details picked out in gilt, 30cm diameter.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 505

508. Japanese carved wood figure of Sennin, late
19th/ early 20th century, 16cm high x 15.5cm wide.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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509. Pair of Japanese
bronze twin-handled vases,
Meiji Period, with incised
and relief decoration of birds
and flowering branches the
details picked out in gilt and
white metal, 33cm high.
£1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
510. A Japanese lacquer
tray, Meiji period, of
hexagonal form, the raised
rim decorated with scenes
of a dragon, phoenix and
symbols, the centre depicts
an elderly man next to a
waterfall with two howling
foxes, all in lacquer with
bone, ivory, hardwood and
mother-of-pearl inlay, 60cm
in diameter x 5cm high.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 509

511. A Japanese darkwood
and inlaid lacquer panel,
late Meiji / Taisho period,
the large wooden panel
lacquered with a central
blue panel of a pheasant on
a perch with wisteria inlaid
in ivory, bone and mother
of pearl, surrounded by a
delicate patterned border
emulating a hanging scroll,
154cm high x 58cm wide.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
512. A Japanese darkwood
and inlaid lacquer two-fold
screen, late Meiji / Taisho
period, the two lacquered
panels with a central scene of
a windblown scholar under
plum trees inlaid in ivory,
bone and mother of pearl,
surrounded craved wooden
panels of birds and flowers in a
frame, each panel 150cm high
x 76cm wide, approximately
152cm wide overall.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 510
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513. Japanese ivory
okimono of scholar and
Samurai warrior, Meiji
Period, signed, 9cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
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514. Japanese ivory Netsuke in the
form of a Kylin, Meiji Period, recumbent
with head raised, 4cm high x 3cm wide.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
515. Japanese ivory okimono of mother
and boy, Meiji Period, signed on red
lacquer rectangular seal, 12.5cm high.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
516. A Japanese Tanto, late 19th/ early
20th century, the fuchi and kashira cast
with waves, the bound fish skin grip with
bronzed and silvered menuki, unsigned,
the black ground lacquer scabbard with
secondary knife, signed, decorated with
seven gilded manchurian cranes, overall
35cm long. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
517. A Japanese Wakizashi, late 19th/
early 20th century, with iron Tsuba and
bound fish skin grip, overall 61.5cm long.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 514

Lot 516

Lot 517
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THURSDAY 9TH DECEMBER
CERAMICS & GLASS
600. Two porcelain tea sets, including a late 19th/
early 20th century Imari patterned tea set of six by
‘Radfords, Fenton, Stoke on Trent’, together with a
Royal Stafford violet pompadour set for eight, Royal
Doulton figure of ‘Southern Belle’ HN2229, Royal
Doulton figure of ‘Francine’ HN2422, and Imari
pattern plate, a set of three 19th century decanters
together with two ceramic decanter labels, and a small
amount of other assorted tea ware, the largest piece
22cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
601. Group of late 19th/ early 20th century gilt
cut glass drinking glasses and bowls, to include five
small fluted wine glasses and four fluted finger bowls
all decorated with cut glass thistle and gilded rims, the
largest 13cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
602. Early 20th century Japanese eggshell
porcelain coffee set, elaborately painted in scrolling
design with butterflies each with crossed red flag
mark to the base and three characters, including 5
cups and eight saucers, the saucers 10.5cm diameter.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
603. Group of six hand blown glass bowls,
including two fluted pink examples, two red examples
and a blue and green example, largest is 14cm high.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
604. Group of assorted ceramic figures, including
several Dresden style figures of musicians and
dancers, together with a Derby Imari plate, a figure
of doves a pair of crystal decanters, etc, the largest
25cm in diameter. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
605. Large Caithness Glass bowl, a unique one of
one piece titled ‘Freestyle’, of large triangular form
with blue and green spirals and bubble decoration,
together with limited edition Caithness Glass bowl
signed ‘James Manson, Caithness Freestyle 120/250’,
the largest 34cm wide. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
606. Early 20th century French Limoges floral
tea set, including eight cups, saucers, side plates
and an associated tray, together with a 19th century
British hand-painted floral porcelain part dessert
service including four plates and two serving trays in
a green and gilt pattern with floral swags, the largest
30cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
607. Susie Cooper ‘keystone’ pattern coffee set,
with eight cups, saucers, plates and coffee pot,
together with six smaller cups in the same style, also
with assorted Susie Cooper for Wedgwood tea ware
including ‘Corn Poppy’ and ‘Sunflower’ (qty), coffee
pot 20cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
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608. Pair of modern Chinese blue and white
double-gourd vases, with decorations of dragons
together with a blue and white ginger jar in
prunus blossom design, the vases 33cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
609. A 20th century Murano style glass figure of a
horse, with stylised mane, tail and long tapering legs,
22cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
610. Doulton Lambeth glazed stoneware jug
depicting a medieval banquet scene, stamped
with factory mark to the base numbered 3517,
and also stamped ‘NN’, together with two 19th
century Wedgwood blue and white chargers
stamped ‘Wedgwood Ferrara Pattern’, the charges
42cm diameter. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
611. Rye Pottery, a squirrel form money bank,
signed ‘David Sharp’, together with a Goebel piglet
form money bank. £10-30 (+24%BP*)
612. Group of six Coalport porcelain lady
figures, including several from ‘The Cries of
London’ collection, together with a Royal Doulton
‘Childhood Days - Stick em Up’ HN2981, the largest
23cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
613. Chinese famille noire porcelain charger,
the central scene depicting a phoenix with peonies
surrounded by a yellow floral border, 48cm diameter.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
614. Late 19th/ early 20th century Irish Belleek
porcelain tea pot, the body in woven wicker style
design overlaid with clover, stamped to the base,
20cm long,. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
615. Modern Chinese celadon ground hexagonal
umbrella stand, decorated in blue and green, blue
and pink with flowers and birds, with two pierced
handles to the side, 62cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
616. Group of five Murano glass clown figures,
with stylised faces and large bow decoration
in primary colours, the bodies in mottled glass
with large moulded feet, the largest 32cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
617. Chinese 20th century turquoise famille rose
jardiniere, the body with scenes of peonies and
phoenixes, 28cm high. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
618. Large Murano glass chandelier, of teardrop
form with lobed rim, the interior with white glass the
exterior in blue and red with bronze aventurine flecks,
35cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
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619. Late 19th/ early 20th century painted glass
oil lamp shade, the top with yellow glass fluted and
flared rim, the body painted with enamel and gilt
decoration of floral branches and birds, together with
a large cut crystal bowl and a moulded crystal shallow
vase, the largest 33cm diameter. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
620. Vasart glass vase of flaring baluster form, in
pastel pink and mint green with lilac swirls, together
with another Strathearn glass vase in yellow and black
with muti-coloured swirling design to the centre, the
larger 20cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
621. Early 20th century Hammersley & Co. gilt
floral tea service, including six cups, saucers, side
plates, cream and sugar, the largest 17cm diameter.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
622. Group of assorted glass items, including a pair
of 20th century Venetian style blue and green bonbon
dishes, three pieces of blue or red flashed glass with
gilt detailing, a Bohemian style ruby glass cut beaker,
an etched square decanter together with a diamond
shaped lidded trinket box, and a pair of liqueur
glasses. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
623. Two Royal Doulton figures, to include
‘Lavinia’ HN1955 and ‘Blithe Morning’ HN2065.
£10-30 (+24%BP*)
624. Pair of late 19th century Scottish Rosslyn
Pottery sugar barrels, each decorated in mottled
green, blue and brown decoration, manufactured by
‘Morrison and Crawford Pottery, Kirkcaldy’, each
lacking a lid, the larger 25cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
625. Late 19th/ early 20th century English
blue and white transfer printed tea set, stamped
‘E & BL Duchess, China’, the floral design heightened
with hand painted gilt detailing featuring twelve
cups, twelve saucers, side plates, sugar, cream and
two cake plates, the cake plates 23cm diameter.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
626. Coalport pageant pattern dinner and tea
service, including a tureen, a sauce boat, soup bowls
and saucers, dinner plates, side plates, teacups and
saucers, sugar and cream, the largest 26cm diameter.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
627. Group of late 19th/ early 20th century
stoneware bottles and jars, including four printed
with advertising logos including ‘Dunbar and
Co. Ginger Beer’, ‘John Milne Ginger Beer’,
‘Ye Olde Essex Ginger Beer’, and a group of other
stoneware jars and jugs, the largest 32cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)

628. Six Lladro figures of children, including
figures of boys with dogs, a girl clutching a bouquet
of flowers and a young boy with a boat, the largest
23cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
629. Large Vasart blue glass bowl, together with
three Strathearn glass vases, one in black and green
with bronze aventurine flecks, the other in yellow
and black with stylised whirls and the third in blue
and black with bronze aventurine flecks, the largest
20cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
630. Group of nine Lladro figures of children,
including several modelled as children in their night
clothes and several children playing with animals,
the largest 27cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
631. Group of six Lladro and Nao figures, including
two Nao figures of girls playing with doves and bunny
rabbit, a Lladro figure of a seated lady in a sun hat and
dress holding a rabbit stamped ‘Lladro event figure
2001’, a Lladro figure of a dancer in a mouse costume,
a Lladro figure of doves and a Lladro figure of a swan,
the largest 27cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
632. Large collection of Hummel Goebel figures
of children, mostly in Alpine dress many with
original boxes, largest 15cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
633. Group of 20th century Booths transfer
printed ‘Floradora’ part dinner set and tea service,
to include tea cups, saucers, side plates, dinner plates,
cream jugs and egg cups, the largest 24cm wide.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
634. Minton ‘Haddon Hall’ pattern part dinner
service, including dinner plates, soup bowls, side
plates and teacups with saucers, together with an
early 20th century Crown Staffordshire floral tea set
including seven teacups, saucers, side plates and a
cake tray. the hand painted transfer printed pattern
with design of birds in floral branches, the largest
25cm diameter. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
635. Group of four 20th century Meissen floral
painted items, to include a vase, a bowl, a gilt metal
handled basket with raised rococo style decoration,
and a plate with raised fluted outer rim with gilt
detailing all with the blue double-cross sword Meissen
mark, the largest 25cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
636. A 19th century French Samson famille
rose style punch bowl, the body with chinoiserie
design and Chinese style figures surrounded by a red
checked border, together with a 20th century Chinese
famille rose punch bowl decorated with scenes of
figures, flowers and birds to the bowl and the body
(both with damages), the larger 34cm diameter.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
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637. Group of mixed ceramics, including
Wedgwood Jasper Ware covered jars, and an olive
coloured sugar and cream, together with a 19th
century English gilt painted porcelain tea pot and tray,
etc, the largest 27cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
638. A late 19th century Bohemian cut ruby glass
vase, depicting stags and birds, together with a pair
of cut ruby glass vases with gilt rims with vinous
detailing, together with another piece of ruby glass
and a Murano style mottled basket with moulded
handle, the largest 20cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
639. Set of eleven 20th century Capodimonte
figures of Napoleon and his Generals, and other
figures from the Napoleonic Wars, all modelled
standing wearing helmets or hats in uniform with their
weaponry, the largest 32cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
640. Group of blue and white porcelain, including
19th century transfer printed examples to include
a vase, a small tureen, a perforated ashet draining
plate, and an ashet together with an early 20th century
Dutch Delft blue and white vase, and a 19th century
pierced cream ware jardiniere with cream ware liner,
the largest 36cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
641. Group of six Dresden style figures, including
a pair of ‘grape pickers’ in blue and white with gilt
detailing, both with an under-glazed blue mark of
a ‘K’ with a crown, together with a glazed white
figure of a flower seller with a gentleman, and three
other figures including two seated gentlemen and a
lady reclining on her chaise, the largest 21cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
642. Late 19th century Majolica style porcelain
mantel clock, the case of architectural form with
C-scroll detail and swags with a central transfer
printed scene of a young couple, the clock with single
barrel time piece movement, together with a pair of
late 19th/ early 20th century painted glass vases of
squat globular form with long tapering necks, with
transfer printed central scene of putti surrounded
by C-scroll detail and pink bow swags, the vases
34cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)

Lot 645
645. Four assorted Herend porcelain figure
groups, large cockerel, small cockerel, double ducks
and kitten on ball of wool. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
646. Group of Dresden figures, including a pair
of seated figures in the 18th century style, a pair of
children figures together with an assortment of Helena
Wolfsohn miniature teacups and saucers, the largest
14cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
647. Two Royal Doulton figures, ‘The Orange Lady’
HN1953, together with ‘Sairey Gamp’ HN1896.
£10-30 (+24%BP*)
648. Four Royal Doulton figures, to include
‘Top o’ the Hill’ HN1833, ‘Christine’ HN2792,
‘Lady Charmian’ HN1948, and ‘Jasmine’ HN2461.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
649. Group of six lady figures, including a Royal
Doulton ‘Catherine’ figure HN3044, Royal Doulton
‘Goody Two Shoes’ figure HN2037, a modern
Royal Doulton ‘A Special Friend’ figure HN5820,
a Lladro figure of a ballerina, the largest 21cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)

643. Royal Doulton figure of Sir Winston
Churchill, modelled by Adrian Hughes HN3057,
together with a Lladro figure of a puppy and a 19th
century Staffordshire figure of a chained hound on a
blue base, the largest 27cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)

650. Group of assorted ceramics, including a
Belleek woven bowl with flower detailing to the rim,
a Coalport miniature tea set, two Dresden painted
cups, several Bohemian painted glass cups, etc, the
largest measuring 14cm high. £10-20 (+24%BP*)

644. Royal Crown Derby floral tea set pattern
1677, the tea cups with fluted body and scrolling
red, turquoise and gilt floral design, including six
cups and six saucers and a cake plate, the cake plate
18cm diameter. £30-50 (+24%BP*)

651. Set of Bohemia lead crystal wine goblets
and flutes, in a strawberry cut and diamond
hatched design, six goblets and six flutes many
bearing original paper labels, the flutes 20cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
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652. A set of eleven cut crystal wine glasses in star
design, together with a matched decanter, 32cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
653. Two sets of early 20th century cut glass
drinking glasses, including two sets of champagne
coupe glasses and a set of faceted port glasses with
engraved vinous detailing, the largest 18cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
654. Group of cut crystal drinking glasses, to
include six tumblers, a water jug and a selection of
other matching glassware all with cut fern design,
together with two late 19th/ early 20th century cut
crystal large drinking goblets, the largest 22cm high.
£30-40 (+24%BP*)
655. Group of seven glass decanters, including three
19th century plain tapering examples with airdrop
stoppers, a pair of early 20th century cut crystal
decanters with single handles and pouring spouts,
with two other examples, the largest 38cm high.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
656. Group of 20th century Asian Imari vases,
including a lidded example, together with a green
glazed lidded baluster vase, a pair of Japanese
Satsuma vases and two other ceramics, the largest
24cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
657. Dresden porcelain pink ground twin
handled urn and cover, together with a Dresden
porcelain cobalt blue ground lozenge-shaped basket.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
658. Two large blue and white transfer printed
chinoiserie style dinner services, including Mason’s
‘Old Chelsea’ pattern, and Wood and Sons ‘Yuan’
pattern, to include plates, tea ware, serving ware,
tureens, jugs, etc (qty). Dimensions: dinner plates
26cm diameter. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
659. Early 20th century Doulton Burslem dressing
table set, including jug, basin, pot and shaving soap
dish in a floral transfer printed pattern together with an
assortment of Wood and Sons blue and white transfer
printed ‘Cambridge’ pattern dinnerware including
dinner plates and a large square tureen, the basin
43cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
660. Collection of five Royal Crown Derby animal
figures, to include baby panda, farmyard cockerel,
gold crested tit, starlit hare and moonlight badger.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
661. Six cut crystal tumblers, to include two
stamped ‘Stewart’ and four stamped ‘Edinburgh
Crystal’, all in diamond shape design, the larger
8.5cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)

662. Collection of Gucci ceramic home ware
items, including floral ashtrays, floral trinket boxes,
and a boxed set of playing card design coffee cups,
manufactured by Limoges, France, the boxed coffee
set 49cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
663. Two Hutschenreuther porcelain figures of
polar bears. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
664. Group of ceramic items, including a pair of
19th century Staffordshire Wally Dogs, four Cow
Parade figures, a Herend green rabbit figure, a group
of Le Crillon Paris Limoges porcelain, a crystal
decanter and an Edward VIII coronation cup, the
Wally Dogs 26cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
665. A 20th century pink ground glass vase, of
baluster form with flared neck and two applied handle
appliqués on a foot with ground pontil, 28cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
666. Victorian ironstone blue and white transfer
printed dinner set, including soup plates, side plates
and dinner plates, made by Davenport, some with
hand coloured detailing to the scenes of flowers and
birds, the largest 24cm diameter. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
667. Three pieces of modern Moorcroft Pottery,
to include blue ground vase decorated with flowers
and foliage, small white ground vase decorated with
blue flowers and a white ground dish with flower.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
668. Two pieces of 20th century Japanese Satsuma
porcelain, including a baluster vase and a trumpet
vase, one decorated with figures the other with floral
design, the larger 25cm high. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
669. Pair of 19th century blue and white transfer
printed floral ashets and meat dish, together with
another 19th century blue and white transferred ashet.
The largest 55cm long. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
670. Griselda Hill Pottery, three pigs to include
one decorated with bees and hive, another decorated
with tulips and a sleeping piglet decorated with roses.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
671. A Wemyss Ware Exon sleeping piglet,
decorated with clovers and bumblebees,
impressed and painted marks signed ‘B. Adams’.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
672. Pair of late 19th century Staffordshire cat
figures, the cats with green bows and puce spots,
together with a late 19th century Staffordshire figure
of an amorous couple in Scottish dress next to a water
fountain, the larger 24cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
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673. Hermes ceramic ashtray, the bowl decorated
with a hand-painted figure of a black horse with red
and gilt striped rim, stamped ‘Hermes, Paris, made in
France’ in gilt, 19.5cm wide. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
674. Three 20th century Vienna porcelain
Manufactory Augarten figures of Spanish riding
horses, including a figure of a rearing horse with
a saddle in glazed white, together with the same
model painted and gilded on a stand, together with
another figure of a rearing horse, all stamped with
crowned shield mark in blue, the largest 28cm high.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)

681. Group of Royal Copenhagen plates and
figures, including a blackbird numbered 1235,
a figure of a jester holding umbrellas, two bird figure,
a rabbit figure and a selection of blue and white plates
including some 1970s Christmas plates, the largest
18cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)

675. Pair of Halcyon Days ceramic greyhounds,
together with a Nymphenburg white glazed porcelain
figure of a hound, and a black glazed pottery figure of
a seated hound with gilded details. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
676. Two sets of late 19th century cut crystal
candlesticks, including a set of four candlesticks with
tall faceted stems and a set of four short candlesticks
with rosette design to feet, together with a pair of
19th century square-ended glass knife rests, and a
19th century faceted decanter, the largest 25cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
677. Group of mixed ceramic and glass, to include
two pieces of Meissen blue dragon design including a
pin dish and cover, and a diamond shaped trinket tray,
two 19th century Prattware covered boxes of round
form, together with two Herend floral cream jugs,
assorted tea ware, three pieces of painted glass, etc,
the largest 31cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
678. Group of four Royal Copenhagen vases, with
floral decoration including a grasshopper and barley
example, catkins and a butterfly, a poppy design
and one other together with two Royal Copenhagen
plates depicting butterflies and bees, the plates
23cm diameter. (6). £30-50 (+24%BP*)
679. Group of late 19th century ashets, including
a pair of ashets by Kay and Co. in Gloucestershire
pattern, and three plain cream ashets, the largest
48cm long. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
680. Three late 20th century Perthshire glass vases
attributed to Charles ‘Chic’ Young, all three in
tow-tone mottled design with floral detailing blown
into the body, each stamped with a ‘P’ to the base, the
largest 15cm high.
(Note: Charles ‘Chic’ Young worked as an assistant
to Paul Ysart (Moncrieff) during the 1980s).
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
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682. Early 20th century Continental Art Deco
pottery figure of a dancer. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
683. Six Beswick Beatrix Potter figure groups, to
include Jemima Puddle-Duck, Peter Rabbit, Fierce
Bad Rabbit, Timmy Tiptoes, Cecily Parsley, Little
Black Rabbit together with a Royal Doulton figure
‘Mister Apple’. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
684. Early 20th century floral gilt tea set by
‘G. W. and Sons, Queens China’, comprising eleven
cups, twelve saucers and twelve side plates, a sugar,
cream and two cake plates, the largest 22cm diameter,
together with a 20th century Japanese eggshell
tea service finely painted in designs of birds and
flowers, including 11 cups, saucers and plates all
in differing designs of different birds, together with
two cake plates, a cream and sugar bowl, the largest
20cm diameter. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
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685. Group of Victorian painted glass items,
including a water jug, two single handled drinking
glasses and two liqueur glasses, three decorated
in designs of storks and prunus blossom branches
with gilding and pearling, the jug 23cm high.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
686. Royal Doulton Dewar’s Whisky Captain
Phillip 1788-1938 spirits flagon, with original anchor
shaped stopper. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
687. Royal Doulton figure, ‘Autumn Breezes,
HN1917. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
688. Group of Herend porcelain in red floral
pattern, including a pair of twin handled lidded vases,
a toilette set including three powder shakers, a lidded
trinket box and a small covered jug, together with
a large hand painted floral ashet and a Continental
glazed tureen with rabbit head finial, the largest
43cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
689. Royal Worcester set of twelve coffee cans
and saucers, in ‘en grisaille’ transfer printed design
of pheasants, with bamboo style gilt handles and gilt
rims, the saucers 12cm diameter. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
690. Late 19th/ early 20th century glass vase in
the manner of Moser, the body with fluted rim above
an orange glass body enamelled with beaded flowers
and floral banner on four acanthus style glass legs,
together with a pink glass fluted petal vase, the vase
32cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
691. Late 19th century painted glass vase in
the manner of Moser, the body decorated with a
gilt figure of a parakeet surrounded by flowers and
branches, the top rim and base rim formed of faring
moulded glass, the body in ruby coloured glass,
30cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
692. Victorian Copeland Majolica twin-handled
vase, the body with scrolling design and repeating
female masks, the neck in a floral scrolling design of
blue, green and orange, and the interior rim glazed in
turquoise, the base stamped ‘Copeland’, 40cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
693. Wedgwood Art Deco ginger jar and cover, the
body with rubbing throughout over-painted in a puce
colour with silvered overlay detailing with repeating
flower design and slatted border to the top rim and
the cover, the base stamped ‘Wedgwood, made in
England’ and with silvered pattern number ‘D54D’,
26cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
694. Large Royal Doulton flambé vase, numbered
1622, and signed with initials ‘PD’, the tapering
ovoid body with typical red glaze and blue/ orange
overglaze running over the top rim, 42cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)

695. Pair of Continental Art Deco crackle glazed
cockerel figures, stamped ‘A.M.C. Belgium’, each
19cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
696. Rosenthal porcelain figure of a pair of
playing bear cubs, signed ‘F. Heidenheich’ modelled
as two brown bear cubs playing together stamped
with green factory mark to the base, 21cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
697. Large late 19th century painted glass vase,
of fluted baluster form, the body decorated with a
large scene of yellow roses, the top and base rims
decorated with white pearling and gilt rim, 44cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
698. German Hutschenreuther figure of ducks,
modelled as three white ducks in a row, 40cm long.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
699. Late 19th/ early 20th century large vaseline
glass vase, probably French, with squat body and long
flowing neck decorated in a fluted design formed of
opaque glass piping, 39cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
700. Pair of late 19th century European art
pottery single handled jugs, the earthenware bodies
decorated in blue and green ground with yellow
daffodil decoration, marked ‘Barbotine’ numbered
124, each 39cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
701. Pair of modern Chinese blue and white
double gourd vases, with decorations of dragons,
together with a blue and white ginger jar in
prunus blossom design, the vases 33cm high.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
702. Early 20th century English transfer printed
dinner service by Ridgways, in Richmond pattern
with a selection of ashets, three tureens, dinner plates,
side plates and soup plates, the largest 40cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
703. Early 20th century transfer printed coffee
set, with green transfer, gilt and floral decoration
with tea cups and coffee cups, together with a a
Duchess Victoria pattern floral tea set, the coffee pot
20cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
704. Group of Asian ceramic items, including a
Japanese Satsuma style large vase, two Imari dishes
together with a Chinese enamelled vesta case, and
four carved Chinese dark wood stands, the largest
36cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
705. Large collection of Japanese 20th century
Kutani porcelain, including jars, vases, dishes,
etc, all with pattern of people in landscapes, many
signed with six character mark to the base, the largest
20cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
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706. Selection of ceramics, to include a 19th
century Staffordshire cow figure, a Meissen ‘onion
pattern’ teacup and saucer, an English 19th century
hand painted botanical serving tray, A Helena
Wolfsohn Dresden coffee cup and saucer, together
with an English hand painted China ‘tea for two’
set with tea pot and tea cups, the largest 32cm long.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
707. Selection of 19th and early 20th century
English blue and white transfer printed ware,
to include Caughley, together with Wedgwood
examples including a sauce tureen, gravy boats, meat
plates, saucers, ladles, etc, the largest 24cm long.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
708. Collection of late 19th/ early 20th century
Imari porcelain, including examples by Derby
and Royal Crown Derby, to include coffee cans, tea
cups, a comport and assorted saucers, the comport
25cm diameter. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
709. Early 20th century Royal Doulton Egerton
part dinner service, in blue and white transfer printed
design with gilt edging, including a soup tureen, meat
plates, dinner plates, side plates, together with a small
selection of other blue and white transfer printed ware
including a tea set, tureen and meat dish, the largest
34cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
710. Four Beswick animal figures, including a
figure of a salmon numbered 2066, a figure of a
trout numbered 1390, a Beswick horse figure and
Dalmatian figure stamped ‘Arnoldene’, the largest
20cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
711. Late 19th/ early 20th century Japanese Imari
bowl, of fluted lobed form, the interior with scenes of
cranes and gardens, together with fans and phoenixes,
matching decoration the outside, 41cm diameter.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
712. Royal Doulton Flirtation pattern tea set
H5043, including fourteen tea cups, saucers and
side plates and dessert bowls, together with a small
selection of two other floral patterned wares including
a part dinner service and a set of six coffee cups, the
largest 31cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
713. Early 20th century Paragon coffee set, in a
green, gilt and floral transfer printed design including
coffee pot, six cups, saucers, side plates and cake
tray, cream and sugar, the coffee pot 19cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
714. Pair of Dresden style blue and white
two-branch candlesticks, including a figure of
a gentleman in 19th century dress and a figure of
a maiden in 19th century dress, the two-branch
candelabra arms with foliate sconces, each 38cm high.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
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715. Early 20th century silver plated glass table
centrepiece, in the form of a opaque pink trumpet
vase mounted above a fluted bowl on a circular base
with gadrooned detail on four scroll feet, together with
an early 20th century silvered glass ewer with stopper,
the larger 52cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
716. Royal Doulton character jug ‘Farmer John’.
£10-30 (+24%BP*)
717. Royal Doulton figure ‘Marie’ HN1370,
together with a Crown Devon beer ground pottery
vase with chinoiserie decoration of figures in a garden.
£10-30 (+24%BP*)
718. Large group of cut crystal drinking glasses,
including a set of eight Edinburgh Crystal wine
glasses, six champagne flutes and a selection of other
drinking glasses including brandy glasses and liqueur
glasses, the largest 22cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
719. Wedgwood summer ‘bouquet’ pattern dinner
service, including tureen, dinner plates, side plates,
dessert bowls, soup bowls and a tea set, together
with a Crown Staffordshire part dinner service in
a gilt-rimmed pattern, including a large ashet and
tureen, series of side plates and a sauce boat, the
largest 37cm long. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
720. Pair of late 19th century Doulton Lambeth
glazed stoneware vases, stamped ‘Doulton Lambeth’
with letters ‘DO’ pattern numbers 8610 and hand
painted pattern number X5059, of tapering baluster
form, the bodies decorated in gilt, blue and white
overpaint, the necks glazed in characteristic green
and pale blue mottled glaze, each 27cm high.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
721. Large collection of Japanese eggshell
porcelain, including two tea services, with two tea
pots, two creams, two sugars and a wide selection
of teacups and saucers, all decorated with landscape
scenes of temples and mountains, teapots 19cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
722. Beswick figure of a red setter,
C. H. Wendover. £10-30 (+24%BP*)
723. Group of mixed ceramics, including a Royal
Doulton bowl pattern number D3416 with glazed
sunset design, and a Scottish glazed earthenware vase
signed ‘J Lowery’, together with a group of 19th
century English blue and white printed transfer ware
including a footed bowl, several other bowls and
plates, the largest 25cm diameter. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
724. A group of Edinburgh Crystal drinking
glasses, including a set of six tumblers,
two highball glasses and six other assorted
tumblers. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
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725. Chinese porcelain celadon ground vase,
with enamel decoration of flowers and foliage.
£10-30 (+24%BP*)

735. Birmingham silver and tortoiseshell circular
dressing table box, on three shaped supports.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)

726. Group of mixed ceramics, to include a
Wemyss style cat figure, the base signed ‘Seneshah’
of tabby colouring with yellow eyes, together with
a pair of early 20th century hand painted vases with
scrolling pink floral design, a pair of early 20th
century Continental Secessionist style vases of long
tapering twin-handled form with pink rose detailing,
and a large 20th century Japanese Satsuma style
porcelain vase with red decoration to the body with
raised floral detailing (damaged), two pieces of 19th
century English blue and white transfer printed tea
ware, including tea pot, the largest item 45cm high.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)

736. Collection of Continental silver items, to
include a pair of clogs, quatrefoil ashtray embossed
with figure smoking a pipe, tea strainer on stand, gross
weight 4.3 troy oz. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

SILVER & ELECTROPLATE

737. Late 19th century silver scent bottle and clear
glass stopper by S. Morden and Co., with engraved
foliate detail. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
738. Small group of silver, to include Continental
circular silver dish embossed with pansy, together
with London Silver backed hand-held dressing table
mirror and a Sheffield silver brush. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
739. Birmingham silver calling card case,
with embossed decoration of flowers and foliage,
2.2 troy oz. £30-50 (+24%BP*)

Lot 727
727. London silver mounted ebonised conductor’s
baton, with presentation inscription to ‘Mr T Gordon
Dought, Second Battalion Welsh Regiment, Mussoorie
1937, in original mahogany case. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 740

728. Pair of London silver trumpet shaped
flower vases, loaded, gross weight 9.5 troy oz.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)

740. Early 20th century Birmingham silver
cigarette box, gross weight 22.5 troy oz.
£70-100 (+24%BP*)

729. Late 19th/ early 20th century white metal
two-handled trophy, in fitted case with ebonised
base. £20-50 (+24%BP*)

741. Chester silver cigarette case, Birmingham
silver vesta holder, and a silver plated vesta holder
(3). £30-70 (+24%BP*)

730. Pair of Sheffield silver five bar toast racks,
3.5 troy oz. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

742. Vintage London silver ‘Eversharp’ propelling
pencil, together with another similar silver
plated ‘Eversharp’ propelling pencil, and smaller
silver plated ‘Eversharp’ propelling pencil (3).
£20-50 (+24%BP*)

731. Two silver bowls, comprising Birmingham
silver bonbon dish with pierced detail and Sheffield
silver sugar bowl with faceted detail, 6.5 troy oz.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
732. Late 19th century Russian silver vodka cup.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
733. Birmingham silver bonbon dish, together
with a Birmingham silver salt cellar, 2.8 troy oz.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
734. Antique Continental white metal beaker cup,
with engraved oval panels of armorial crests raised on
three ball feet, 2.6 troy oz. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

743. Cased pair of Chester silver napkin rings,
cased Birmingham silver napkin ring, boxed
Birmingham silver napkin ring with Celtic style
border, Birmingham silver mounted brush, remaining
items of silver and a white metal velvet lined
composite jewellery box. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
744. Late 19th/ early 20th century electroplated
chamber candlestick by ‘Hukin and Son, Heath’,
modelled in the form of a leaf with detachable drip
pan and snuffer. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
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745. A group of cased silver plated flatware,
including a set of fish knives and forks, a cased
serving set, Bakelite handled bitter knives etc
including a silver plated cream and sugar on stand
and a snuffing scissors with a tray, the largest
35cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
746. Collection of silver, to include Birmingham
silver two piece dressing table set comprising
hand-held mirror and brush, a pair of Chester silver
vesta holders inscribed ‘The Northern Meeting’, and a
Birmingham silver brush top. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
747. White metal mounted Middle Eastern coin
set belt, with two-part buckle bearing embossed
decoration of peacocks. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
748. A mid 20th century Viners silver plated
canteen in Kings Pattern, together with a cased
set of silver plated fish knives and forks and a
set of six early 20th century silver plated coffee
spoons with bakelite bean finials, the canteen
54cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
749. Collection of silver plated items, to include
a twin handled serving tray with scallop detailing,
a late 19th century four-piece tea service, a basket
with vinous decoration, together with a sauce boat
and other assorted items, largest item 43cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
750. Set of twelve Sheffield silver handled
afternoon tea knives. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
751. Sterling silver rectangular photograph frame.
£20-50 (+24%BP*)
752. Late 18th/ early 19th century Scottish silver
provincial spirits label, Robert Keay, Perth,
inscribed ‘Madeira’. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
753. Vintage Tiffany & Co. sterling silver desk
calendar, with simulated bamboo frame, a London
silver ‘Old English’ pattern table spoon, white metal
teaspoon and a pair of electroplated riding crop and
whippet knife rests. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
754. Early 20th century ‘Walker and Hall’ oak
cased canteen for six, together with an early 20th
century ‘Mappin and Webb’ Old English pattern
canteen for 18 engraved with initial ‘B’, together with
an assorted group of ivorine handled knives and a
selection of mixed flatware, the canteen 45cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
755. A late 19th century silver plated embossed
and chased tea set, together with two other 19th
century silver plated tea pots, all together inside a
wooden box, the box 38cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 756
756. London silver cream jug, together with a
set of eight Exeter silver fiddle pattern teaspoons
engraved with initial ‘D’, gross weight 8.9 troy oz.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
757. Cased pair of Sheffield silver sauce boats
and ladles, the case bearing presentation plaque to
‘RHM Read from his colleagues the Kenya Police,
Mombasa 19-1-63’, together with another cased
Sheffield silver sauce boa, gross weight 12.7 troy oz.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
758. Early 20th century London silver sauce boat,
Carrington & Co., 4.9 troy oz. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
759. Pair of late 19th century London silver sugar
shakers, with detachable pierced cover and embossed
decoration of flowers and foliage, 4.3 troy oz.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
760. Collection of silver, to include a pair of
Birmingham silver salts, and corresponding spoons
with beaded edge, together with a pair of Birmingham
silver circular dish stands with pierced borders, and a
pair of electroplated sugar nips. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
761. Early 20th century mother of pearl handled
dessert canteen, with twelve knives and twelve
forks inside a mahogany box, together with several
other pieces of EPNS including a pair of cased
gilt bowled berry spoons, the canteen 30cm long.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
762. Early 20th century silver plated canteen
in Old English pattern, engraved with initial
‘S’ with ivory handled knives inside an oak
decanter box with removable tray, the box
34.5cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
763. Collection of silver, to include Georg Jensen
sterling silver ladle, another sterling silver ladle,
three assorted silver napkin rings, two Chester silver
mounted dressing table brushes. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
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764. Modern Viners canteen, in stainless steel
with striped design, the soup ladle 29cm long.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
765. Birmingham silver mounted cut glass
decanter and stopper. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
766. A pair of early 20th century Birmingham
silver mounted photograph frames, with ribbon tied
surmounts. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
767. Four assorted vintage Birmingham silver
rectangular photograph frames. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
768. London silver tapered octagonal flower
vase. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
769. Early 20th century Birmingham silver
cigarette box, 8.1 troy oz. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 775
775. Near pair of Birmingham silver mounted
clear glass whisky noggins, both with silver spirits
labels inscribed ‘whisky’. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
776. Set of three 19th century Edinburgh silver
sauce ladles, makers mark WC, together with a pair
of London silver berry spoons, gross weight 7 troy oz.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 770
770. A 19th century Birmingham silver snuff box,
the cover with presentation inscription to ‘Rev.
D. David Anderson, Ceres’, with date July 20th 1846.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
771. Sheffield silver shell-shaped dish, together with
a Sheffield silver five bar toast rack, both with maker’s
mark of ‘Walker and Hall’, gross weight 5.5 troy oz.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
772. London silver quaich, with three lugs, together
with a miniature Chester silver quaich, 2.8 troy oz.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
773. Collection of silver, to include a Sheffield silver
three-piece cruet set, maker’s mark of ‘Walker and
Hall’, a London silver mounted and clear glass pepper
grinder and a white metal Peter Piper pepper mill.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
774. Antique London silver cream jug on three
scroll supports, together with a London silver
helmet-shaped cream jug, gross weight 5.8 troy oz.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)

777. Collection of silver, to include Birmingham
silver leather cased christening set of knife, fork and
spoon, pair of Birmingham silver napkin rings with
thistle detail, another Birmingham silver napkin ring,
a silver mounted horn napkin ring, London silver
vesta holder, Sheffield silver ladle, Edinburgh silver
butter knife, Sheffield silver toddy ladle, cased set of
six Birmingham silver cocktail sticks with cockerel
finials, and remaining items to include a pair of
white metal dolphins, mother of pearl pocket knife/
combination letter opener, pocket knife and white
metal lorgnettes. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
778. Collection of silver, to include a Birmingham
silver sugar caster, Sheffield silver mounted clear
glass preserve jar and cover, and a pair of Birmingham
silver mounted cut glass cruets and stoppers.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
779. Pair of early 19th century Scottish provincial
silver teaspoons, George Booth Aberdeen, fiddle
pattern engraved with initials. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
780. Group of silver plated items, to include a
19th century embossed and engraved silver oval
teapot with fluted ivory finial, together with a hotel
Holloware style four piece tea set, and an Art Deco
style sugar and cream mounted in a curving stand, the
largest 25cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
781. Collection of silver, to include cased
Birmingham silver egg cup, napkin ring and spoon,
another cased Birmingham silver egg cup and spoon,
three Birmingham silver oval shaped napkin rings
with Celtic boss border. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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782. Five cased sets of flatware, to include a cased
set of twelve Sheffield silver teaspoons, cased set of
six Chinese white metal teaspoons, Sheffield silver
cased butter knives and jam spoon, cased pair of
Birmingham silver cruets and spoons, cased pair of
cut glass pickle dishes with Sheffield silver forks.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
783. Two Birmingham silver cigarette cases, gross
weight 7.1 troy oz. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
784. Cased set of six Sheffield silver coffee spoons,
together with two cased sets of EP coffee spoons with
bean terminals. £20-50 (+24%BP*)

GOLD & JEWELLERY
785. A 15ct gold brooch, with Anthemion detail,
together with 22ct gold wedding ring and two 9ct gold
rings, gross weight 6.78 grams. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
786. Four assorted rings to include two 9ct gold
dress rings, a 9ct white gold wedding ring and
another white metal three stone ring, gross weight
7.7 grams. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
787. Pair of 9ct gold octagonal shaped cufflinks,
together with a pair of Birmingham silver octagonal
shaped cufflinks, two yellow metal shirt studs.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
788. An 18ct gold wedding ring, together with a part
yellow metal ring and a yellow metal and garnet set
brooch, gross weight 7.6 grams. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

791. Collection of gold jewellery, to include 18ct
gold wedding ring, 9ct gold signet ring, 9ct gold
necklace, 9ct gold mounted cameo pendant and
chain and another yellow metal chain suspending
single pearl drop, gross weight 13.8 grams.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
792. Collection of assorted costume jewellery,
to include various necklaces, earrings, ladies
Accurist wristwatch, boxed ladies Pulsar wristwatch.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
793. A 9ct gold necklace and two 9ct gold rings,
gross weight 12.4 grams. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
794. Box of assorted costume jewellery, to include a
London silver-mounted ruby red scent bottle, painted
porcelain cherub brooch in pierced wooden surround,
yellow and white metal Accurist quartz wristwatch
with date aperture. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
795. Antique white and yellow metal pendant,
centred with small turquoise cabochon together
with another antique Scottish white metal and brass
lozenge-shaped buckle centred with oval agate
cabochon. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
796. Collection of jewellery, to include three
assorted silver medallions, 1902 white metal and
blue enamel coronation pendants, horseshoe shaped
pendant, white metal pendant with jasper ware plaque
and remaining items. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
797. Yellow metal and diamond set single stone
ring. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
798. Yellow metal amethyst and diamond set
cocktail ring. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
799. Costume jewellery brooch centred with oval
cabochon opal. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
800. An 18ct gold synthetic ruby and diamond
chip ring. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
801. Vintage yellow metal and split pearl arrow
shaped bar brooch, centred with the letter ‘G’,
stamped 18ct, gross weight 3.3 grams, in brown
leather case. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 789
789. Yellow metal opal and diamond three stone
ring, together with a yellow and white metal seven
stone diamond ring. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
790. A 9ct gold necklace, 28.3 grams.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
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802. Vintage Edinburgh silver plaid brooch, in the
manner of Alexander Ritchie with pierced galleon
detail, maker ‘R.A.’, together with another Celtic style
plaid brooch stamped’ silver’. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
803. Vintage yellow metal filigree work bee
brooch, a 9ct gold and garnet five stone ring and a
part yellow metal chain stamped ‘9ct’, gross weight
7 grams. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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804. Vintage yellow metal circular shaped
pendant, a yellow metal star shaped stick pin, pair of
vintage yellow metal lorgnettes, early 20th century
banded agate letter opener, sterling silver pocket
knife, and a Birmingham silver and mother of pearl
pocket knife. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
805. Collection of jewellery, to include Christian
Dior yellow metal paste and enamel pendant
and chain, a Givenchy yellow metal and paste
set expandable bracelet, yellow metal necklace
and bracelet bearing ‘G’ pendant monograms,
a Gucci white and yellow metal wristwatch, etc.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
806. Large collection of assorted yellow metal
costume jewellery, necklaces, brooches, bracelets,
earrings, etc. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
807. Large collection of costume jewellery,
including necklaces, brooches, beads, etc.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
808. Vintage B.O.A.C. powder compact, together
with yellow metal fringed costume jewellery necklace,
and two paste set brooches. £10-30 (+24%BP*)
809. An 18ct gold and diamond three stone brooch,
of scroll form set with graduated row of three round
brilliant cut diamonds, gross weight 10.5 grams.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
810. An 18ct gold and diamond set pendant, an
18ct white gold diamond and sapphire ear stud,
and a yellow metal and two stone diamond ring
(one stone missing), gross weight 8.6 troy oz.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
811. Box of costume jewellery, including necklaces,
beads, faux pearls, etc. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
812. White metal mounted amber bead necklace,
together with a four strand pearl necklace with yellow
metal mount stamped ‘14k’. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
813. Collection of jewellery, to include vintage
David Anderson sterling silver and red enamel
butterfly brooch, two Victorian yellow metal stick
pins, a yellow metal and split pearl bar brooch, six
assorted brooches, two silver lockets and a yellow
metal locket containing portrait photograph of a
gentleman, and a Sheffield silver pocket knife.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
814. Collection of costume jewellery, to include
yellow metal filigree work articulated panel bracelet
set with polished malachite cabochons, a white metal
mounted jade bangle, brooches, bracelets, locket
and chain, bangles, ‘Satellite’ open faced pocket
watch, ‘Sekonda’ wristwatch, pocket knife, etc.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)

815. Yellow metal necklace stamped 14k,
7.6 grams. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
816. Yellow and white metal five stone CZ ring,
stamped ‘18ct & plat’. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
817. Two yellow metal dress rings, both stamped
‘14k’, gross weight 5.2 grams. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
818. Four assorted rings, to include two 9ct gold
rings, yellow metal ring stamped ‘14k’ and a silver
dress ring centred with blue facet cut stone, gross
weight 9.1 grams. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
819. Pair of vintage 9ct gold octagonal shaped
cufflinks, 3.6 grams. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
820. Large collection of Scottish jewellery,
including boxed sterling silver ‘Ortak’ jewellery and
examples of ‘Heathergems’ made from heather stems
and stag horn, including brooches, necklaces and
earrings, most in original boxes. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
821. Vintage cased set of four yellow metal shirt
studs and cufflinks, the cufflinks with engraved detail
of thistles and inscribed ‘Dinna forget’, together with
a silver mounted brown leather wallet with pierced
thistle detail inscribed ‘JKB from PMD, 1945’, a
white metal dress ring and a miniature set of four
graduated troy oz weights. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
822. A 9ct gold star-shaped pendant, together
with a yellow metal bangle with open scroll work
sides stamped ‘9ct’, gross weight 16.1 grams.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
823. Collection of jewellery, to include an Art
Nouveau 9ct gold pendant, 9ct gold rope twist
necklace, a yellow metal kukri knife brooch stamped
‘9c’, gross weight 9.3 grams. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
824. Collection of jewellery, to include 9ct gold
necklace, 9ct gold and opal brooch, yellow metal
mounted opal pendant and a yellow metal necklace
suspending yellow metal mounted green stone
pendant, gross weight 10.2 grams. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
825. A 9ct gold three colour fringed necklace,
together with anther 9ct gold necklace, gross weight
11.1 grams. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
826. Collection of assorted costume jewellery, to
include a Lalique yellow metal necklace, a Lalique
yellow metal mounted clear glass pendant in the
form of a bird, various other brooches, necklaces, etc.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
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827. Collection of jewellery, to include an early 20th
century yellow metal and split pearl flower brooch
stamped ‘9ct’, together with a group of yellow metal
filigree work jewellery comprising oval brooch,
flower-shaped brooch and pair of drop earrings.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
828. An 18ct gold wedding ring, 3.4 grams.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 832
832. Four assorted gold and yellow metal brooches,
gross weight 13 grams. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
833. Red velvet lined jewellery box containing
collection of assorted jewellery, to include a yellow
metal mounted millefiori glass pendant on yellow
metal chain, a yellow metal and jade disc bracelet,
Continental silver cased fob watch, yellow metal
cased hunter pocket watch, agate panel bracelet,
white metal mounted abstract form agate brooch, etc.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 829

834. Large box of assorted costume jewellery.
£20-50 (+24%BP*)

829. Three assorted yellow metal rings, to include
five stone diamond ring, moon stone cabochon ring
and synthetic ruby ring. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
830. Collection of assorted cameo jewellery, to
include three yellow metal mounted cameo brooches,
yellow metal mounted cameo pendant, two cameo
pendants and yellow metal chains. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
831. Three assorted early 20th century bar
brooches, comprising yellow metal and baroque
pearl stamped ‘9ct’, yellow metal and aquamarine bar
brooch stamped ‘9ct’, and another white metal bar
brooch stamped ‘9ct’. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 835
835. Pair of early 20th century simulated spinach
jade long bead necklaces. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
836. Large collection of assorted boxed costume
jewellery. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 837
837. Yellow metal charm bracelet, stamped
‘9ct’ suspending eight assorted charms with 15ct
gold heart-shaped lock, gross weight 25.4 grams.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
Lot 840
840. Early 20th century yellow metal and
multicoloured semi-precious stone set brooch, in
the form of a basket of flowers, gross weight 15.6
grams. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

WATCHES & POCKET WATCHES
841. Large collection of assorted 18th and 19th
century pocket watch movements, parts, etc.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
Lot 838
838. Long yellow metal necklace with turquoise
ball detail, together with a pair of similar yellow
metal and turquoise earrings, gross weight 19.4 grams.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 839
839. A 19th century yellow metal and green stone
fob, with intaglio cut detail of a classical maiden.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)

842. Chester silver cased open faced pocket watch,
with Roman numeral dial and subsidiary seconds dial,
set into mahogany miniature longcase clock case/
holder. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
843. Chester silver cased open-faced pocket watch,
with Roman numeral dial in wooden pocket watch
stand, together with three other assorted pocket watch
stands. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
844. Collection of pocket watches, to include a
Chester silver cased open faced pocket watch with
Roman numeral dial bearing subsidiary seconds
dial, the inner cover inscribed ‘Archie Lambie’,
together with a Swiss made white metal cased open
faced pocket watch, the ready lever with Roman
numeral dial and subsidiary seconds dial, stamped
‘ARGENTAN’, a pocket watch for ‘John Forrest,
London, 18015’, with Roman numeral dial and
subsidiary seconds dial, and an ‘International Watch
Co.’ pocket watch movement number ‘29309’ with
Roman numeral dial and subsidiary seconds dial in
clear perspex case (4). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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845. Two pocket watches, comprising a London
silver ‘Pair’ cased pocket watch signed ‘Petrie,
New Deer, 10175’, with Roman numeral dial and
subsidiary seconds dial, together with a Swiss
lever gilt metal pocket watch for the Turkish
market with Arabic numeral dial, flower and foliate
engraved covers with engine-turned detail (2).
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
846. Vintage 9ct gold cased wristwatch, with black
and white Arabic numeral dial bearing subsidiary
seconds dial with yellow and white metal expandable
strap. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

850. Collection of watches, to include vintage white
metal Fiat gents wristwatch with expandable strap,
Oris wristwatch with day/date dials, three other yellow
metal watches and a yellow metal cased Mortima
pendant fob watch and chain. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
851. Three assorted vintage yellow metal cased
ladies wristwatches by Accurist, Junghans and Elco,
together with a late 19th century yellow metal cased
open faced pocket watch. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
852. London silver cased open-faced pocket watch,
Edwin Flinn, Allesley Road, London, number
18087. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
853. Late 19th century London silver hunter cased
presentation pocket watch, ‘R. Bryson and Sons,
Edinburgh’, the inner cover inscribed ‘Robert Jack
from The Earl of Rosslyn, on the occasion of his
marriage 1895’, together with a Continental silver
cased, open faced pocket watch with Roman numeral
dial and subsidiary seconds dial, import marks and
a Continental white metal Festa hunter cased pocket
watch (3). £50-100 (+24%BP*)
854. 19th century mahogany sarcophagus
shaped work box, containing a large collection of
assorted pocket watches, wristwatches, badges, etc.
£20-50 (+24%BP*)

Lot 847
847. Vintage 18ct gold cased wristwatch, the square
dial with Arabic numerals and subsidiary seconds dial
on grey canvas strap. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
848. Four assorted pocket watches, to include a
Continental silver cased Kay’s perfection lever open
faced pocket watch, a Continental silver cased open
faced pocket watch ‘H.E. Peck, London’ The Pioneer,
a Chester silver cased open faced pocket watch,
and a yellow metal hunter cased ‘Empress’ pocket
watch, white metal Albert chain, pair of filigree work
cufflinks, etc. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
849. Vintage ladies 9ct gold cased Rotary
wristwatch, with brown leather strap in original box
with original guarantee, model number ‘81’, together
with a vintage Rotary ladies wristwatch movement
with 9ct gold backing, a vintage Surena ladies yellow
metal cased wristwatch, a vintage Action rectangular
faced wristwatch, and a vintage gents Montine yellow
metal cased wristwatch and Omega watch box.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
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855. Hamilton and Inches, Edinburgh, Swiss-made
quartz bedside clock, in brown enamelled
surround with gilded dial bearing Roman numerals.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
856. Three pocket watches, to include a yellow
metal half hunter Elgin pocket watch with Arabic
numeral dial and subsidiary seconds dial, the outer
case with blue Roman numeral dial detail, together
with two Continental silver cased open faced pocket
watches. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
857. London silver open-faced pocket watch, with
Roman numeral dial, the back plate engraved and
dated 1950. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
858. Vintage 18ct gold cased wristwatch, with black
ground dial bearing Arabic numerals and subsidiary
seconds dial, the movement inscribed ‘Zenith’ number
2314176. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
859. Yellow metal open faced pocket watch, with
Roman numeral dial on engine-turned ground stamped
‘18k’, together with a white metal open faced pocket
watch with Roman numeral dial on engine-turned
ground. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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860. Vintage Omega gun metal cased open faced
pocket watch, with enamelled Roman numeral dial
bearing subsidiary seconds dial, number 4385132,
together with a vintage Ingersoll Triumph pocket
watch, a vintage chrome plated anti-magnetic open
faced pocket watch and chain, and a vintage chrome
cased pedometer. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

COINS

863. Collection of assorted banknotes, to include
1962 British Linen Bank one pound, two Bank of
England ten shilling notes, two vintage Bank of
England one pound notes, a run of three Bank of
England one pound notes with sequential numbers,
seventeen assorted Royal Bank of Scotland one
pound notes, two Royal Bank of Scotland five pound
notes, a Royal Bank of Scotland twenty pound note,
Bank of Ireland five pound note, and a ten Euro note.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
864. Collection of assorted vintage Crowns and
coinage. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
865. A collection of Royal Mint United Kingdom
proof coin collections, mainly from 1980s to 2000s,
seventeen cased examples together with a selection
of other loose examples, the largest 21cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)

Lot 861
861. An extensive collection of London Mint
Proof coins, certificates and accessories.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 866

Lot 862
862. Collection of assorted silver proof coins, to
include cased London Mint King Edward VIII 1936
New Strike pattern set enclosing six coins, a cased
set of four silver Crowns the 60th Anniversary of the
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, a Royal Canadian
Mint 2012 twenty dollar Queens Diamond Jubilee
silver coin, a Perth Mint Australia Year of the Dragon
2012 three coin set. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

866. Collection of assorted Royal Mint Proof
Coins, to include the United Kingdom Millennium
Silver Collection, 1996 United Kingdom Silver
Anniversary Collection, The Royal Wedding Medal,
commemorating the marriage of HRH Prince Andrew
and Miss Sarah Ferguson, 1986 13th Commonwealth
Games Silver two pound coin, Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth the Queen Mother 90th Birthday silver
proof crown, 1990 silver piedfort five pence coin,
United Kingdom silver proof piedfort two pound
coin Rugby World Cup 1999, 1992-93 silver proof
fifty pence coin, three 2006 Queen Elizabeth II 80th
birthday United Kingdom crowns. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
867. Collection of assorted vintage coinage.
£10-30 (+24%BP*)
868. Large collection of assorted early 20th
century half-crowns, and other similar vintage
coinage. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
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871. Collection of assorted vintage coinage, to
include Victorian Crown dated 1890, various old
pennies and other coinage. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
872. Collection of vintage bank notes, to include
two British Linen Bank one pound notes, one dated
1966, the other 1968, a National Commercial Bank of
Scotland one pound note dated 1967, a Royal Bank
of Scotland one pound note dated 1967, together
with four other Royal Bank of Scotland one pound
notes, Royal Bank of Scotland five pound note,
a Bank of Scotland one pound note dated 1967, and
another Bank of Scotland one pound note dated 1969,
a Clydesdale Bank one pound note dated 1967, four
Bank of England ten shilling notes and a Bank of
England one pound note. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 869
869. Large collection of assorted vintage Canadian
coins, to include dollar coins, twenty-five cents, ten
cents, etc, bound in two albums and coin sheets,
together with Royal Mint coinage of Great Britain
proof set 1970, and Royal Mint uncirculated coin
collection from 1983, together with assorted reference
books on coins. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
870. Royal Mint HRH Prince of Wales 60th
birthday commemorative crown, together with a red
leather cased 1911 George V coronation medal, and a
George VI coronation medallion. £20-50 (+24%BP*)

873. Coins and medals to include Lady Diana
Spencer Commemorative Crown, five shilling coin,
small bag of assorted vintage coinage, a 1937 Queen
Elizabeth II Coronation medal, 1910-35 Coronation
Medallion, and an ‘Efficient Service’ medal inscribed
Gnr. J. Moyes, Bengal Arty. £30-70 (+24%BP*)
874. Vintage Callard and Bowser’s toffee tin
containing assorted vintage coins of the world.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)

STAMPS
875. The Africana Commem
orative Mint, the RSA 1974-5
Definitive Stamp Replica Set,
containing sixteen gilt metal replica
stamps. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
876. Three stamp albums
containing and good collection of
Victorian and later stamps of The
United Kingdom, to include one
green bound album containing on
the first page four assorted Penny
Blacks, thirteen Penny Reds, two
Two Penny Blues and various other
later stamps, another green bound
album containing Edwardian and
later stamps and assorted loose
miniature sheets, and another
similar red bound album (3).
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
Lot 876
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Lot 879

877. Large collection of Royal Mail first day
covers, including many examples from the 1980s and
1990s, including four full folders and six other half
folders, the largest 34cm long. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
878. Three vintage stamp albums, to include
‘The Victory Stamp Album’ in green, another Victory
stamp album in red together with a loose-leaf stamp
album, and a ‘Royal Mail Special Stamps 1987’ bound
booklet in original packaging, the largest 28cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
879. Collection of vintage Royal Mail unused
stamp sheets, including a World Cup 1966 4 pence
stamp sheet, a World Cup 1966 William Kempster,
Harrison and Sons Limited six pence sheet, a World
Cup 1966 David Chaplin, Harrison and Sons quarter
shilling stamp sheet, Aberfeldy Bridge 1733 nine
pence stamp sheet, Votes of Women 1918-1968 nine
pence stamp sheet, Lowry one shilling and six pence
stamp sheet, two Lawrence Redboy four pence stamp
sheets, Jaguar E-type six pence stamp sheets, together
with many examples of birds, flowers, national
interest, national figure and anniversary stamp sheets
(over fifty examples, almost all complete sheets), the
largest 54cm long. £100-300 (+24%BP*)

880. Large collection of stamps, including a bag of
loose examples, some mixed stamp albums including
a ‘Strand’ stamp album, together with a large group
of cigarette boxes filled with stamps and match boxes
also filled with stamps, the largest album 30cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
881. Vintage Rowland Hill postage stamp album,
containing a selection of stamps covering the British
Empire and Europe, to include five Penny Reds,
together with a brown leather cased gents vanity set.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)

CLOCKS, WORKS OF ART
& OBJECTS
882. 20th century brass cased repeating carriage
clock, St, James, London, with Arabic and Roman
numeral dial. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
883. An early 20th century unmounted
embroidered silk work panel for the Gordon
Highlanders, worked in coloured threads with
regimental badge, Union Jack and regimental banner
within border of thistles and roses. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
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884. Collection of medals, to include a pair of Great
War medals, inscribed to GNR. W. A. Loryman
RA, together with a 1939-45 Defence Medal, a
group of three miniature medals, a British Red
Cross Society medal and Red Cross Society badge.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)

894. Cased pair of vintage Swift Saratoga 8 x 40
binoculars. £10-30 (+24%BP*)

885. Group of mixed collectibles, including a late
19th century silver plated tea set, silver plated cruet
set, a cake stand together with an early 20th century
carved teak box, largest 38cm high. £10-20 (+24%BP*)

896. Two early 20th century mantel clocks,
including a inlaid mahogany mantel clock with cream
dial and Roman numerals, with a single barrel brass
movement with platform lever escapement winding
from the back, together with a oak mantel clock of
square form with plinth base made by ‘The Sessions
Clock Company, Forestville, Connecticut, USA’ with
a twin train brass movement, the larger 26cm high.
£30-80 (+24%BP*)

886. Collection of Great War and Second World
War medals, to include a group of three Great War
medals inscribed to ‘Pte. W. Mackenzie, ASC’,
another Great War group of three medals inscribed
to ‘Pte. J. Mackenzie 13th. HRS’, together with
remaining medals to include the Atlantic Star, the
Pacific Star, 1939-45 Star, 1939-1945 Service Medal,
a modern Merchant Naval Service Medal, and a white
metal badge. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
887. Early 20th century brass cased carriage clock,
with Roman numeral dial. £10-30 (+24%BP*)
888. Late 19th/ early 20th century brass oil lamp,
with glass flume on a urn style base with putti masks
and floral swags on a stemmed round plinth base,
61cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
889. Collection of cold painted cast metal animals,
huntsman, horses and hounds, together with six
Bisque porcelain headed and crepe paper hunt figures.
£20-50 (+24%BP*)
890. Collection of mid-20th century children’s
toys, including handmade paper models of flower
fairies, together with a selection of model toys
including penguins, pheasants and baby dolls, largest
24cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
891. Group of mixed collectibles, including a
late 19th century gadrooned three-piece silver
plated tea set, a hot water pot, some examples of
miniature crested porcelain, two chess sets and a 19th
century blue and white ashet, the largest 31cm long.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
892. An Art Deco period burr walnut mantel
clock, of rectangular form with plinth top and base,
with cream enamelled dial and silvered chapter ring,
together with a smaller oak mantel clock signed
‘Ferranti’ of curved breakfront form with arched case,
the larger 33cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
893. Group of vintage camera equipment, including
cameras by Minolta, Kodak, together with cased
lenses including examples by Vivitar and Minolta, the
largest case 27cm long. £30-40 (+24%BP*)
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895. Two Anglepoise style articulated desk lamps,
one enamelled in red the other enamelled in black, the
larger 90cm high when fully extended.

897. Collection of 19th century and later pewter,
including pewter tankards, some with marks and duty
stamps together with five pewter plates and a pewter
ashet, the largest 39cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
898. Group of copper items, including a set of
three copper measuring jugs of flagon form, a pair
of copper pail/ bucket lids with hinged opening and
a twin handled fire grate, the largest 53cm long.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
899. Early 20th century brass cased repeating
carriage clock, with two train movement striking on a
coiled gong. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
900. Collection of Antique treen and brassware,
to include a treen tea/ medicine caddy, two treen
snuff boxes of flattened circular form, two treen
tobacco boxes of circular form and a brass circular
tobacco box with engraved detail of castle and lion
rampant. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
901. Box of assorted to include vintage brass desk
calendar Anchor-Donaldson Line, two vintage spy
cameras, assorted late 19th century ivory napkin rings.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
902. A 20th century mahogany bracket clock,
the case of arched form with finials and a handle,
the break arch brass dial with Roman numerals
and a signed plaque to the arch ‘Thomas Taylor in
Holborne’, the triple train brass movement unsigned,
41cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
903. Late 20th century Christys’ of London
black velvet and blue grosgrain ribbon hat, with
a feather egret to the top and blue cord detailing, in
original box, UK size six and seven eights, European
size 56cm, together with a lady’s grey fox fur hat of
circular form.
904. Local interest: a collection of Perthshire
Advertiser Magazines circa 1930-1970, the largest
40cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
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905. Early 20th century Indian carved teak
work box, the lid and interior of the lid carved with
scrolling scenes of figures and elephants, the panels
to the body also carved with scrolling foliate design,
31cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)

916. Two pairs of mahogany candlesticks, including
a turned and fluted pair with gadrooned rim and
carved lotus flower decoration, together with a pair
of turned examples with brass sconces, the larger pair
33cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

906. Four pieces of early 20th century Indian brass
ware, including a baluster vase engraved with figures
and animals with two cobra-form handles, a lidded
cup also with figures of animals, a large circular bowl
with floral, foliate and geometric patterns and a plate
engraved with two figures in traditional Indian dress,
the largest 33cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)

917. Late 19th century electroplated jewellery
casket by ‘L. Oudry’, sarcophagus shaped with
recumbent lion finial opening to a blue silk lined
interior, the sides decorated with classical portrait
profile roundels raised on four bun feet, signed
‘L.Oudry Editeur’, 20cm long. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

907. Seven large brass trays, including Middle
Eastern and Indian examples, most with embossed
designs, the largest 88cm long. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
908. Pair of 1970s green glazed West German
ceramic table lamps, in bamboo effect, each
44cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
909. A Chinese dark wood carved figural group,
the figure of an old man on top of an elephant together
with Chinese dark wood carving of boy on a buffalo
with a stand, and four Chinese carved dark wood vase
stands, the largest 35cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
910. South East Asian carved dark wood figure of
a dancer, possibly Balinese with elaborate pierced
headdress and carved jewellery, together with two
African carved ebony heads, the largest 34cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
911. Three brass column table lamps, each with
fluted columns one with a Corinthian capital, the
largest 55cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
912. Group of modern decorative figures, including
some carved South East Asian child figures, an Indian
style figure of a couple on a camel, a resin copy of an
Art Deco style dancing figure, together with others,
the largest 35cm long. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
913. Gilt wrought-iron six bar chandelier, of
circular form with scrolling details and scrolling
arms joining in the centre supported by three chains,
80cm diameter. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
914. Large collection of 20th century toy soldiers,
including example by ‘Britains Limited, to include a
large group of the Household Cavalry, a selection of
the Royal Hussars with an artillery canon, a division
of British foot soldiers and other examples, the largest
12cm long. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
915. Early 20th century Continental table
barometer, the case cast with C-scroll decoration
and female characters, the base with two scrolling
paw feet, later covered in gilt paint, 19cm high.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)

918. Georgian mahogany tea caddy, of sarcophagus
shape, the rim of the lid with chequer stringing,
with a single brass swing handle, the interior with
three compartments on four bracket feet, 26cm long.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
919. A 19th century walnut tea caddy of
sarcophagus shape, with panelled dome lid, the
panels cross-banded in Kingwood, the interior with
two compartments with walnut lids, 28cm long.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
920. A 19th century strung rosewood tea caddy, the
interior with two compartments on four brass bun feet,
23cm wide. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
921. Early 20th century wall mounted walnut
Vienna regulator clock by Gustav Becker, the
case with two turned column supports with an
architectural pediment topped with an eagle and two
finials, the cream enamel dial painted with black
Roman numerals with subsidiary seconds dial, the
dial stamped with an anchor topped with a duke’s
coronet and letters ‘GB’, the twin train weight
driven movement striking on a chime, 125cm long.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
922. Late 19th/ early 20th century bronze
and brass figure of Cupid, on top of a upturned
capital base on a square plinth, 18cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
923. A 19th century octagonal strung plum
pudding mahogany veneered tea caddy, with
fitted lid to the interior, cross-banded in rosewood,
13.5cm wide. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
924. Late 19th/ early 20th century oil lamp, the
support form of a cast figure of a putti with cut glass
oil well and a two-tone acid etched fluted shade
with flue, together with a second table lamp in the
form of Cupid holding aloft the fitting resting on a
ball on an oval plinth base, the larger 77cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
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925. Late 19th/ early 20th century brass table
centrepiece/ tazza, formed of a circular dish with
three scrolling supports with putti busts atop a
moulded three-sided plinth base with C-scroll
decoration and Neptune masks to the bracket feet,
probably French, 21cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
926. Late 19th/ early 20th century crystal based
oil lamp, with brass fitting, an acid etched glass shade
and glass flue, together with two hand blown oil
lamp glass flumes inside a box, the lamp 48cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
927. Two turned hardwood vessels, modern in
the 17th century style, formed of a squat lidded
body on a stem with a circular plinth base, the larger
24cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
928. Group of wooden collectibles, including an
early 20th century Sheraton style desk letter rack, a
cased Negretti and Zambra thermometer, a modern
carved burr yew trinket box of globular form, an
Art Deco burr walnut and ivory strung unusual
electric chamber stick with bell shaped electric light,
etc, the largest 19cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
929. A 20th century embroidered fabric wall
hanging in the style of medieval tapestry, showing a
young woman with a falcon flanked by a hunting dog
and a lion holding a flag, mounted from a brass rail
with turned finials and a fringe to the base, together
with another 20th century tapestry hanging in the
French Aubusson style depicting a hunting party with
dogs around a lake, suspended from a mahogany
rail on turned finials and a fringe base, the larger
140cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
930. Two 20th century Masonic aprons, including
a green example and a teal coloured example,
one with gilt fittings, and the other with silvered
fittings, one inside a wooden carry case, the case
46cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
931. Late 19th century Continental olive wood
and marquetry inlaid octagonal shaped box,
decorated with scene of musicians and dancers.
£20-50 (+24%BP*)
932. A late 20th century Scratch built model of a
19th century warship, together with a perspex case,
77cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)

935. Group of miniature books, including Bibles,
works of Shakespeare and scriptures, the largest
13cm long (7). £20-30 (+24%BP*)
936. Mixed collectibles, including a vintage Kodak
camera, silver mounted tortoiseshell comb, tribal
style spear, a Chinese soapstone carving, a vintage
fountain pen, a Mauchline Ware darning spool, etc.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
937. A pair of Chinese gold embroidered blue
silk panels, 20th century, each depicting a phoenix,
a shishi dog and a dragon in scrolling borders, each
65cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
938. Collection of Scottish interest literature,
including Beattie’s ‘Scotland Illustrated’, a collection
of the ‘National Burns’ by the Reverend George
Gilfillan and several other volumes regarding Perth
history and Scottish history, the largest 28cm long.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
939. Two 20th century mantel clocks, including
a mahogany mantel clock with silver dial and
Arabic numerals with presentation plaque, together
with a planished pewter mantel clock with paper
dial and Arabic numerals, the larger 27cm long.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
940. The Kirriemuir edition of the works of
J.M. Barrie, twelve volumes of the works of Barrie
together with another volume of Barrie’s work (13),
25cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
941. Large collection of 19th and early 20th
century documents, including hand written
manuscript leaves, lawyers documents, wills, deeds,
and others, the largest 36cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
942. Framed Welsh Regimental Crest.
£20-50 (+24%BP*)
943. A collection of early & mid 20th
century Scraps / Patches, including images
of childrens cartoon figures, flowers, birds,
animals etc inside a vintage biscuit tin, the tin
23cm wide. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
944. Comitti of London, a brass cased carriage
clock. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

933. Late 19th/ early 20th century mahogany
writing slope, the interior with red tooled leather
slope, 40cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)

945. Group of carved onyx items, including a
carved horse figure in the Chinese Tang Dynasty style,
together with two mortars and pestles, the largest
24cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)

934. Pair of early 20th century French gilt metal
and onyx candelabra, with one central stem and four
radiating branches with pierced fine scroll-work on an
onyx column mounted on an onyx square stepped base
with paw feet, each 51cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)

946. Group of animal figures, to include several
carved hardwood figures of an elephant, a lion, and
others, a Murano style glass cat ornament together
with a Murano kitten ornament, the largest 12cm high.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
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947. Modern Tiffany style lamp and shade, the
shade with designs of roses and butterflies, the
lamp with details of water lilies, together with a
similar Tiffany style ceiling light fitting in the design
of orange flowers with ceiling mount, the lamp
48cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
948. Pair of vintage binoculars, signed
‘Pathéscope’, 20x50 lightweight custom model
together with original carry case, the case 23cm long.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
949. Great War for Civilisation 1914-1919
Medal, inscribed to Pte. D. Mackintosh RAMC.
£10-30 (+24%BP*)
950. Antique horn beaker of tapered cylindrical
form. £10-30 (+24%BP*)
951. Illona Morrice (Danish b 1954)
Abstract Head with Bird
terracotta
49cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
952. Sir Henry Raeburn by Sir Walter Armstrong
bound book published by William Heinemann
dated 1901, bound in red canvas containing
many lithographs of Raeburn’s work, 40cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
953. Two late 20th century sculptures, including
a clay figure of a reclining woman signed ‘AMG’,
together with a cast resin figure seated in a shroud
mounted on top of a rectangular limestone base, the
larger 36cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
954. Illona Morrice (Danish b 1954)
Abstract Bust terracotta, signed to base
37cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
955. Golfing interest: a set of four 18 hole Open
flags, including the 117th, 118th, 119th and 120th
Open, several with manufacturer’s label from
‘Ransomes’ of Scotland, together inside a wooden
presentation box, the box measuring 42cm long.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
956. A late 19th / early 20th century brass oil
lamp, with a wide glass shade with diamond design
and glass flume together with an early 20th century
Austrian ivory blush vase, the long necked baluster
vase with a scene of a sparrow in a flowering
branch together with a relief figure of a mermaid
on the neck of the vase (damages), the largest
56cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
957. A 1960s doll’s house, together with an
assortment of doll’s furniture and accessories, the
doll’s house 71cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)

958. Late 19th/ early 20th century oak
decanter box made by ‘Army and Navy’, fitted with
two square cut crystal decanters with a Bramah lock,
25cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
959. Early 20th century mahogany collectors
cabinet, with two front doors opening to reveal a
series of double and single pull-out drawers with
turned ivory handles, on four bracket feet with
original key, 36cm high. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
960. Group of Chinese carved soapstone items,
including vases, trays and ornamental carvings,
including a large pink example carved with a scene
of barges on a river, several examples of vases
surrounded by animals or flowers, together with two
dishes, the largest 30cm long. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
961. An oak pail/ bucket, of oak staves bound by
four iron bands with a single oak handle to the top,
50cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
962. Late 19th/ early 20th century pierced brass
fender, with pierced waving border together with 20th
century folding brass and mesh three-part fire screen,
the fender 124cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
963. Late 19th/ early 20th century burr
walnut writing slope, the interior with gilt tooled
black leather slope and ebonised interior with
inkwell, the top with brass cartouche, 31cm long.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
964. An early 20th century brass oil lamp,
converted to electric fitting with an oval cream shade,
51cm high together with a brass lantern light fitting,
the lantern of rectangular form with four plates of
glass. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
965. Gilt metal mounted ladies purse with
embroidered and sequin detail. £10-30 (+24%BP*)
966. A 20th century grey silk top hat, by R W
Forsyth LTD, Edinburgh & Glasgow, inside original
card box with original paper labels, 6 & 3/4 inches
inside, the box 36cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
967. A 19th century mahogany and rosewood
cross-banded tea caddy, with two tea compartments
and a glass mixing bowl to the interior, together with
an early 20th century tin lined satinwood box with
domed lid and a mahogany single handled tray, largest
32cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
968. Two Australian Aboriginal bark paintings,
and two didgeridoos, 20th century, one bark
painting of two lizards the other of fish in a river, the
didgeridoos with figures of lizards and snakes, reputed
to be from the Northern Territory Arnhem Land and
purchased by the vendor’s family in the 1960s, the
longest 90cm long. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
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969. 20th century enamelled metal patio heater,
with pierced openings to the top and body, marked
with an Art Nouveau style plaque saying ‘Astral’ with
a swing carry handle, 68cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
970. Large Indian embroidered wool wall hanging,
the central scene of figures in a garden with a floral
border. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
971. Early 20th century copper hunting horn,
stamped ‘Percival, St. James Street, London, together
with a copper half pint measure, a Claude Lorrain
reverse painted glass plate in frame, together with two
framed prints of 19th century coach scenes, the largest
41cm long. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
972. Late 19th/ early 20th century copper handled
set of fire irons, together with a brass fluted curtain
rod with pineapple finials, the curtain rod 168cm long.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
973. L’Epee, Saint-Suzanne, France, a brass
cased repeating carriage clock with alarm.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
974. Vintage Tonka toy digger, with army
presentation inscription to the base dated 1971,
31cm long. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
975. Vintage Singer sewing machine in a
wooden box, the sewing machine black enamel with
gilt detailing reference number ‘Y8531646’, together
with pedal, the case 44cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
976. A late 19th/ early 20th century clear and
frosted glass hanging light shade, with black
painted metal fleur-de-lys mount, 36cm high.
£30-70 (+24%BP*)
977. Pair of early 20th century copper lanterns,
formed of a frosted glass globe with swag detailing
supported by four scrolling arms, each 62cm high.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
978. An Art Deco period planished brass fuel
bin, of hexagonal form with swing handle featuring
a hexagonal wooden handle and matching shovel
mounted to the rear, 40cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
979. Two brass fenders, both of ball and rail design,
one extendable, each 136cm long. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
980. A 20th century traditional Scandinavian
folk-dress costume, including a blue wool felt dress
with red velvet details, a crotchet lace linen white
shirt, a pair of red dyed woven straw shoes and others.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
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981. A large 20th century embroidered and
beaded wall hanging, probably Thai, depicting a
procession of figures on elephants richly embroidered
with sequins, metallic thread, mirrored beads and
some areas with padding to raise them in relief,
approximately 150cm wide. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
982. Late 19th century burr walnut and mother of
pearl inlaid lady’s travelling vanity set, to include
silver plate covered boxes and jar to a fitted interior,
together with a lower pop-out drawer, 31cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
983. Set of early 20th century brass postal scales,
together with a 20th century set of architect’s
instruments, and a group of 20th century rules/ rulers/,
the largest 31cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
984. Pair of early 20th century yellow and white
metal novelty cigar lighters in the form of street
lamps. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
985. Chinese cork scene of pine tree, pavilion and
cranes, under glass dome together with a Chinese red
stained coral figure of a fisherman. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
986. Vintage leather cased daguerreotype,
depicting half-length portrait of an elderly lady
together with another smaller depicting half-length
portrait of a girl, cover missing. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
987. Group of mixed collectibles, to include two
silver plated cigarette cases, an engraved early 19th
century mother of pearl handled knife, together with
two Scottish interest plaques and a ‘Bartholomew’s’
map of ‘Scotland of Old’, the largest 26cm long.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
988. Late 19th/ early 20th century brass mounted
black leather document/ dispatch box, the top
with ‘M’ monogram initial, the interior with a fitted
tray with pen try and inkwell revealing a single
compartment, signed ‘Finnigans, 18 New Bond
Street’. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
989. Late 19th/ early 20th century French oval
four-glass brass clock, the oval case with four
bevelled glass panels and an oval plinth base, the
white enamel dial with Roman numerals, the twin
train brass movement with borcot escapement,
chiming the full and half hours on a bell, with
pendulum and winder, 31cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
990. Gilt metal and crystal chandelier, with three
scrolling arms supporting crystal drip pans and crystal
drops, with centre ceiling attachment and chain,
43cm wide. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
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991. Two early 20th century mantel clocks,
including a mahogany example of rectangular
form with metal swag mounts and a serpentine oak
example both with silver dials, the largest 35cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
992. Pair of early 20th century cold painted bronze
style bookends, with figures of black and white
terriers mounted on green dyed hardstone bookends,
together with another pair of bookends featuring
ceramic figures of young girls on oak bookends, the
larger 18cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
993. Late 19th/ early 20th century mahogany box
containing an artist’s paint set, the lid with red silk
interior and label for Edinburgh, containing selection
of oil paints and a glazed ceramic watercolour mixing
palette, together with an early 20th century small
leather cased picnic set including plates, cups and
other accessories, the leather carry case with lock and
carry handle, the larger 29cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
994. Late 19th century daguerreotype photograph,
inside a pressed papier maché frame, together with
two late 19th century Carte de Visite photographs
inside pressed gilt metal frames, together with an early
20th century Kodak vest pocket autographic camera,
and a group of six late 19th/ early 20th century family
photograph albums including holiday photographs and
portraits. £80-100 (+24%BP*)
995. Group of mixed collectibles, including a
pair of early 20th century folding spectacles, an
early 20th century calendar advertising tin, a set of
turned ebony and boxwood draughts, an early 20th
century boxed Mah Jongg set, a brass cigarette case,
etc. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
996. A group of Boys Brigade and Cadets related
memorabilia, including badges, caps, literature,
photographs and local interest of Perthshire Brigades,
together with a framed photograph etc, the largest
33cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
997. Two pairs of mahogany candlesticks, including
a pair with a twist stem and a turned pair, together
with a pair of brass candlesticks and two table lamp
bases and a late 19th century oil lamp, the largest
64cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
998. Five vintage suitcases, including a large early
20th century hat box, three leather suitcases and a
large black enamel metal trunk. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
999. Three 20th century vintage radios, including a
Cameo, Bakelite and a Pye wooden wireless together
with a 1960s cream plastic Bush Radio, the largest
44cm long. £50-80 (+24%BP*)

1000.
Early 20th century German Vienna
regulator wall clock made by Gustav Becker, the
stained walnut case with two turned column supports
to either side and a rectangular pediment top, the
cream enamel dial with black Roman numerals and
subsidiary seconds dial, stamped with an anchor and
a duke’s coronet, and the letters ‘GB’, the twin train
weight driven movement with pendulum striking on a
chime, 102cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1001.
An late 19th / early 20th century black
enamelled document box, the front painted with
“The Trustees of the Late James Baxter Esq”, the
interior of the lid with retailer “CH Griffiths & Sons
Manufacturers, 43 Canon Street, London” with
original key, 41cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1002.
A bottle of Famous Grouse Scotch
whisky 70cl, together with two bottles of red wine.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
1003.
Two early 20th century wooden boxes,
including a sewing box and a work box with fitted
interior and shield motif to the lid, the largest
30.5cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1004.
A group of fishing interest items,
including several reels and box of flies, the largest
10cm diameter. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1005.
Group of three late 19th/ early 20th
century curling stones, including two small examples
with wrought iron handles and a round granite
example with a brass handle, together with a large
granite boulder with a wrought iron loop (probably a
weight), the largest 32cm long. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
1006.
A 19th century mahogany barometer,
large central dial with thermometer and levelling
subsidiary dials, 108cm long. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
1007.
Early 20th century Scottish mahogany
and marquetry mantel clock, the case of arched
form with column details, the front with marquetry
inlaid frieze, the silvered dials with black Roman
numerals, signed ‘Brook and Son, Edinburgh’,
the twin train brass movement striking on a gong,
34cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
1008.
Three pieces of Picquot ware, to include
a tea pot, hot water jug and a sugar bowl in stainless
steel with stained wooden handles, the largest
19cm high. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1009.
Three vintage leather cased Meerschaum
pipes, comprising one with egg-shaped bowl
supported by a four clawed foot with amber type
mouthpiece, another with bowl supported by an open
hand and another with bowl decorated with horse.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
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1010.
Group of mixed collectibles, to include
a Mauchline ware ‘Edinburgh from Calton Hill’
castle-shaped money box, a group of Limoges
patch boxes, Edwardian silver mounted granite
pebble, two provincial wooden and bone ladles, a
brass ocular arm together with a set of brass weighing
scales, etc, the scales 21cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1011.
Group of nine assorted table lamps,
including a pair of gilt gesso examples in the manner
of cathedral candlesticks, three other gilt examples
and four assorted ceramic and glass examples,
including assorted shades, the largest 70cm high
including fitting. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1012.
Two South East Asian carved teak figures
of stylised African women, similar to the manner
of Hagenauer, one on a rectangular plinth base
with scrolling foliate border, the larger 37cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1013.
Chinese carved dark wood figural table
lamp, in the form of an elderly monk/ traveller with
a staff, with electrical fitting to the top, 50cm high
including fitting. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1014.
Alaskan carved stone figure of a sea
eagle. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
1015.
Early 20th century leather-bound Mah
Jongg set, with Bakelite playing pieces, the case
35cm long. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1016.
Pair of early 20th century unusual tan
leather and ocelot fur gloves, the ocelot fur covering
the back of the gloves and the sleeve with a flared
design. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1017.
V. Day, a decorative portrait miniature,
depicting an 18th century lady holding a bouquet
of flowers, together with small oval watercolour of
summer flowers in painted and gilt wood frame with
ribbon tied surmount (2). £20-50 (+24%BP*)
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1018.
A 20th century black silk top hat, by
Henry Heath Ltd, London, the cream silk lining with
gilt initials ‘SM’ to the top, 6 1/4 inches, inside a tan
leather hat box with maroon velvet interior, the box
earlier, the box 34cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1019.
Three lengths of Victorian lace, all with
floral designs, together with a later piece of 20th
century lace, the largest 160cm. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1020.
E. W. Wyon after Sir T. Lawrence, a
composite circular relief plaque, inscribed to the
edge and dated 1st June 1848, 17.5cm diameter.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
1021.
Late 20th century Jaques of London
croquet set, with four mallets, balls and accessories
inside a fitted wood and canvas box, the box
107cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1022.
Modern patinated bronze style figure of
two lovers, 24cm high. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1023.
Late 19th/ early 20th century family
devotional bible, published by the ‘London Printing
and Publishing Company Limited’, with embossed
and gilt tooled leather bindings, 36cm long.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
1024.
Three late 19th/ early 20th century
wooden boxes, including a burr walnut and marquetry
inlaid writing slope, a brass inlaid teak writing
slope and a marquetry sewing/ work box, the largest
30cm wide. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1025.
An early 20th century mahogany inlaid
mantle clock, incorporating a late 19th century
French movement, converted to a platform lever
escapement, together with a late 19th century
continental wall clock, the glazed front door
decorated with gilt scene of stalks and frog, the larger
56cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
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1026.
Early 20th century hand coloured print
of a Monk in a planished pewter frame, together
with a 19th century watercolour copy of an etching of
the ship ‘The Giraffe’, a long presentation inscription
to the back of the frame, together with four prints
of ‘The Ascent of Mont Blanc’ (6), the largest
37cm long.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
1027.
Gregory Moore
(Contemporary British school)
Passage, Edinburgh
pastel on paper, signed in chalk lower right
37cm x 27.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Note: Gregory Moore is a Northern Ireland artist
mainly working in pastels, living in Ballymena. He is
a member of The Ulster Watercolour Society, The Arts
Society of Ulster and The Pastel Society of Ireland
and is an art tutor at Northern Regional College.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1028.
A group of five framed decorative prints,
including two signed limited edition prints by Hamish
Macdonald DA PAI (Scottish 1935-2008), including a
loch scene titled indistinctly numbered ‘185/500’ and
‘Ayrshire Coastline’ numbered ‘361/500’, each titled
and signed in pencil to the lower margins, together
with two prints of street scenes after S F Howells and
a signed limited edition print by Leon Morrocco RSA
RGI (Scottish b. 1942) titled ‘Looking out to Sea’ and
numbered ‘156/500’, signed in pencil to the lower
margin, largest 59cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1029.
A group of four framed decorative
pictures, including a 20th century watercolour of
a scene from African Tribal history titled ‘Lozi’ by
P.S.Kansenya, a print of a Caribbean street scene by
Pamela, a chalk pastel of a Caribbean street seller
and a Spy style caricature in chalk pastel of a dapper
gentleman, signed ‘Jory, ‘54, VIII, Lujaka’, the largest
79cm wide.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1030.
A C Ballaro
(Early 20th century British School)
Poplar trees by a lake
watercolour on paper, signed and dated ‘1903’
34.5cm x 49.5cm
gilt mounted, framed and under glass.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)

1031.
P Kuzmanoski
(20th century Russian school)
Still life of apples
oil on canvas, signed in cyrillic lower right
44cm x 54cm
framed.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1032.
A group of five late 19th / early 20th
century gilt framed decorative prints / etchings,
including a print of ‘The Guidecca, Venice by
Turner, together with a mezzotint titled ‘The Lords
John and Bernard Stuart after Van Dyck’ by John
Cother Webb, signed in pencil to lower margin, label
verso ‘The Museum Galleries, 26 Museum Street,
London’, another two prints of floral still lifes in
earlier frames and a fine 19th century gilt gesso
frame inside a glazed frame mount with leather easel
back, later fitted with a print on board of the Nativity,
the largest 97cm.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
1033.
Three framed decorative maps and
prints, including hand coloured 17th century
engraved map of Scotland, a framed 18th century
French engraving of the village of Brechin and a set of
hand coloured Victorian playing cards, with the four
face cards of each suite depicting figures in historical
dress, the largest 55cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1034.
A lithograph after L S Lowry,
A Street Scene with figures, mounted and framed,
52cm high x 68cm wide.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
1035.
Albany E Howarth (British 1872-1936)
A French cathedral door
etching on paper, signed in pencil lower right margin
55cm x 34cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1036.
Brian Keany RSW (Scottish 1945-2007)
‘Still Life’, composition of ceramics on shelves
mixed media on board, signed ‘Brian Keany’
lower right
118cm x 87.5cm
framed and under glass
Artist’s label verso, written in ink in his own hand.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
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1037.
Terence Quinn (Contemporary British)
Still life with Brasso and tools
mixed media on board, signed lower right ‘Quinn’
45cm X 49cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1038.
Robert Buchan Nisbet
(Scottish 1857-1942)
Seascape with breaking waves
oil on canvas laid on panel, signed ‘R.B.N’ lower left
15cm x 21.5cm
framed.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1039.
Lin Pattullo (Scottish b. 1949)
‘Contemplation’
oil on canvas, signed lower right ‘LPattullo’
13cm x 13cm
framed and under glass
Label verso: The Jerdan Gallery, Crail, Fife.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
1040.
Katy Spong (Ugandan / Scottish b. 1971)
‘Across Loch Ruthven to Stratherrick’
oil on canvas laid on board, signed lower right ‘KS’
20cm x 20cm
framed
Label verso: The Jerdan Gallery, Crail, Fife.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1041.
L Mcneil Shanks
(Late 19th century Scottish School)
‘Study of Sky from Nature, 29.4.1889’
watercolour on paper, unsigned
18cm x 25.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Label verso: St. Andrews Fine Art, St. Andrews, Fife.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1042.
After Eric Gill (British 1882-1940)
‘Gordian G’
etching on paper, numbered ‘20/50’ to lower left and
initialled ‘EG’ lower right in pencil
22cm x 16.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1043.
Frank White (Modern Scottish School)
‘Landscape, East Lothian’
watercolour on paper, signed and dated lower right
‘Frank White 1972’
24.5cm x 37cm
mounted, framed and under glass;
together with a piece by the same hand
‘St George’s Church, From Ainslie Place’
ink and pencil on paper, signed and dated lower right
‘Frank White ‘77’
22.5cm x 17.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass (2).
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
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1044.
George Mackie (Modern Scottish School)
‘St Monans’
watercolour, ink and chalk on paper, signed in
ink, titled and dated in pencil ‘G Mackie, 1974,
St Monans)
27cm x 34cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1045.
Elizabeth B Macmillan
(Contemporary Scottish School)
‘Volterra, Tuscany’
oil on board, signed lower light ‘E.B.MacMillan’
34.5cm x 24cm
framed and under glass
Label verso: The Jerdan Gallery, Crail, Fife.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1046.
Thora Clyne (Scottish b. 1937)
‘Spanish Farm’
oil and impasto on canvas, signed and dated lower
right ‘T. Clyne ‘71’
38.5cm x 49cm
framed.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1047.
Jonathan Hood (Scottish b. 1957)
‘Guitar’
mixed media on board, signed and dated lower right
‘Hood ‘93’
36cm x 36cm
framed, the frame painted and forming part of the
artwork.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1048.
Alfons B Jasinski RSW (Scottish b. 1945)
‘Power Lines’
watercolour and gouache on paper, unsigned
34cm x 23.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Note: The artist’s work features in known collections
including: The Scottish Arts Council, Edinburgh
Schools Picture Collection, Aberdeen City Art Gallery,
The Duke of Devonshire, Pictures in Hospitals,
St Andrews University Halls, Edinburgh Council.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1049.
Susan McGowan
(Contemporary Scottish School)
Beach scene, Scottish Islands
mixed media on card, unsigned
41cm x 53.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
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1050.
Ruth Stiven (Scottish b. 1953)
‘Still Life’, composition with shelves and toys
gouache on paper, signed and dated to lower right
‘Ruth Stiven ‘81’
12.5cm x 19cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1051.
Alison M Mckenzie (British 1907-1982)
‘The Road to Sorrento’
woodcut on paper, signed, titled and numbered 22/35
in pencil to lower margin
25.5cm x 18cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Note: The artist studied with Iain MacNab
(1890-1967) at the Grosvenor School of Modern Art.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1052.
Peter Bourne RSW (Scottish b. 1931)
‘Eggshells’
watercolour and gouache on paper, signed and dated
to lower right ‘Bourn ‘80’
17cm x 22.5cm
framed and under glass.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1053.
Geoffrey Roper (British b. 1942)
‘Malta Harbour’
mixed media on paper, initialled lower right ‘GR’
18cm x 19.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Note: Born in Nottingham in 1942, Roper studied
at Nottingham College of Art. He then attended
Edinburgh College of Art as an Andrew Grant Scholar
(1960-1962) where he was awarded a Diploma in
Drawing & Painting.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1054.
Pat Holland
(Contemporary Scottish School)
‘Wet Sand II’
oil on board, signed ‘Holland’
18.5cm x 29cm
framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1055.
John Terris RSW RI (Scottish 1865-1914)
Boats at Low Tide & Sweethearts
each watercolour on paper, unsigned
44cm x 29.5cm & 42.5cm x 29.5cm respectively
each mounted, framed and under glass
each Label verso: Tillywhally Gallery, Kinross,
Fife (2).
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1056.
Two framed paintings by Susan
McGowan (Contemporary Scottish School),
including a watercolour titled ‘Ben Lomond from
Loch Ard’ dated 1998, together with an oil on board
abstract of trees, signed, the larger 64cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)

1057.
Three decorative framed portraits,
including a chalk on paper of a bust of Sir D’Arcy
Thompson, signed indistinctly ‘H. G. Jacobs’?,
together with chalk and pastel on paper portrait of
Tom Jessiman signed Irene Duncan and a small
painted portrait of a late 19th century woman, likely
an overpainted sketch from a photograph, the largest
69cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1058.
Two framed decorative Scottish
Contemporary School paintings, including an oil on
board still life of a teapot by Angela Martin, signed
with initials lower right, together with an oil on board
of a scene of a masonry wall by Margaret McIntyre
titled ‘House for Sale, Burano’, signed and dated ‘87
lower right, the larger 70cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1059.
Two framed decorative paintings,
including a watercolour scene of a winter village by
Vladimir Zolotov, signed in pencil lower left, together
with a watercolour of Venice by Servio de Bello,
signed lower right, the larger 57cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1060.
A group of five framed early 20th century
British School decorative paintings, including
a two watercolour landscapes by J K Maxton, a
watercolour of ‘Belhaven Sands, Dunbar’ by John
Blair, a watercolour of fishing boats off the South
Coast by S McKinley and a pastel still life of a vase
and oranges by Patricia Lorimer, signed ‘P Lorimer’
and dated 1911, the largest 52cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1061.
Three framed decorative paintings,
including a mixed media on board scene of tree
titled ‘Autumn Sunlight’, signed Adam Martin and
dated ‘91, together with an oil on board by Susana
Takigusha, titled ‘Reflections of Houses on a Canal,
signed with initials lower right and a mixed media on
board of an abstract landscape by Nicola Wheal titled
‘Memories of Greys’, the largest 45cm long.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1062.
A group of five framed Contemporary
Scottish School decorative paintings, including a
mixed media abstract titled ‘Hedgerow’ by A Dennis,
signed, together with two watercolours by John
Mitchell titled ‘Edge of the Wood’ and ‘Jigsaw’, each
signed and dated 1972 & 1970, a watercolour of a
winter farmyard titled ‘ Sheds, Easter Strathkines
Farm’ by John C Johnson, signed lower right and
a watercolour titled ‘Fountain in Palazzo Vecchio’
by Hilary A Fisher, dated August ‘86, the largest
42cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
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1063.
A group of five framed decorative
pictures, including a pair of three framed Highlander
prints, a small still life on board signed ‘Louaoui’,
a mixed media collage on board by ‘I Melai’ and an
embroidered panel with scrolling foliate design and
birds, largest 76cm wide.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
1064.
T J MacLeod
(Contemporary Scottish School)
Boats at anchor, Evening
oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘92’ lower right
50cm x 90cm
framed
Label verso: The Now and Then Gallery, Perth.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
1065.
Robin Reckitt (Modern British School)
A covet of grouse over a riverbank
chalk and pastel on paper, signed and dated 1982
lower right
53cm x 73cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1066.
Suzanne Beadle
(Modern Caribbean School)
Hibiscus and another Study of Hibiscus and other
Tropical flowers
oil on canvas, unsigned and oil on board, unsigned
respectively
52cm x 45cm and 49cm x 39cm respectively
each framed and under glass
Label verso: Title, artists name, Jamacia and
date 1968.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1067.
Mary Johnstone (Scottish 1918-1988)
‘Butterflies’ and ‘Three Butterflies’
each ink on paper, one highlighted in watercolour
38.5cm x 23cm and 24cm x 9cm respectively
each mounted, framed and under glass
Labels verso: Mainhill Gallery, Ancrum, Jedburgh.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1068.
Thomas Paterson
(Early 20th century British School)
A beachscape
watercolour on paper, signed ‘T Paterson’ lower left
26cm x 35.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1069.
George Taylor
(Early 20th century British School)
Quiet Pastures
watercolour on paper, signed ‘GTaylor’ lower left
33.5cm x 27.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
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1070.
Three framed decorative paintings,
including an oil on canvas of a garden scene signed
indistinctly ‘Norman Aleford, ‘80’?, together with
a small oil on panel of a scene with trees, signed
‘NCBlack’? and a watercolour and gouache of
breaking waves with seagulls, signed ‘Rundall’,
the largest 59cm wide.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1071.
Laura Blackwood
(Contemporary British School)
Winter Track, October (Harebell & Scablous) and Still
life with Crocus & Grapes
each watercolour, gouache and ink on paper, each
signed or initialled ‘LCMB’
20.5cm x 13.5cm, 19cm x 15.5cm and
23cm x 17cm respectively
each mounted, framed and under glass.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
1072.
Suzanne Beadle
(Modern Caribbean School)
Three Studies of Tropical flowers
all watercolour, gouache and ink on paper, all signed,
two dated ‘67 and ‘68
the largest 52cm x 42cm
each mounted, framed and under glass.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1073.
A group of four framed decorative
pictures, including two watercolour still lifes by
Gillian Robb (Contemporary Scottish School), titled
‘Blue & White China’ and ‘Still Life with Tulip’, both
dated 1987, both with label verso for Flying Colours
Gallery, 35 William Street, Edinburgh, together with
to watercolour sketches of beach going figures by
the same hand, one signed indistinctly, the largest
51cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1074.
Three framed decorative framed
watercolours, including an oval floral study of
‘Cyclamen’ by Alison Wood, signed and dated
‘90, label verso for the Mainhill Gallery, Ancrum,
Jedburgh, together with a scene of a pianist in a
Mediterranean landscape by Laurent Hunzinger,
signed and dated 1982 in pencil to the margin, label
verso for The Flying Colours Gallery, 35 William
Street, Edinburgh and a small watercolour of a winter
landscape, unsigned, largest 43cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1075.
Group of assorted pictures and prints,
including a 1960s diorama animal scene Heather v.
Mayhew, an Aboriginal bush painting by Sue Nagel,
together with an equestrian print, Victorian fashion
plates, etc. The largest 126cm high.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
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1076.
Dion Pearson (Modern British School)
Clipper under full sail
oil on canvas, signed lower left
70cm x 90cm
framed.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1077.
J Renshaw (19th century British School)
A pair of pastoral landscapes
watercolour on paper, signed
12cm x 19.5cm
each mounted, framed and under glass.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1078.
George ‘Taffy’ Davidson (Scottish
1896-1976)
Sketch of a landscape with clouds
oil on panel, unsigned
19.5cm x 33.5cm
framed.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1079.
George Barbier (French 1882-1932)
Three Art Deco Illustrations, including ‘Venez donc,
ma bonne ami! (Ecosse XIX Siecle)’
each colour lithograph on paper, dated 1920, 1921 &
1922
the largest 20cm x 13.5cm
each mounted, framed and under glass.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1080.
20th century Scottish School
A caricature of St Andrews golfers circa 1800
watercolour on paper, signed ‘Y Walb?’ lower left
31cm x 45cm
mounted.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
1081.
Ernest Thomson
(Early 20th century British School)
Meadow with trees beyond
watercolour and pencil on paper, signed and dated
1911 lower right
21.5cm x 29cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1082.
P J Smit
(Late 19th century British School)
An en grisaille sketch of a Ganges River Dolphin
(Plantanista Gangetica)
pencil and gouache on paper, signed lower right
8cm x 13cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1083.
Two 17th century hand coloured maps of
Saxony and Bohemia, each a leaf from a book with
printed Latin text to the reverse, mounted in double
glazed frames, the larger 72cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)

1084.
A 17th century hand coloured engraved
map of Scotland, by Gulé Hole, Scotia regnum,
[1610 or later], with strapwork cartouche and large
compass rose, 26.5cm x 31.5cm.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1085.
J Beekhout (20th Century Dutch School)
Old Delft
oil on panel, signed
18cm x 13cm
framed.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
1086.
Arthur Harris
(Late 19th / early 20th century British School)
A pair of Scottish Views of Lochs and Rivers
watercolour on paper, each signed and dated 1917
each 42cm x 62cm
framed and under glass.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1087.
A group of four early 20th century
landscape paintings, including two watercolours
of a cottages, an oil on canvas or a churchyard and a
pastoral scene of cattle next to a river signed E.K.K
dated 1904, all in gilt frames, the largest 61cm long.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1088.
A group of four framed decorative
pictures, including a watercolour of a whitewashed
cottage by William Proudfoot (English 1822-1901),
signed ‘W. Proudfoot’ and dated 1890, together with
an early 20th century British school watercolour of a
farmyard through trees, signed with initials ‘J. H. C.’,
a small watercolour of a loch signed M W Simpson,
titled ‘Loch Striven’ and dated ‘42 in pencil to mount
and a hand coloured 18th century engraving of Perth,
‘titled ‘View of Perth, the capital of Perthshire’
published by Alexander Hogg at the Kings Arms
No.16 Paternoster Row, the largest 57cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1089.
A large late 20th century decorative oil
painting, probably Continental, a beach scene with
boat and lighthouse, oil on canvas signed ‘Engel?’,
90cm wide.
£10-20 (+24%BP*)
1090.
J Kimmo (19th century Scottish School)
Old Candlemaker Row
oil on canvas, signed
20.5cm x 15cm
framed.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1091.
Four French 17th century style ink
drawings on paper of coaches and carriages, some
with red seal marks, probably 20th century, together
with two French framed lithographs of street scenes,
the largest 33cm high.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
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1092.
Three framed early 20th century
etchings, including a Scottish street scene titled
‘Canongate Tolbooth, Edinburgh, Jon 1924’ signed
‘Rafon?’, a Continental street scene titled ‘Rue
du Cornet, Bruges’ by William D P Davies dated
1922, signed and titled in pencil and a Continental
city scene with dates 1914-1916, signed in pencil
‘T. F. Simion?’, the largest 49cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)

1099.
Two 18th / 19th century framed
decorative pictures, including a pencil sketch of a
greyhound’s head after Landseer, signed ‘Blanche
Forbes, March 5th 1886’, together with a hand
coloured fox hunting etching titled ‘The Death’,
published by F. D. Nodder, No.15 Brewer Street,
Golden Square, London, June 4th 1791, the larger
60cm wide.
£20-50 (+24%BP*)

1093.
William Peters Vannet
(Scottish 1917-1984)
No.2 Dishlandtown Street
etching on paper, signed ‘W.P.Vannet’ in pencil to
lower right margin
20cm x 27cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)

1100.
Nicholas Down
(Contemporary Ugandan / British School)
Translucent Moment
oil on gesso panel, signed lower right with signature
61cm x 61cm
unframed, mounted on a box frame.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)

1094.
A group of five landscape paintings,
including an oil on board of a church scene by
Neil Catchpole, a watercolour by the same hand, a
watercolour of Gullane beach signed ‘Moyes’ and two
20th century Scottish watercolours of a beach and a
river in matching frames, the largest 75cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1095.
A group of ten decorative pictures,
including a modern British School coloured etching
‘Circus’ by Martin Ware, a watercolour of a waterfall
by Leslie W Stuart dated ‘90, a signed Mary Armour
Fine Art Society print of pink flowers, a small oil on
board of a farmyard by David O. Stewart, a pencil
sketch of trees signed ‘Cadgar?’ and five other
examples, the largest 66cm high.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1096.
J C Bruce
(Late 19th century Scottish School)
A landed trout
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1896 lower left
29cm x 44.5cm
framed.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
1097.
Barbara Robertson (Scottish 1945-2018)
Cut Field
colour lithograph on paper, signed, titled and
numbered 8/20 in pencil to the lower margin
47cm x 64cm
mounted, framed and under glass
Artist studio label verso.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1098.
A 19th century colour lithograph
after Zoffany, titled ‘Colonel Mordaunt’s Cock
Match, published by ‘Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet
Street, London’, in an early 20th century frame,
78cm wide x 62cm high.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
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1101.
Two framed coloured etchings by Boris
O’Klien (French 1893-1985), from the ‘Dirty Dogs
of Paris’ series, titled ‘W.C Privé’ and ‘Sans Interdit’,
each signed and titled in pencil to the lower margin,
each 57cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1102.
Three framed decorative oil paintings,
including an oil on board scene of a Fife Coastal
village signed ‘F. Dunn’, a Continental oil on canvas
of a bridge over a canal signed ‘M. van Loocke’
and an oil on canvas of ‘Mudeford Quay’ by Robin
Davidson, signed lower left, the largest 76cm wide.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1103.
Three framed decorative pictures,
including a Victorian Scottish watercolour of a
farmyard signed A. M. Guild, titled ‘Near Blackford
Hill’ and dated 1874, together with a early 20th
century watercolour of a scene of out buildings,
signed John A S Duncan and a small coloured
engraving ships at anchor titled ‘Toulon’, the largest
57cm wide.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1104.
Scottish Contemporary School
Still life with garden house plants and plaster head
gouache on paper, signed ‘Fran Hoult?’ and dated ‘88
in pencil lower right
34.5cm x 45.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1105.
Tony Rome
(Contemporary Scottish school)
Paris Street Scene
chalk and pastel on paper, signed lower left
‘Tony Rome’
61cm x 83.5cm
mounted, framed and under glass.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)
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1106.
Henry Wilkinson (British 1921-2011)
A Labrador flighting a partridge and A Retriever with
a mallard
each colour etching on paper, each signed in pencil
to the lower margin and numbered ‘48/200’ and
‘110/150’ respectively
27.5cm x 36cm and 27cm x 32cm respectively
each mounted, framed and under glass.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
1107.
Puerto
(Contemporary Continental School)
Waves breaking by moonlight
oil on canvas, signed lower right
44.5cm x 54cm
framed.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1108.
Tricia Sutherland
(Contemporary British School)
Low Tide
oil on board, signed and titled verso
15cm x 17.5cm
framed.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1109.
M Rodd (Contemporary British School)
A beach landscape
acrylic on board, signed lower right
28.5cm x 39cm
framed.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)

BOXES
1110. Three boxes - 20th century comic books
including Marvel, King Comics, DC Comics and
others. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
1111. Box - leatherbound books to include the plays
of Shakespeare and Ordinance Gazeter, Scotland
together with other books. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1112. Box - mixed brass items including
candlesticks, Indian trays, serving trays
etc. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1113. Box - mixed glassware including
mainly green, purple and orange coloured
glass. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1114. Box - mixed ceramics and
glass. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1115. Box - mixed collectables including a 19th
century blue and white transfer printed advertising
tea caddy for Ringtons ltd Tea Merchants,
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, together with Chinese famille
rose items etc. £20-30 (+24%BP*)

1116. Two boxes - mixed ceramics and glass ware to
include blue and white transfer printed items, drinking
glasses etc. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1117. Two boxes - mixed plated items, to include
a champagne bucket, punch bowl, trays, tea wares
etc. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1118. Box - mixed collectibles including Hummel
figures etc. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1119. Four boxes - Royal Mail postcards and First
Day covers, all in date folders running from early
1980s - mid 2000s. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
1120.

Box - vintage linen. £10-20 (+24%BP*)

1121.

Box - mixed collectables. £10-20 (+24%BP*)

1122.
Box - Denby stoneware including a floral
dinner set. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1123.
Box - mixed plated items
including cased flatware, baskets and loose
flatware. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1124.
Box - mixed ceramics
including boxed Royal Grafton and various collectors
plates. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1125.
Two boxes - books to include Sir Winston
Churchill “History of the English Speaking Peoples”,
Royal interest and others. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1126.
Box - mixed ceramics to include
Maling. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1127.
Box - mixed ceramics and glass including
cut crystal tumblers and decanter. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1128.

Box - plated items. £10-20 (+24%BP*)

1129.
Box - mixed collectables including
Tri-ang power unit and some vintage
books. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1130.

Box - mixed plated items. £10-20 (+24%BP*)

1131.
Box - early 20th century and later
dolls, including porcelain head examples
(damages). £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1132.
Two boxes - late 19th / early 20th century
oil lamps and accessories including brass lamp bases,
brass fittings and a selection of glass shades and
flumes. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1133.
Box - cut crystal drinking
glasses. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1134.
Box - mixed plated items including a kettle,
stand and various boxed flatware. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
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1135.
Box - mixed early 20th century ceramics
including Maling, Carltonware and set of six
Carltonware Lady napkin rings. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1136.
Box - mixed ceramics to include Meissen
and Belleek items. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1137.
Box - Local interest Scottish Literature
including Perth history, Parish records and church
interest. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1138.
Box - mixed collectables including
miniature crested porcelain and selection of vintage
books. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1139.
Two boxes - mixed
ceramics. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1140.
Two boxes - mixed
ceramics. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1141.
Box - mixed ceramics to include floral tea
ware items, Port Merion and several hand painted
19th century tea cups and saucers. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1142.
Box - mixed tea ware ceramics including
several floral tea sets. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1143.
Box - plated items including large serving
trays, three branch candelabra, wine slides, boxed
flatware etc. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1144.
Box - mixed Asian ceramics to
include Yixing tea pot, a famille rose ginger jar
etc. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1145.
Box - vintage camera equipment and mixed
collectables. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1146.
Box - carved wooden items including an
Indian carved tray. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1147.
Box - mixed crystal and glass including
decanters and vases. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1148.
Box - mixed ceramics to include Chinese
famille rose. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1149.
Box - mixed collectables to include vintage
camera equipment. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1150.
Two boxes - Plated
items. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1151.

Box - Vintage linen. £10-20 (+24%BP*)

1152.
Box - mixed ceramics and crystal to include
decanters, Alice in Wonderland theme character jugs
and Art Deco Honiton vases. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
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CARPETS & RUGS
1153.
Group of three rugs, to include a madder
ground tekke rug, the rectangular field with three
rows of eleven octagonal shaped gulls within stylised
borders, 160cm x 98cm, together with a madder
ground Persian rug, the rectangular field centred
with three large lozenge-shaped medallions within
repeating border of hooked boteh, 200 x 125cm,
together with an off-white Persian rug, the rectangular
field centred with five rows of stylised flower heads
within a blue ground border of repeating floral
palmettes, 205cm x 125cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
1154.
Persian prayer mat, the madder ground
with mihrab shaped panel enclosing stylised flowers
within multiple borders of stylised foliate design,
102cm x 53cm. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
1155.
A group of four Chinese carpets, to
include a black ground runner centred with three oval
shaped foliate medallions within a red ground border
of stylised flowers and foliage, 370cm x 91cm, a pink
ground rectangular shaped run with stylised flowers
and foliage, 141cm x 62cm, a green ground rug with
stylised flowers and foliage, 240cm x 150cm, and
a smaller yellow ground oval shaped rug or similar
design, 213cm x 110cm. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
1156.
A machine made Keshan wool carpet,
the madder ground with all over foliate design
within a blue ground border, 300cm x 201cm.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
1157.
A blue ground Persian rug, the rectangular
field centred with two rows of octagonal-shaped
medallions within a border of stylised flower
heads, 182cm x 120cm, together with tekke type
madder ground rug, 214cm x 100cm, and beige
ground rug with blue floral border 169cm x 77cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
1158.
A 20th century Chinese carpet, the
cream field with floral design in pinks, beiges and
greens surrounded by a red border, 295cm x 185cm.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

FURNITURE
1159.
A 20th century gilt wood upholstered
wing back armchair, in Louis XVI style, upholstered
damask style fabric, 115cm high. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
1160.
Pair of 19th century carver mahogany
dining chairs, with straight wide back rails and a
carved centre splat, with a pair of scrolling arms
on turned and carved front legs, each 88cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
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1161.
Six Ercol chairs, four in the style
with straight back rails and three straight splats,
the other two in the classic rail Windsor style.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1162.
Late 19th century carved walnut
armchair, with balloon shaped studded button
back, scrolling arms and legs on four white ceramic
casters, upholstered in beige velvet, 94cm high.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
1163.
A 20th century beech Windsor style
rocking chair, with pierced vase-shaped centre
back splat, curved arms supported on turned rails,
114cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
1164.
An early 20th century mahogany library
table, the top with tooled red leather skiver, with
two frieze drawers to the front with reeded detail,
supported on four turned supports united by an
H=shaped stretcher, 106cm long. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
1165.
Early 20th century mahogany table
mirror, the mirror of oval form with long slender
supports above a serpentine fronted rectangular base
with three short drawers, together with an early 20th
century mahogany pier mirror, the top with arched
detail, the larger 141cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1166.
Chinese carved dark wood low coffee
table, rectangular form with tapered scroll legs,
together with a carved Chinese dark wood occasional
table of rectangular form with carved frieze on long
square tapered supports. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1167.
A 20th century Louis XVI salon suite,
comprising two sofas and two armchairs with carved
acanthus detailing to the arms and upholstered in
gold brocade style fabric, each sofa 124cm wide.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
1168.
Large mahogany extending dining
table, the rectangular top with rounded corners
with one extending leaf on four carved cabriole
legs with acanthus and C-scroll decoration on
ball and claw feet with casters, 192cm long fully
extended x 121cm wide. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
1169.
An early 20th century Art Nouveau
mahogany double bed frame in the manner of
Wylie & Lochhead, comprising head board and foot
board, the head board with five walnut panels the
centre panel inlaid with marquetry roundel, the head
board 144cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
1170.
A 20th century South Asian carved fire
screen, the central panel with a figure of a dragon
with a carved and pierced dragon pediment, together
with a Chinese dark wood carved lamp base also
in the form of a dragon, the screen 92cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)

1171.
Edwardian upholstered ebonised salon
chair, the back with carved foliate rail and upholstered
button back, the round seat also upholstered in pink
velvet on four turned legs with white ceramic casters,
together with a 20th century mahogany folding cake
stand, the three tiers with pie-crust rim, the chair
76cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1172.
Early 20th century burr walnut demilune
sideboard, a central astragal glazed door flanked by
two cupboards, 132cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
1173.
Early 20th century brass standard lamp,
with three curved scrolling supports in the manner
of Benson, the top with original brass oil reservoir,
the fitting now converted for electricity, 183cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
1174.
French 20th century gilt metal mounted
oak gueridon/ occasional table, with onyx top with
pierced gallery over a gilt metal mounted frieze on
four tapered fluted columns, united by a concave
four-sided stretcher with a gilt metal mounted central
finial on four sweeping legs. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
1175.
A 19th century carved rosewood piano
stool of X-frame form, carved in relief with C-scroll
decoration, the seat with needlework panel top,
52cm long. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
1176.
An early 20th century mahogany and
marquetry inlaid serving tray on stand, the serving
tray of serpentine form with bow and floral marquetry
with two brass handles on X-shaped turned mahogany
stand, 67cm wide. £70-150 (+24%BP*)
1177.
Chinese dark wood and porcelain
barrel stool, the top with a famille rose style
porcelain plaque of a phoenix with peonies, the
stool with pierced curving supports, 45cm high.
£70-100 (+24%BP*)
1178.
Early 20th century standard lamp, with
circular turned tray over a barley twist simulated
rosewood support on a turned walnut plinth base with
three squat bun feet, 120cm high (including fitting).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
1179.
A Chinoiserie style whatnot, with a copper
plated pagoda roof and three tiers with geometric
pierced trellis work painted in black and gold,
134cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
1180.
A 20th century Dutch mahogany
wall-mounted display case, in the 18th century style
with broken arch pediment and an interior with green
moire silk style interior and a glazed door, 79cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
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1181.
A burr walnut tilt-top centre table, the top
of oval plain form on top of a carved single support
with four down swept feet, each heavily carved with
leaves and geometric panelling on white ceramic
casters, 140cm long. £150-300 (+24%BP*)

1191.
Four late 19th/ early 20th century
mahogany balloon backed dining chairs, with
carved balloon back rail, pale green upholstered
seats and front cabriole legs, each 86cm high.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)

1182.
A 20th century French mahogany and
gilt metal mounted Vitrine, the central glazed
door revealing two glass shelves, the lower sections
with painted panels of an amorous couple on four
short cabriole legs with metal mounts, 165cm high.
£150-300 (+24%BP*)

1192.
A Mid-20th century G Plan teak
modernist dining suite, circa 1970s, comprising a
sideboard comprising four graduated long drawers
flanked by a pair of double door cupboards, on
tapering pencil legs united by stretchers front and
back, label to drawer, with an extending circular
dining table with rectangular additional leaf and
four chairs with round seats and curved back
rails upholstered in brown fabric on four tapering
pencil legs united by x-stretchers, the sideboard
212cm wide x 80cm high x 45.5cm deep, the dining
table 122cm in diameter (closed) x 74cm high, the
chairs 76cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

1183.
Two whatnots, one with two tiers and lower
cupboard section in teak, the other with two tiers,
turned supports and single drawer to the base, the
larger 130cm high. £20-50 (+24%BP*)
1184.
20th century marble-topped gilt wood
console table, the serpentine pink marble top
supported by a large single scrolling support with
C-scroll and cartouche decoration, 78cm high.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
1185.
Late 19th/ early 20th century gilt gesso
wall/ hall mirror, with a broken arch pediment with
urn finial, a twist border around the plate with rosettes
to the corners and a bevelled glass plate, 129cm high.
£70-150 (+24%BP*)
1186.
Grey marble pedestal column, the top
of square form with chamfered corners on a single
tapering column on a round step and an octagonal
base, 99cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
1187.
Early 20th century rosewood music
cabinet, the square top with boxwood stringing, the
rectangular single door with top marquetry inlaid
panel and glazed lower section opening to reveal three
shelves on four short tapered supports, 104cm high.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
1188.
An early 20th century mahogany piano
stool, of X-frame shape, the arms with slatted
sides, the centre with marquetry panel of an urn
with scrolling forms inlaid in bone, walnut and
mahogany, the base with an H-shaped stretcher.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
1189.
Early 20th century pot cupboard, with
galleried top with heart-shaped handle details, a
central cupboard with slat bottom, on four long
tapered legs with fluted columns, 80cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
1190.
Edwardian finely carved mahogany
carver dining chair, the serpentine back and pierced
vase-shaped splat finely carved with acanthus and
scroll details, the two arms with swept supports on
front cabriole legs with shell-shaped feet, 92cm high.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
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1193.
A group of Mid-20th century G Plan
teak modernist furniture, circa 1970s, comprising
a nest of rectangular occasional tables with Y-shaped
supports, a circular coffee table with glass insert
and x-shaped curving supports and a standard lamp
with round plinth base and brass rod with central
cylindrical teak insert with carved foliate detail, the
nest of table 56cm wide x 52cm high x 41cm deep,
the coffee table 80cm diameter x 45cm high, the lamp
125cm high (excluding shade). £100-150 (+24%BP*)
1194.
Modern Chinese dark wood dining table
and chairs, including six dining chairs and two
carvers, the table with two removable leaves, each
chair 96cm high, the table 209cm long fully extended.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
1195.
Pair of Edwardian mahogany salon
chairs, the backs with carved rails and pierced
splats with floral detailing, the seats upholstered in
teal velvet on sweeping cabriole front legs, each
82cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1196.
A 20th century reproduction walnut
Sutherland table, the cross-banded rectangular top
with two short drop-leaves to the side with two short
drawers with brass handles on two turned supports
united by a turned stretcher, the four down swept legs
with brass paw feet with casters, 89cm wide when
closed. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1197.
Early 20th century mahogany corner
display cabinet, with galleried top and single astragal
glazed door on three short tapered legs, 127cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1198.
Nest of three 1970s modernist ‘G-Plan’
teak occasional tables, on long tapering U-shaped
supports with paper labels to base, the largest
50cm wide. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
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1199.
Early 20th century pine dresser, with
galleried top over four short drawers and a large
central shelved cupboard with two panelled door,
156cm long. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
1200.
A 20th century oak upholstered two-seat
sofa, the frame carved with C-scroll and floral details,
upholstered in floral fabric, on four short cabriole legs,
138cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1201.
A 20th century chaise longue, with
single scrolling arm and button back, upholstered in
white linen style fabric on four turned wooden legs,
175cm long. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1202.
Large 20th century metal bound trunk,
with nailed plank top and crocodile-effect leather,
the lock signed ‘Eagle Lock Company USA’, with
two metal bound leather carry handles, 92cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1203.
Four pieces of oak furniture, including a
demilune table with three square tapered legs on spade
feet, an octagonal occasional table with four long
cabriole legs joined by X-frame stretcher with lower
octagonal shelf, a bench of unusual form with four
wide tapering legs supported by a long H-stretcher,
and a small oak fire screen with an embroidered silk
panel of ‘Little Bo Peep’ in a garden, the largest
77cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

1204.
Two modern South-Eastern Asian
lacquered cabinets, one of rectangular form with
twenty small spice drawers, the other of square form
with a single door cupboard, the larger 91cm long.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1205.
Early 20th century mahogany glazed
bijouterie table, the top of the serpentine rectangular
form, the interior with blue velvet lining, on four
long tapered cabriole legs with an X-shaped stretcher.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1206.
A 19th century mahogany tilt-top table,
the top of rectangular form with rounded corners on
a single turned support with four down swept reeded
legs with brass mounted feet on casters, 144cm long.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
1207.
A 19th century mahogany square piano
converted to a sideboard, with three drawers to
the front with glass handles, the body with inlaid
strung diamond design parquetry inlay, all on a
stand with square tapered supports, 175cm long.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
1208.
A 19th century satinwood drop-leaf
sewing/ work table, with two short side drop
leaves, the top with ebony stringing above a single
frieze drawer and upholstered pull-out box, on
four long tapered supports with X-frame stretcher.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
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1209.
Late 19th/ early 20th century mahogany
dressing table mirror, of serpentine rectangular form
with adjustable top mirror on with three frieze drawers
on four bracket feet, 80cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)

1219.
An 18th century mahogany drop-leaf
table, the top of oval form with two leaves on
four tapered legs with pad feet, 103cm long.
£100-150 (+24%BP*)

1210.
An early 20th century mahogany and
walnut bookcase, the top with oval glazed door with
two glass shelves, the lower section with single panel
door, 197cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)

1220.
Modern mahogany magazine rack, with
four tiers together with a South Asian carved teak
collapsible set of clothes hooks, and an early 20th
century oak two-tier wall-mounted letter rack, the
magazine rack 110cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)

1211.
A 19th century rosewood and marquetry
work/ sewing table, the octagonal top in laid with a
marquetry panel of flowers and birds, the top opening
to reveal a fitted cabinet on an octagonal panelled
trumpet support also with floral marquetry inlay
on a tripod base with three scrolling legs carved in
high relief with C-scroll and acanthus decoration,
73cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
1212.
A 19th century mahogany corner chair,
with serpentine curving back rail and serpentine splats
on three turned supports, the square body on four
square legs with a needlework panel seat, 81cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1213.
A 20th century wing backed armchair,
upholstered in mint green damask style fabric on
two short cabriole front long with H-shaped turned
stretcher, 116cm high. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
1214.
Pair of brass table/ dressing table
mirrors, of oval form with swing plates on round
plinth bases, each 57cm high. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1215.
Small mahogany occasional drop-leaf
table, with two fold-out leaves with turned and bobbin
supports, together with an early 20th century square
fire screen with Art Deco style floral carving, and a
embroidered floral silk screen, the screen 85cm high.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
1216.
An early 20th century oval occasional
table, the top in well-figured satinwood with walnut
cross-banding, opening to reveal a single compartment
below on four mahogany square tapered supports with
spade feet, 48cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1217.
Early 20th century Art Nouveau style
mahogany carver dining chair, the back and splat
with boxwood stringing on cabriole legs united by
stretcher with a needlework panel seat, together with a
early 20th century oak piano stool with a needlework
seat on four turned legs, and a 20th century oak stool
the top of naturalistic form on three wide square legs,
the chair 104cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1218.
Late 19th/ early 20th century cast iron
umbrella stand, the scrolling three compartment
top on a pierced support with a tray base on four
scrolled feet, painted in black gloss finish, 82cm high.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
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1221.
Set of three early 20th century Thonet
bentwood ebonised chairs, the backs with Y-shaped
scrolling splats, each stamped ‘Thonet to the
underside, each 92cm high. ‘. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
1222.
A 20th century pine and grey marble
bathroom stand/ pot cupboard, the single cupboard
with two doors with a grey marble top, 92cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1223.
Group of ten early 20th century cast
iron balustrades, to include three different styles,
three in an elaborate scrolling pattern, five in a
lyre shaped scrolling pattern, and two of straight
form with acanthus details, the largest 82cm long.
£40-60 (+24%BP*)
1224.
Set of 19th century oak and woven rush
matted seats, the backs with serpentine top rail and
turned splats with two centre rails, on turned legs with
turned front support, six chairs and two carvers, the
largest 115cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
1225.
Early 20th century mahogany
upholstered tub armchair, with long tapering arms
moving into square tapered legs with spade feet in teal
velvet upholstery, 78cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1226.
An Ercol rocking chair, in the Windsor
style with elongated back with straight back rail and
curving arms, 110cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1227.
A 19th century oak dining chair, with
pierced slat back and serpentine back rail, with
needlework panel chair, together with a square
mahogany piano stool also with a needlework panel
top on turned supports, and a small squat footstool
upholstered with a needlework panel of a woodpecker,
the chair 94cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1228.
Mahogany and gilt carved mirror in the
Georgian taste, early 20th century with carved and
pierced frame with hoho bird cresting, 64cm long.
£20-40 (+24%BP*)
1229.
George III mahogany linen cupboard,
with two panelled doors revealing a single hanging
space with two brass handles, above a single long
drawer with two swan necked brass handles, on four
bracket feet, 175cm high. £100-150 (+24%BP*)
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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1230.
Oak and stained pine two-section
bookcase, with rows of graduated adjustable
shelves, many shelves with a gilt tooled tan leather
decorative band to the top, 141cm high x 167cm wide.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
1231.
Group of two chairs and an occasional
table, one chair carved in its entirety in bobbin-form,
the other an oak hall chair with leather upholstered
back and seat with brass stud-work detailing and
turned front supports, and an early 20th century oak
occasional table the top carved with foliate design the
four bobbin turned supported united by a lower shelf,
decorated with hatch-cut diamond design, the largest
94cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1232.
Early 20th century gilt gesso oval
mirror, the border with repeating design of acorns
and oak leaves, together with a 20th century pewter
mounted mirror of long tapering oval form, the larger
84cm wide. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1233.
Two mahogany chests of drawers, both
with two short drawers over three long, one with
gadrooned round handles on a plinth base, the other
bow-fronted with round brass handles on four swept
bracket feet. £60-100 (+24%BP*)
1234.
Late 19th/ early 20th century mahogany
chest of drawers, two short drawers over three long
drawers with turned mahogany handles and sweeping
bracket feet. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
1235.
Two early 20th century enamelled
food cupboards, including a three shelf single
cupboard marked “CAKES” together with a small
white enamel bread safe with mesh door, the largest
42cm high. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1236.
Three early 20th century mahogany
serving trays, all with twin handles and fluted gallery
rims, one with marquetry roundel and border, the
largest 73cm wide. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1237.
Three carved mahogany mirrors in the
Georgian taste, early 20th century with pierced
frame, one with hoho bird cresting, the other two
with scalloped cresting, the largest 89cm high.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
1238.
Four mahogany and gilt mirrors in the
Georgian taste, early 20th century with pierced frame
all with hoho bird cresting, three with gilt slips, the
largest 78cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
1239.
Early 20th painted wooden chest, of plain
rectangular form the hinged top opening to reveal a
large compartment with a small lidded box to the left
hand side, 107cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)

1240.
Three early 20th century mahogany oval
wall mirrors, one with boxwood stringing, the largest
83cm long. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
1241.
Three wicker Lloyd Loom style tub
armchairs, two with padded seats, the largest
80cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)
1242.
Three 20th century standard lamps, two
of square form with central occasional table shelf
to the middle, together with a hexagonal tapering
example, the largest 158cm high. £40-60 (+24%BP*)
1243.
Singer sewing machine and table,
with wooden cover, the black lacquered sewing
machine with gold detailing on top of a wrought
iron framed table with pedal and wheel, 103cm high.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
1244.
Two 20th century bentwood cafe chairs
both marked ‘Fischel’, with double rail backs,
together with an early 20th century mahogany
commode chair of squat form with curving arms on
four casters. £20-30 (+24%BP*)
1245.
Modern gilt framed mirror, the frame
with moulded corners with a bevelled glass plate,
91cm high. £20-40 (+24%BP*)
1246.
Oval gilt framed mirror, the top from with
bow pediment, 51cm high. £10-20 (+24%BP*)
1247.
An early 20th century stained beech
pedestal desk, with four drawers to each pedestal and
a central drawer, 122cm long. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
1248.
Early 20th century mahogany drop-leaf
table, the oval top with satinwood stringing and two
drop leaves, a single frieze drawer with brass handle
to one side on four square tapered legs, 100cm wide.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
1249.
Late 19th/ early 20th century mahogany
tea/ card table, the fold-out top of rectangular
form with rounded edges supported by hinged back
legs, the body with boxwood stringing supported
by four turned fluted supports, 90cm wide.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
1250.
Two early 20th century mahogany
occasional tables, one with two drop-leaves to either
side on turned supports with a lower galleried tray on
four swept feet with casters, the other of octagonal
form with reeded border on four long tapering legs
also with a galleried tray uniting legs on four casters.
£50-80 (+24%BP*)
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1251.
Four pieces of small furniture, including
a demilune three legged occasional table, a small
mahogany pot cupboard of square form with a
single door and long tapered legs, another mahogany
pedestal pot cupboard, together with a small ebonised
occasional table with painted Chinese lacquer style
top and long tapered square legs, the largest piece
78cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)

1256.
Early 20th century beech and cane work
piano stool, in the manner of the Cotswold School,
with a convex cane work seat on four straight square
legs united by a stretcher, together with a modern oak
veneer chest of drawers with two short drawers over
three graduated long drawers with straight stainless
steel handles, the chest of drawers 91cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)

1252.
Two 20th century glazed corner cabinets,
one with Chippendale style carved frieze to the top,
both with astragal glazed doors, the taller cabinet
104cm high. £50-80 (+24%BP*)

1257.
Late 19th century carved mahogany
pedestal, in the Aesthetic style, the serpentine
square top on top of four supports with carved scroll
decoration on four ball and claw feet, the panels with
Japanese style design with a single drawer above a
single cupboard, 82cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

1253.
Group of four stools, including a 19th
century rosewood piano stool with four down swept
scrolling legs and needlework upholstered top,
together with a long footstool and square footstool
also upholstered with needlework panel, and another
small footstool with turned supports on a reeded
stretcher, the largest 104cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
1254.
Late 19th/ early 20th century
Anglo-Indian carved teak armchair, the back, arms
and body carved in high relief with foliate design,
the wide vase-shaped back splat carved in high relief
with a scene of flowers, with a solid seat covered with
a padded cushion covered with green brocade style
fabric, 100cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
1255.
Group of three chairs, including a
‘William and Mary’ style caned back hall chair with
turned supports, and Edwardian salon chair together
with an upholstered bedroom chair in pink floral
fabric, the largest 117cm high. £20-30 (+24%BP*)

1258.
Scottish modernist teak dining room
suite, comprising a sideboard, extending dining table
and six chairs, the sideboard with three short drawers
to one side followed by three cupboards, one drawer
with label ‘A.H. McIntosh and Company, Kirkcaldy,
Scotland’, the dining table with fold-out extendable
centre section, the chairs four rail backs with tapering
legs, the sideboard 205cm long. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
1259.
A 20th century South-East Asian
carved teak nest of tables, each of round form with
carved floral decoration in relief on four tapering
cabriole legs with shell feet, one large table and
four small tables, the large table 73cm in diameter.
£60-100 (+24%BP*)
1260.
Two modern LCD televisions, including
a Samsung and Panasonic example, the larger
80cm long. £30-50 (+24%BP*)
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1261.
Early 20th century mahogany chest of
drawers, two short over two long drawers with brass
drop finial handles and an egg and dart frieze to the
base on four straight tapering legs with brass casters,
107cm wide. £10-20 (+24%BP*)

1265.
Large early 20th century oak extending
dining table, the rectangular top with chamfered
corners, and two extending leaves, on four tapered
square legs with casters, 242cm long fully extended,
101cm wide. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

1262.
A 20th century architect’s/ draughtsman’s
table, with black lacquered surface and grey
enamelled frame, 117cm wide. £20-30 (+24%BP*)

1266.
A. H. McIntosh & Co. Ltd.,
Kirkaldy, a mid 20th century teak dining
room suite, comprising; a sideboard
201.5cm wide x 74.5cm high x 45.5cm deep,
an extending dining table and four chairs.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

1263.
A modern carved yew framed
mirror, the frame in a teardrop shape, 53cm long.
£20-30 (+24%BP*)
1264.
A 20th century beech tilt-top breakfast
table, the base with three scrolling legs (damages).
£20-50 (+24%BP*)

1267.
Four modern wall mirrors including a
gilt framed example with scrolling foliate border,
a silver framed example and a pewter effect example,
all of rectangular form, the largest 111cm high.
£30-50 (+24%BP*)
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